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According to Weiner's application of attribution theory to the examination of 

motivation in the classroom, it is not the outcome of learning per se but rather the 

child's understanding of this outcome which will predict subsequent motivational 

behaviour. This understanding is manifested in the explanations the child gives for 

his learning outcome. The present study worked within the framework of Weiner's 

proposals. It examined the relationship between the child's general knowledge and 

understanding of learning ( metacognition ) and his explanations for learning outcome 

(auributional behaviour). 

Two relationships between metacognition and attribution were hypothesised. The first 

%as developmental: that metacognition is an underlying. developing process of which 

attribution is an expression. The second was causal: that the child's level of 

metacognitive functioning structures the salience of attributes in the learning context 

and effects the definition of learning outcome and its subsequent explanation. These 

hypotheses were examined in a study of 144 primary school children in the age range 

seven to eleven years. 

Two studies were conducted. The first was a preliminary investigation of the nature of 

metacognition and was designed to select indices of metacognitive functioning. The 

second study investigated the hypothesised relationships between the child's 

metacognitive scores and his attributional behavioural. Attributions were elicited from 

each child following a learning task which was undertaken under one of four learning 

conditions in which outcome definition (two levels: external versus self defined) and 

Processing (two levels: meaningful versus verbatim) were varied. The effects of age 

metacognitive level. outcome definition. and processing on attributional behaviour were 

examined using analyses of variance techniques. 

The findings of Study One indicated that metacognition as measured, was disunified. 

Individual measures were weakly related. Eight variables were selected to index 

metacognition. The findings of Study Two indicated that there was only a weak 

relationship between the eight metacognitive indices and attributional behaviour. 

Nevertheless. three meacognitive indices predicted attributional behaviour more 

strongly and these were further investigated. Using an aggregation of these three 

indices to represent meacognitive functioning effects of development and learning 

conditions on attribution were found. 



Attribution to Strategy types and Specific Ability and corresponding increases in 

internal, controllable. specific and unstable attributions were also found to increase 

with age and metacognition. Increased controllable attributions were also found. These 

findings provided support for the developmental hypothesis. 

The findings also provide partial support for the causal hypothesis. Whilst few effects 
for outcome definition were found clear processing effects emerged. Processing was 
found to interact with metacognition and age and with metacognition alone to affect 

attributional behaviour. 

The study provides some indication of a relationship between metacognition and 

attribution for learning outcome. However, the need for further investigation is 

evident, in particular the clarification and further investigation of the concept of 

metacognition and individual studies of the effects of learning condition on attribution 
behaviour. 
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INTRO UGTION 

Theories of school achievement have employed a number of constructs to explain 

individual differences in academic performance. Alongside ability and attitudinal 

factors, motivation has played a prominent part. Cattell, Scaly and Sweney (1966), 

for example, argued that up to 25% of primary school achievement variance could be 

predicted from motivation scores - an amount equivalent to that predicted from 

ability and from personality factors. 

Although the modern primary school is often held to be a hive of productive 

thinking, observation reveals large differences between children in the measurable 

effort made in most branches of the curriculum. Explanations of such differences 

have changed considerably over the sixty or so years since systematic psychological 

studies of pupils was introduced into the study of education. During the 1930s, 

largely influenced by McDougall (1908), instinct explanations abounded such that 

textbooks emphasised the inherited factors common to the species which energised 

and sustained learning. As the list of human instincts postulated grew to some several 

thousand the absurdity of this approach was realised, however. Gradually, and under 

the influence of psychologists who put forward conditioning as a model of learning, 

instinct theories were replaced by theories of innate drives which impelled adaptive 

behaviour from within, or of basic needs which could be met and the drive reduced 

to goal seeking (appetitive) and satisfying (consummatory) behaviour. Although 

impressive studies of drive manipulation (for example, of hunger) were carried out 

by Skinner and others using rats and pigeons and valuable insights were attained from 

ethological studies (for example, by Lorenz (1974) and Tinbergen (1951)), it 

remained unclear just which drives were supposed to be satisfied by school 

achievement. This led Murray (1938) and others to distinguish physiological (which 

played little part in school achievement) and psychological drives or needs, among 

which need for achievement (n Ach) was assigned a prominent role. 
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Explanations of individual differences in achievement in terms of differences in 

'need to achieve' were destined to be circular and the 1960s and 1970s taw a decline 

in the use of these kinds of explanation. Since this time psychologists have adopted 

approaches which have tried to emphasise the pressures in the child's environment 

which influence his efforts to learn (parental and teacher expectation, competition. 

Incentives, models and so on) or have adopted cognitive theories in which the child 

becomes an agent in his own learning activity seeking to achieve self- or other- 

defined goals which may be realised by adoption of the rules of social adaptation. 

Such theories have in common a model of the child who is aware of his goals. 

Increasingly knowledgeable of acceptable (and unacceptable! ) ways of reaching them 

and of his characteristics as a learner. Moreover. the child is seen as aware of the 

connections between his actions and his intentions. between his abilities and efforts 

and the outcome of his attempts to learn. Under the enforcing influence of his 

results and his teacher's evaluation of them, the child develops a concept of his status 

as a learner. Whereas the child depends in the early stages of formal schooling on a 

teacher definition of success or failure, this generally gives way to evaluation of peers 

and later by self such that at secondary level a child's judgement of his attempts to 

learn may differ substantially from that of his teacher. 

The parent psychological theory which has given rise to these kinds of view of school 

motivation is that of "attribution theory'. especially in its adaptation to school 

achievement and motivation by Weiner (1979). Basically, this theory gives 

prominence to the child's developing understanding of the factors (reasons and 

causes) which influence the outcome of his attempts to learn: the precise influence 

on his future motivation is his belief as to whether the outcome is influenced by 

factors internal to self (such as ability and effort) as compared with external factors 

over which he may have little or no control. Whereas reinforcement theories hold the 

results (especially if rewarding) to be the major determinant of learning, attribution 

theories argue that it is the type of explanation of the result which is of greater 
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significance. Thus. although the reward of a 'correct' response is itself pleasant and 

rewarding, its influence on motivation and expectancy for future performance will be 

greater if the child attributes his success to causes of which he feels proud, namely 

those internal to self. 

The importance of awareness of the cause of success in attribution theory is paralleled 

by an increasing interest in developmental psychology in a child's general and specific 

understanding of how his learning takes place and how his memory can be used to 

greatest effect. This knowledge about knowledge (metacognition) has been shown to 

develop over the primary school years but only recently have psychologists come to 

hypothesise a link between metacognition and increasing awareness of influences on 

learning as detailed by attribution theory. 

It is with this relationship that the present study is concerned. It is intuitively 

plausible that awareness of the processes of one's own learning (an aspect which 

might be called the cognitive self) is an essential prerequisite for an understanding of 

the extent to which one's own learning is caused by internal factors. It is thus likely 

that what is called metacognition Is the 'underlying construct' and attribution for 

learning outcome of one of its manifestations. 0 

The present study focusses on the relationship between metacognition and 

attributional behaviour in junior school years (seven to eleven years). Children of 

this age are of special interest not only because metacognition has been shown to 

make some of its greatest developmental strides during this period but also because 

these years represent the transition between the infant school, where motivation is 

commonly held to be high, and the secondary school where, for many children, this is 

decidedly not the case. 
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The study remains within the achievement motivation frame of reference. It 

examines one cognitive theory of achievement motivation - attribution theory - 

which is currently popular in the fields of Psychology and Education (see, for 

example, liewstone, 1988). Specifically, it is concerned with Weiner's (1979) 

application of the theory to education which proposes that the child's understanding 

of his learning outcomes will affect his expectancy and subsequent motivation toward 

achievement tasks. The child's understanding is reflected in his explanation for 

learning outcome. 

The central thesis of the study is that, with age and metacognitive development, the 

child's understanding of learning will change. This will affect the child's perception 

of learning tasks and will subsequently be reflected in explanations given for learning 

outcome. Two possible relationships between metacognition and attribution for 

learning outcome are hypothesised. The first is developmental: that attribution for 

learning outcome is an expression of underlying cognitive development. The second 

is causal: that the child's metacognitive level structures the salience of attributes in 

the learning context. 

The thesis is organised as tollowx 

Chapter One presents a discussion of the concept of metacognition. The existing 

research in the field is reviewed and problems and Issues discussed. 

Chapter Two outlines Attribution Theory with particular reference to Weiner's 

application of the theory to classroom motivation. Once again, problems and issues of 

the theory are discussed. 
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Chapter Three examines the relationship between metacognition and attribution for 

learning outcome. Theoretical. conceptual and empirical relationships are discussed. 

Two possible relationships between metacognition and attribution are hypothesised: 

developmental and causal. 

Chapter Four outlines the research questions and presents the research design for the 

study. The research design entails two separate studies: the first, an examination of 

the nature of metacognition; the second, a study of attribution and its relationship 

with metacognition. 

Chapter Five presents Study One which examines the nature and measurement of 

metacognition. On the basis of findings in this study. variables are selected to index 

metacognition in Study Two. 

Chapter Six presents Study Two which examines the patterns of attribution for 

learning outcome and their relationship with metacognition. To test the 

developmental hypothesis. the effects of age and metacognition on attribution for 

learning outcome are examined. The causal hypothesis is tested in a2x2 

experimental design in which the effects of metacognition on attribution for learning 

outcome are examined following different conditions of learning outcome definition 

(external- versus self-defined) and processing orientation (Verbatim versus 

Meaningful). 

Chapter 7 presents a summary of the results and a discussion of each in relation to 

the research questions. 

Throughout the study the child will be referred to as 'he'. This is a language 

formality necessitated by the absence of an appropriate neutral word for this context 
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in the English language. It does not connote greater Importance of boys. In each 

case it should be read as referring equally to both boys and girls. 
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1.1 OUTLINE OF THE CONCEPT 

1.1.1 DEFINITION 

Individuals in a learning situation are not only capable of directed cognitive activity 

- attending, remembering, recalling - but also of observing and monitoring their 

behaviour. Presented with written prose, for example, the experienced reader 

consciously considers a range of reading strategies (scanning, skimming, selective 

reading, elaboration) and selects the one appropriate to his purpose (Smith. 1967; 

Forest and Waller, 1981; Lunzer and Gardener. 1979; Gibson and Levin, 197$). 

Moreover, the reader monitors his own progress in comprehending the text at the 

level selected. This process of deliberate observation and monitoring of one's own 

behaviour is termed metacognition. 

The concept of metacognition is derived from that of the earlier notion of 

metamemory (flavell, 1970,1971). This has been defined as 

the individual's knowledge and awareness of memory 
(Flavell and Wellman, 1977, page 4) 

Underlying this concept is the premise that individuals not only cognize objects, 

events and behaviours but also cognition itself. 

Individuals form and hold conceptions about how the mind works, which 
mental problems are hard and which are easy and their own mental states. 

(FlavelI, 1971, page 273) 
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More recently the concept has been expanded to include the processes of self- 

regulation and monitoring and has thus been termed metacognition (Brown, 

Bransford, Ferrara and Campione, 1983). It has been defined as 

one's knowledge and control of the domain cognition 

1.1.2 SOME DISTINCTIONS WITHIN THE CONCEPT 

(page 106) 

The scope of metacognition is extensive. It is ubiquitously associated with cognitive 

activity. In an attempt to better define the range of metacognitive phenomena a 

number of categorical distinctions within the broad concept have been made. Firstly, 

a distinction is made between metacognitive experience and metacognitive knowledge 

(Flavell, 1981b; Robinson, 1983). Metacognitive experience refers to conscious 

experiences of knowing (Brown and McNeill, 1966; Wellman, 1977) or of failing to 

understand (Flavell et al., 1981; Robinson and Robinson, 1977). In contrast, 

metacognitive knowledge is an 'accumulated world knowledge" about cognition and 

the cognitive environment (Robinson. 1983). 

Secondly, a distinction is made between metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive 

production (Flavell and Wellman, 1977). Metacognitive knowledge refers to 

verbalised knowledge about cognition whilst metacognitive production is concerned 

with the application of metacognitive principles in performance. This distinction has 

been made because it has been found, particularly in developmental studies, that 

whilst individuals may indicate understanding of metacognitive principles verbally, 

they may not be able or may not choose to use them in practice (Flavell, 1970; 

Siegler and Liebert, 1975). 

Finally, a further distinction is made between the application of metacognitive 

knowledge and the regulation of one's own learning behaviour. Brown et al. (1983) 
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have argued that whilst metacognitive knowledge and regulation are related fields, 

they are conceptually distinct. Metacognitive knowledge is typically concerned with 

the individual's knowledge about variables in the learning context and choice of 

strategy. Flavell and Wellman (1977) suggest that individuals acquire knowledge 

about three groups of variables: personal, task and strategy. Knowledge about these 

variables and how they interact will influence strategy choice and learning 

performance (Flavell and Wellman, 1977). Regulation, in contrast, is concerned with 

processes. Brown and Deloache (1978) suggest it includes processes of predicting, 

monitoring, checking, reality-testing, co-ordinating and controlling learning. 

Metacognitive experience is not examined in the present study. The parameters of 

metacognitive phenomena examined are restricted to metacognitive knowledge and 

regulation. The focus is on the application of metacognitive knowledge in generating 

strategies and the monitoring of their effectiveness. 

1.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF METACOGNITION 

1.2.1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTENTIONAL COGNITIVE BEHAVIOUR 

Metacognition is concerned with intentional learning (Flavell and Wellman, 1977). 

The starting point of metacognitive development, therefore, is the recognition of 

learning as a problem. The child must recognise the need to do something if learning 

is to advance beyond the incidental. 

A number of studies of memory tasks have examined the emergence of such 

deliberate cognitive behaviour. A study by Appel ct al. (1972), for example. 

compared the strategies and subsequent recall of children aged four, seven and eleven 
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years following a memory task presented under two conditions: Incidental and 

intentional. In the incidental condition the children were instructed to 'look 

carefully' at a series of items; whilst in the intentional condition children were 

instructed to remember the items. The results indicated that the eleven year old 

children distinguished between the two conditions. Under the intentional condition 

they responded by using rehearsal strategies which were not evidenced under the 

incidental condition. Subsequent recall was superior following intentional learning. 

In contrast, the four year olds made no distinction between the two conditions. Their 

behaviour and recall performance across the two conditions were not significantly 

different. The authors concluded that whilst eleven year olds recognised the need for 

intentional behaviour, four year olds did not. The results for the seven year olds 

were less clear. Whilst trends indicated differences in behaviour and recall across the 

two conditions, no significant differences emerged. Appel et al. (1972) suggested 

that seven year olds distinguished conceptually between the two conditions but not 

behaviourally. 

A number of subsequent studies have replicated the design of Appel et al. (1972). 

These have produced varying reports of the age at which deliberate cognitive 

behaviour emerges. Yussen (1974), for example, reports that four and five year olds 

do discriminate between incidental and intentional conditions. lie reports that 

children of this age "look more" under a memorise instruction. Wellman et al. (1975) 

report that children as young as three differentiated between remember and look 

conditions when presented with 'concrete' items to remember. It would seem that age 

differences in the emergence of intentional cognitive activity are specific to the task 

presented. Deliberate memory behaviour is reported to emerge earlier when the task 

is concrete, as when the child is required to remember familiar objects which are 

physically presented (Wellman et al., 1975). 



1.2.2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF METACOONITIVE KNOWLEDGE 

It is evident that recognition of the need to "do something` when trying to learn and 

remember develops early. However, the repertoire of metacognitive knowledge and 

strategies - "what to do" - changes considerably through the school years and most 

particularly in the primary school years. Through learning and experience in this 

period the child's metacognitive knowledge increases. 

The following discussion outlines research which has examined the development of 

metacognitive knowledge and processes. The studies discussed are drawn from a 

diverse body of literature. Research has typically examined metacognition specific to 

a particular cognitive task. The result is an extensive but disparate literature. There 

are, therefore, numerous studies which might be considered here. The discussion 

does not provide an exhaustive account but rather attempts to provide a cross-section 

of research conducted. For the purpose of clarity, the taxonomy of metacognitive 

knowledge outlined by Flavell and Wellman (1977) is employed. This describes three 

classes of metacognitive knowledge: personal, task and strategy. Finally, the processes 

of metacognitive development are considered. 

Knowledge of Personal Variables 

Personal variables are those attributes or states of the individual which influence 

learning. These might include idiosyncratic attributes. Research has focussed on the 

acquisition of knowledge about the capacities and limitations of memory. 

The child's knowledge about the limitations and capacities of memory has been shown 

to develop throughout the primary school years. Whilst studies show that young, 

school-aged children use terminology like "remember" and 'forget' (Wellman and 
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Johnson. 1979; Shatz, Wellman and Silber, 1983) and Indicate some knowledge of 

the relationship between the strategy used and remembering (see. for example, 

Kreutzer. Leonard and Flavell, 1975), studies examining children's behaviour indicate 

their application Increases with age. Three sources of evidence indicating this 

development are commonly referenced: studies of the child's prediction of ability, 

prediction of recall readiness and monitoring of understanding. 

Predicting Ability 

Studies examining the child's prediction of his or her own memory ability document 

increased accuracy of prediction with age (Yussen and Levy, 1975; Markman, 1973; 

Flavell, Freidrichs and Hoyt, 1970). The study of Flavell. Freidrichs and Hoyt (1970) 

is a good case in point. It compared the accuracy of prediction of children in two 

age groups: four to six years and seven to ten years. The children were asked to 

predict how many objects they would be able to recall in serial order and were 

subsequently tested for their ability to do so. The results indicated that the younger 

children 'unrealistically" over-estimated the number of items they could recall whilst 

the older group were more accurate. In a similar way, Yussen and Levy (1975) 

compared the predictive accuracy of four, eight and twenty year olds on a memory 

span task. Again, results indicated that prediction more closely approximated actual 

recall with age. Further it was found that the ability to use feedback to improve the 

accuracy of prediction varied with age. The youngest subjects in the sample did not 

adjust their predictions on the basis of feedback but remained optimistic. A study by 

Markman (1973) would further suggest that these findings are not simply the result 

of a generalised inability to predict performance. She examined the predictive ability 

of rive years olds on a variety of tasks and reported that, whilst these children were 

able to predict their physical ability (how far they could jump) and utilise feedback 
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to improve their predictions in this domain, they did not have the same understanding 

of their own mental capacities. 

Predicting Recall Readiness 

Studies of the child's ability to predict recall readiness, like studies of predicting 

ability, also document increasing accuracy with age. In the Flavell et al. study (1970) 

children were instructed to study a set of items until they were sure they could 

remember them all. The results indicated that the younger group of children (four 

to six years) were less accurate in recall and therefore had been less accurate in 

predicting ability than the older children (seven to eleven years). Some studies have 

reported that this effect can be reduced with practice (e. g. Markman 1973). Others, 

however, have not found this to be the case, (Yussen and Levy, 197$). 

Recognising a Failure to Understand 

A final group of studies which are concerned with the child's knowledge of personal 

variables are those examining the child's knowledge of his or her own comprehension. 

Typically these studies have presented children with ambiguous or incomplete verbal 

instructions and have observed the children's subsequent reaction. Systematic results 

have been reported which indicate that young children tend to act rather than seek 

further information. In contrast, older children recognise their failure to comprehend 

and seek further information. Markman (1977) suggests the explanation for this 

finding is that young children fail to execute the instructions mentally. It is only 

when they act out the instructions that they realise a failure to comprehend. Older 

children, she suggests, recognise instructions as inadequate because they execute them 

mentally first. Robinson (1983) presents an alternative explanation. She suggests 
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that young children may realise they do not understand but do not understand the 

reason for this. They fail to recognise that a message can be inadequate. Indeed, a 

number of studies report that young children judge ambiguous and incomplete 

messages as adequate (Flavell et at., 1981; Robinson, 1983). 

Together, the results of studies of predicting ability, predicting recall readiness and 

monitoring comprehension indicate that children acquire more accurate understanding 

of their own capacities and limitations with age and, further, are better able to 

monitor their own performance. 

Task Variables 

Task variables are concerned with the attributes of the task which influence the ease 

or difficulty of its processing. Such attributes include: 

Quantity - knowing that increased quantity increases the difficulty of 

learning; 

Relatedness - knowing that the greater the degree of similarity or 

association of items the easier they are to learn; 

Organisation - knowing that the greater the degree of organisation and 

structure of materials to be learned the easier the task. 

Knowledge of Quantity 

The predicting ability studies demonstrated that the understanding of the limitations 

of human memory capacity increases with age. The young children in the Flavell et 

al. study (1970), for example, believed they could remember all items presented to 

them in a serial learning task whilst the older children accurately predicted they could 
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not. Older children were apparently more aware that the quantity of items they could 

recall was limited. The studies suggest that children not only have different 

awareness of their own memory capacities but also of the effects of the quantity of 

items to be recalled. 

Evidence from studies examining judgement of task difficulty on memory sets of 

different size provides further information about children's knowledge of the 

principle of quantity. The Kreutzer et M. interview study (1975) provides a good 

case in point. In this study. children in the age range five to twelve years were 

presented with sets of word pairs. The word pairs were either arbitrary or related 

(antonyms). Initially, equal sized sets of word pairs were presented and the children 

were asked to select which set would be easiest to learn. Subsequently. additional 

pairs were added to the selected set until a reversal of the original choice was made. 

The numbers of additional sets required to bring about a reversal of decision by 

children of each age group were compared. The results indicted that the number of 

sets required to bring about a reversal of decision increased with age. Of the sixteen 

five year olds who initially judged one item to be easier, ten reversed their decision 

after only one- item was added to the selected set. In contrast, eight and twelve year 

olds required the addition of more than three items to bring about a reversal of the 

initial judgement. These children were more discriminating in their judgement of 

task difficulty. They were not only concerned about the quantity of items presented 

but also about their relatedness. The study demonstrates that even the youngest 

school-aged child employs a principle of quantity. The authors concluded, however, 

that 

younger children have a less differentiated, more all or none conception of 
the influence of number of items on task difficulty 

(Kreutzer, Leonard and Flavell, 1975, page 17) 
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Knowledge of Relatedness 

The results obtained in the Kreutzer et at. study (1975) Indicate that with age 

children come to understand that related items are easier to recall than unrelated 

items: recall of one item serves as a cue for the recall of associated items. 

A number of other studies have also examined acquisition of the principle of 

relatedness. Moynahan (1973) asked seven, nine, and eleven year olds to predict the 

relative difficulty of remembering items for which the relatedness was varied. Items 

were either strongly related (belonging to a single category of items) or unrelated. 

The number of items presented remained constant. The results revealed significant 

differences between the responses of seven year olds and the two older groups. The 

older children more frequently selected related item sets as less difficult. Salatas and 

flavell (1976) found this effect remained even when the relatedness of the items was 

made explicit. 

Knowledge of Organisation 

Tenney (1975) has examined the principles of organisation used by children, aged 

six to twelve years, in the generation of word lists for recall. In contrast to the 

relatedness studies, where children were asked to judge between word lists, children 

were asked to generate their own lists. In this study, children were presented with 

twelve cue words individually and asked to provide "three other words which would 

be easy to remember' along with each. Responses were subsequently categorised, 

though not exclusively, into seven organisational types: taxonomic category, narrow 

category, sound relationships, consistency, category labels, function and description. 

Significant age effects for frequency of organisational principle use emerged for five 

of the seven categories. Older children made significantly greater use of categories, 
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narrow categories, category labels and description to structure their word lists. In 

contrast, the use of sound relationships as an organisational principle declined with 

age. Younger children used sound relationships to structure their word lists 

significantly more than older children. Further, analysis of the consistency of 

principle use, both within and across the twelve trials, indicated there was an 

increased consistency in principle use with age. The study indicates that children as 

young as five years use principles of organisation to generate sentences for later 

recall. However, the particular principle used varies and the coherence of 

organisation increases with age. 

Further, it has been found that children understand the advantage of providing a 

structure for learning even in cases where the materials to be learned do not have 

inherent organisation. The Kreutzer et al. study (1975) asked children to judge the 

ease of recall of a list of unrelated words presented either as a simple list or 

embedded in a sentence. Following judgement responses, the children were asked to 

justify their choice. It was found that both the selection of the story presentation 

and provision of a justification for this choice increased with age. Over 90% of the 

nine and eleven year olds believed the story format was preferable, of which the 

majority provided justification for the choice. These justifications indicated that 

older children felt the story aided recall by relating words which were otherwise 

unrelated. 

Studies discussed to this point have been largely concerned with memory span tasks 

and list learning. Studies have also examined knowledge and use of organisational 

principles in prose learning. Danner (1976), for example, examined children's ability 

to identify organisation in prose and also to utilise it to assist later recall. His study 

was of children aged seven to eleven years and the research materials used were a 

series of stories about animals. Each story comprised twelve sentences: four sentences 

for each of three themes (appearance. habitat, food). In the first stage of the study 
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the effects of organisation on recall were assessed. Children were read two stories: 

one thematically organised, the other disorganised. Following immediately after the 

reading of each story, free recall protocols were obtained. Clustering of thematically 

related sentences in these protocols was examined. The children were also asked to 

indicate which of the two stories was more difficult to remember. 

Results indicated that, for all age groups, amount and clustering of recall was greater 

for the organised story. An increase in recall and clustering by age was also found. 

The majority of children in all age groups selected the disorganised passage as the 

more difficult of the two but few could identify organisation as the reason for this. 

When the two stories were presented to the children together in written form, 

however, it was found that older children could identify the differences. A 

significant age difference in identification of organisation between seven, nine and 

eleven year olds was found. In a final stage of the study, children were asked to 

group sentences from a story that tell about the same thing' and were also asked to 

select from the twelve sentences three sentences which would help them remember all 

the story at a later time. It was found that the ability to group sentences by topic 

increased significantly with age. A corresponding increase in the selection of theme 

related cues for recall was also found. Older children were more likely to select a 

representative from each of the three themes. Danner concluded that children's 

understanding of passage organisation, its detection and understanding of its potential 

usefulness for recall all developed with age. 

Brown and Smiley (1977) have also examined the development of understanding of 

prose organisation. In this study the relative importance of sentences was the 

organisational factor of interest. They asked children aged eight, ten, twelve, and 

eighteen years to rate the importance of sentences in text using a procedure of 

progressive elimination. They then compared ratings obtained with previously 

acquired independent ratings (made by adults and thirteen year olds) of importance 
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on the same text. The study found a strong developmental trend with a significant 

increase in sensitivity to levels of importance with age. Eight and ten year olds were 

unable to identify the most important units in text. Subsequent free recall tests 

indicated that all subjects recalled those sentences they rated as important. The 

authors concluded that this may result in subsequent poor study habits in which 

children. unable to correctly rate importance, focus on the less important aspects of 

text. 

In summary, studies indicate that whilst children develop understanding of the 

principles of quantity at an early age. the understanding of the principles of 

relatedness and organisation develop throughout the primary school years and beyond. 

Strategy Variables 

Strategy variables are concerned with the methods used both in encoding and in 

retrieval. Essentially, they are concerned with the way task and personal variables 

are brought together in practice. Choice of appropriate strategy requires both the 

identification of those task variables most pertinent to the task at hand and 

knowledge of one's own ability. Studies have examined the development of strategies 

in a variety of situations. Two broad categories of strategy are discussed here: those 

examining strategies specific to learning and problem-solving strategies. 

Knowledge of Learning Strategies 

In the Brown and Smiley study (1977) young children's inability to identify the 

importance of information in text resulted in inappropriate studying strategy. The 

eight and ten year olds focussed on less important aspects of the text. A subsequent 
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study has further examined the development of strategies used in studying text 

(Brown and Smiley, 1978). In two Initial studies, adult patterns of studying text were 

examined. It was found that adults were efficient in recalling the story gist and 

when given additional study time concentrated selectively on those aspects identified 

as important. In a final study, the strategies of children aged ten, twelve. sixteen and 

eighteen years were compared with those found for adults. The results indicated that 

the primary school-aged children (aged eight and ten years) were less able to 

identify important units of text and were not efficient in the use of extra study time. 

Given extra study time these children did not use the selective attention strategies 

employed by adults. The effects of study strategy were reflected in poorer 

subsequent recall. 

Brown and Smiley (1978) also noted the use of note taking and underlining strategies 

during the study. They report that many of the older subjects in the study 

spontaneously used such strategies. For the younger children this was less evident. 

Of the ten year old sample only 6% took notes. Underlining was more prevalent with 

this group. The nature of the underlining strategy of the ten year old children was 

further investigated. The level of Importance of the text underlined by those 

identified as spontaneous underliners was compared with that of the remaining 

children who were instructed to underline. It was found that whilst spontaneous 

underliners distinguished the most important text, those Induced to underline did not 

discriminate between text of varying levels of importance In underlining. The effect 

of strategy was reflected in free recall responses with spontaneous underliners 

showing a more adult-like pattern of recall. 

Forest and Waller (1981), report similar development of adaptive strategies in reading. 

They examined the strategies of good and poor readers in the age range eight to 

twelve years, given different task purposes. The children were asked to read stories 

for four different purposes: fun, to make up a title, to find a specific piece of 
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information as quickly as possible and study. They report that older and better 

readers were more likely to expend additional effort on the more demanding tasks. 

Further, they attended selectively to relevant parts of the text. 

Problem-solving 

The Kreutzer et al. study (1975) examined the strategic responses of children of five 

to eleven years to everyday problems. Two questions were concerned with the child's 

prior preparation for later recall: one question was concerned with remembering an 

object (remembering to take skates to school) whilst the other was concerned with 

remembering an event (a birthday party). Responses to both these questions 

indicated that children become increasingly planful with age. The use of external 

cues (notes, physical placement of objects), for example, was far more frequently 

suggested by older children in the sample. Other studies have also found this to be 

the case (Fabrices and Wellman, 1983). 

Two further questions in the Kreutzer et at. study (1975) were concerned with the 

strategy used in retrieval. Again, one was concerned with an object (a lost item of 

clothing) and the other with retrieval of an event (remembering which year a dog 

was given as a Christmas present). In both, planfulness of retrieval was found to 

increase with age. Responses to the question concerned with retrieval of a lost item, 

for example, ranged from such non-strategic responses as 'look everywhere' to 

specific strategy responses such as retracing where they had been or a priority 

ordered search. Incidence of the latter type of response was found to increase with 

age. Similarly, planfulness increased with age in the retrieval-event problem. With 

age, the use of reconstructive approaches in which the child used direct or indirect 

cues increased. The youngest children in the sample were found to have difficulty 

with the item. Of those who did respond the most common response for younger 
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children was to ask the help of others. In contrast many of the older children 

suggested "working it out' by doing a mental search. For example. one of the eleven 

year olds suggested 

Think of all the Christmases he was In and think of all the gifts he had 
gotten and then he would finally think of the Christmas he got it [the 
dog) (Krcutzer Leonard and Fiavell. 1975, page 40) 

In summary. research examining both learning strategies and solution of problems 

indicates that with age both quantitative and qualitative changes in strategy 

knowledge occurs. Firstly, the child's repertoire of strategies increases. Secondly, the 

child becomes more aware of the salient task features and directs strategy to these. A 

refinement of strategy is evidenced. 

1.2.3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIETACOCNMVE PROCESSES 

The pattern of development described by research reviewed here is one of increasing 

regulation. Firstly, with age the child evidences greater planfulness and strategic 

behaviour in his or her approach to cognitive tasks. In the Kreutzer et al. (1975) 

series of questions concerning preparation for recall and retrieval strategies. for 

example, five year olds typically gave non-strategic, 'try ererythiing' responses. When 

asked how they would retrieve a lost item these children frequently suggested an 

exhaustive search - 'look everywhere'. In contrast, nine and eleven year olds 

proposed more strategic, ordered search responses such as 'retrace my steps'. 

Secondly, with age responses became increasingly internal. A trend of development 

from behavioural to mental responses was evidenced. In studies of verbal 

comprehension, for example, older children recognised a verbal Instruction as 

inadequate before following it through, whilst younger children did not. Markman 

(1977) has proposed that this is because older children mentally represented the act 

and thus recognised the inadequacies before acting. In the Kreutzer et al. study. 
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similarly, responses to a number of the questions evidenced a greater reliance on 

mental rather than behavioural strategies with age. The question which asked the 

child to provide strategies for retrieval of an event (which Christmas a dog was 

given as a present) is a good case in point. Responses to this Item were categorised 

into three broad groups: Note, Others, and Scif. The first two categories represent 

behavioural strategies: one looking for external evidence. the other asking significant 

others. The third category, In contrast, Is concerned with mental strategies - 

working it out. The proportion of responses falling into this latter category increased 

significantly with age. Thirdly, with age the child has more personal control. A 

common development in many of the Kreutzer et at. (1975) questions, for example, 

was from an "other" (getting someone else to remember) to "seit" (work it out 

myself) response. 

A number of models have been proposed to summarise the pattern of development of 

meacognitive processes described here. Brown (1975) has proposed that the 

development of metacognition proceeds through two stages from episodic to semantic. 

The meacognitive functioning of the young child she suggests is episodic. That is, it 

is specific to the task at hand. The child gradually refines behaviour at this level, 

however, and becomes increasingly more strategic within the given context. At a 

later stage the child's metacognitive knowledge becomes more integrated and less 

context bound. The child, through association of specific metacognitive experiences, 

develops broader metacognitive principles. Once again, these are gradually refined 

and become increasingly more strategic. Hagen, Jongeward and Kail (1975) present 

a similar thesis. They suggest that with age the depth at which cognitive tasks can be 

processed increases because the network of associations between individual cognitive 

experiences broadens and becomes more greatly regulated. Like Brown (1975), they 

propose the process of meacognitive development is one of increasing refinement. 

They suggest further that, with age and experience, those aspects of learning which 

are more salient change as the learner's understanding deepens. Brown and Deloache 
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(1978) have developed this point. They have drawn parallels between the stages of 

metacognitive development and those occurring In the transition from novice to 

expert. They suggest metacognition proceeds from a state of no regulation through 

conscious regulation to automatic regulation. As one aspect of learning proceeds to 

this final stage another becomes the focus. Finally, drawing on the work of Vygotsky 

(1978), a number of theorists point to the development from other to self-regulation 

with age (Wertsch, 1979; Kopp, 1982; brown et al.. 1983). 

The common theme in these accounts of the development of metacognition is the 

contention that it is a process of progressive refinement and integration of knowledge. 

As nagen et al. (1975) concluded 

Changes in memory between the ages fire through eleven are a consequence 
of the child's gradual acquisition and mastery of sophisticated mnemonic 
strategies. Changes in memory performance with age reflect the 
development of an ever expanding repertoire of strategies rather than a 
shift in the fundamental bases of cognition ... The child plays an 
increasingly active role as deeper levels of analysis are reached. With 
development these deeper levels are more often employed to increase the 
probability of retention. In addition the network in which children encode 
information becomes richer. 

(page 96) 

1.3 PROBLEMS AND ISSUES 

The problems and issues presented by the field of metacognition are both conceptual 

and methodological. The extent of the field is not clearly defined and the methods 

employed in its examination have to date been largely unsystematic. 
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1.3.1 PROBLEMS or DertxmoN 

Wellman (1983) has described metacognition as a "ju:: y concept". Indeed, whilst it 

is theoretically distinct, in practice the parameters of the field are not clear. The 

range of cognitive phenomena included under the umbrella term melacognitlon is 

extensive. As a consequence. those phenomena taking the title metacognition may be 

only loosely related. Wellman (1983) states 

... different processes all of which take part of the original distinction 
(metacognition) may be related only loosely to one another. Thus the 
term ... serves primarily to designate a complex of associated phenomena. 

(pages 3-4) 

The need for greater clarity is apparent. In the present study, this has been achieved 

by restricting the scope of metacognitive phenomena considered to that of 

metacognitive knowledge and strategies (see Section 1.1.2). The need for a long term 

solution to the problem of clarity is. however, acknowledged. For further discussion 

of this issue the reader is referred to Brown et al. (1983). 

1.3.2 PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT 

Research data obtained from the study of metacognition are largely dependent on 

verbal reports. Whilst it has been suggested that reaction time could be used as a 

measure of metacognition (Cavanaugh and Perlmutter. 1982), the majority of studies 

have employed verbal assessment methods in the form of Independent reports (e. g. 

Kreutzer et al., 1975, interview study) or concurrent studies where the verbal reports 

relate to an on-going cognitive activity (e. g. Danner, 1976; Tenney, 1975). Indeed, 

the need to assess qualitative as well as quantitative developmental changes render this 

necessary. The problems inherent in verbal reports are well documented (e. g. 

Danzinger, 1980). They present a particular problem to developmental studies like 

the present one. The possibility that the child's ability to express metacognitive 
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knowledge is limited by his or her verbal capacity and, further, that this factor may 

Inflate developmental differences is evident. The problem is, however, largely 

unresolvable. 

A number of critics of metacognitive research (e. g. Cavanaugh and Perlmutter, 1982; 

Schneider, 1983) have suggested that the impact of measurement problems can be 

reduced by using multiple measures for assessment. Whilst the inherent problems of 

verbal assessment cannot be overcome. the use of a variety of verbal methods will 

strengthen the reliability of the data. Following a review of research methods in the 

measurement of metacognition. Cavanaugh and Perlmutter (1982) conclude 

a better alternative ... is to use multiple assessment techniques that 
provide converging measures of variable Interest ... Judicious 
combinations allow the researcher to capitalise on the strengths and avoid 
the pitfalls of each separate method. (page 20) 

The present study acknowledges these recommendations. It employs multiple 

measures of metacognition in an attempt to assess the level of metacognitive 

functioning of children in the age range seven to eleven years. 

1.3.3 THE STATE OF CURRENT RESEARCH 

Though some current change in approach to metacognitive research is reported (e. g. 

Robinson, 1983; Brown et al., 1983), the body of extant research is largely 

unsystematic. hietacognitive research has typically followed one of two research 

paradigms developmental or training. Both types of study have tended to examine 

nmetacognition specific to a particular task. Moreover, they have largely remained at 

the level of demonstration. With one notable exception (Kurtz, Reid, Borkowski and 

Cavanaugh, 1982) reliabilty and validity of these studies have not been established. 
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Nor has the relationship between different metacognitive measures employed by these 

studies been examined. 

The Stability of Metacognitt, e Measures 

There is a dearth of research addressing the issue of the reliability of metacognitive 

measures across time. In the review of literature examining metacognitive 

development the author found only one study which examined the reliability of 

metacognitive measures. 

This study (Kurtz et at, 1982) examined the reliability of four measures: a subset of 

items from the Kreutzer et at. interview study (197$), serial recall, categorisation and 

memory monitoring (Predicting ability). A test-retest paradigm was used with an 

interval of six weeks between the two test occasions. The results revealed, with the 

exception of serial recall. a significant correlation between the test and retest 

metacognitive scores with individual correlations ranging from 0.30 to 0.49 and the 

composite battery correlation being 0.67. On the basis of these findings, the authors 

concluded that these measures were reliable. 

Clearly, further work is required to establish the reliability of other commonly used 

metacognitive measures. In the present study, some of the items tested for reliability 

in the Kurtz et at. study (1982) are employed. However. for some of the measures 

employed such information was not available. 
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The Relationship Among Metacognitihe Measures 

As a consequence of both the problems of definition and the approach taken in 

metacognitive research to date. little Is known about the relationship between 

metacognitive measures. Research has typically examined individual aspects of 

metacognitive knowledge specific to particular tasks. Whether metacognition Is a 

general concept or domain-specific thus remains at question. 

At a theoretical level the models proposed by Brown (1975) and Hagen et al. (1975) 

provide some unity to the available research in metacognition. Research has not, 

however, empirically examined the relationship between different measures. The 

degree to which metacognition is general or specific requires investigation. This issue 

is of particular importance if multiple measurement of metacognition is to be used to 

assess metacognition and further predict cognitive performance. 

The Relationship Between Metacognitise Measures and Cognitive Performance 

Studies have examined the predictive validity of the concept by examining the 

relationship between measures of metacognition and cognitive performance. 

Kurtz et at. (1982), for example. in a study subsequent to their reliability study, 

examined the validity of the four measures. They examined the extent to which 

metacognitive scores on the measures predicted transfer and the generalisation of a 

trained strategy in a novel learning situation. Children were trained in the use of an 

elaboration strategy. The transfer of this strategy to a new task presented one week 

later was assessed. It was found that the children's scores on the metacognitive 

measures correlated with strategy versus non-strategy use. Those children who had 

higher scores on the four metacognitive measures were significantly more likely to 
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use the strategy in a novel situation than children who obtained a low score. further. 

it was found that the metacognitive measures more effectively predicted strategy 

transfer than IQ measures. Kurtz et al. (1982) concluded that the results supported 

the validity of the four metacognitive measures. The measures predicted the use and 

transfer of strategic behaviour and were superior in this respect to measures of 

general intelligence. 

Other studies have also examined the relationship between performance on 

metacognitive measures and metacognitive behaviour. The results have been 

inconsistent, however. Cavanaugh and Perlmutter (1982), following a review of 

research in the field, concluded that such studies only indicate a low or moderate 

relationship between metacognitive measures and behaviour. They state, however, 

that this is due to poor research rather than flawed hypotheses. They suggest that the 

use of a single index of metacognition in many studies is one explanation for the poor 

results. Again. they call for multiple methods of assessment in metacognitive studies. 

Another explanation for the apparent weak relationship between measures of 

metacognition and behaviour is that the learners in many of the studies considered 

have not seen the value of strategies in which they have been trained. Flavell (1981) 

has indicated that the child must not only have metacognitive knowledge but must see 

its value before it will be employed. A growing body of literature indicates that the 

provision of a rationale for strategy use enhances strategy transfer following training 

(Cavanaugh and Borkowski, 1979,1980; Ringel and Springer. 1980). Wellman 

(1983). in a review of research examining the relationship between metacognition and 

cognitive performance concludes that when these studies are taken into account a 

picture of a strong relationship between the two emerges. 

In the first stage of the present study, the relationship between different measures of 

metacognition is investigated. Using correlational and factor analytic techniques the 
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degree of association between different cognitive measures is assessed. In the second 

stage of the study. the relationship between metacognitive measures and one cognitive 

behaviour - attribution for learning outcome - is examined. 

1.4 SUMMARY 

Metacognition is concerned with the knowledge and control of the cognitive domain. 

The research documenting the development of metacognition is extensive. It is not 

unified. however. Typically, it has examined metacognition specific to a particular 

task. Studies have examined the child's knowledge and strategies pertaining to 

personal, task and strategy variables. The general pattern of metacognitive 

development is one of increased sophistication and refinement with age. Greater 

internality and self-control is also evidenced. 

A number of problems and issues are raised by the concept. Firstly. the range of 

behaviours which can be termed metacognition is not distinct. Secondly, the method 

of measurement, which necessarily entails verbal reports, presents problems of 

reliability. Finally. the reliability and validity of current measures of metacognition 

is not yet established. 

The nature of metacognition requires further investigation. Whether it is a unitary 

concept or specific to task domain is not clear. Nor is the relationship between 

metacognitive measures and other aspects of cognitive behaviour established. 
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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF Tll APPLICATION QR ATTRIBUTION 

THEORY IN THE CLASSROOM SETTING 

2.1 COGNITIVE THEORIES OF MOTIVATION 

The child's understanding of his or her learning outcome has been identified as 

having a significant influence on subsequent achievement behaviour (Covington, 1983; 

Covington and Omelich, 1984; Weiner 1974,1979). It is the premise of cognitive 

theorists (eg. Rotter, 1954; Crandall, 1963; Weiner, 1979) that achievement 

motivation behaviour is not simply the product of internal drive (Freud, 1949; Hull, 

1943) or external rewards (Skinner. 1953) but is mediated by a largely rational process 

in which the learner's past experience and the value of the outcome are considered. 

The child is thus portrayed as an active agent in determining his or her own 

achievement behaviour. The present study works within this framework of cognitive 

motivation theory. It examines one such theory - Weiner's application of 

achievement motivation in schools (Weiner, 1972,1974,1977,1979,1983,1984). 

2.2 WEINER'S THEORY OF ATTRIBUTION FOR LEARNING OUTCOME 

2.2.1 TUEORETICAL PROPOSALS 

The study of attribution for learning outcome is the study of responses made by 

children to the question "why did you succeed or fail? ". These responses are termed 

causal attributions for success or failure. 
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According to Weiner (1979). when the outcome of an achievement orientated task 

(typically defined as Success or Failure) Is known the child will seek a causal 

explanation for it. The cause ascribed is indicative of the child's understanding of 

his success or failure. Different causal attributions, he proposes, have different 

psychological effects. Thus, differences in attributions following a learning outcome 

explain individual differences in motivation and emotional reaction. 

2.2.2 ATTRuBUTioN TYPES AND ArnuuuT10N DtmzNs10Ns 

Following Heider (1958), Weiner has suggested that four attribution types are the 

most relevant to the achievement context' : Ability. Task Difficulty, Effort and Luck. 

Each of these is classified using the dimensions internal versus external (locus of 

causation), stability versus instability. controllability versus uncontrollability. 

The idea of locus is derived from the earlier works of Heider (1958). Rotter (1954). 

Crandall (1963). and de Charms (1968). It is concerned with whether the cause 

ascribed is located within self (internal) or outside the self (external). It is an index 

of the degree of responsibility taken for the learning outcome and as such relates 

most closely to self-esteem: the reinforcement value of the outcome. Maehr (1974) 

suggests that for an individual to experience pride in success or shame in failure, he 

must attribute outcome to internal causes and further that such perceived control is 

essential for achievement striving. Attribution to Ability and Effort in Weiner's 

framework indicates internality of attribution whilst attribution to Luck and Task 

Indicates externality. 

The stability dimension concerns the extent of endurance of the cause to which 

learning outcome is ascribed. Stable attributions are those seen as long-term, whereas 

I Weiner (1979,1983) does. however, point out there are many more valid 
attribution types which might be examined. 
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unstable attributions are those seen as short-term or changeable. Weiner suggests that 

Ability and Task attributions are stable whilst Luck and Effort are unstable causes. 

The dimension of stability relates to expectancy and more specifically expectancy 

shift: the change or adjustment in expectancy following performance feedback. Its 

effects are on achievement motivated behaviour. A stable attribution indicates that 

the cause of the outcome is largely unchanging. Change of expectancy and 

consequently of behaviour is unlikely to occur following a stable attribution, at least 

not in a productive way. In contrast, attribution to unstable causes indicates that the 

situation is seen as changeable and subsequent behaviour should change, contingent 

upon feedback information. 

Where outcome is ascribed to a cause which is both internal and unstable, for 

example Effort, productive behavioural change can be brought about. The individual 

can utilise feedback to improve subsequent performance. If cause is conceived as 

external, however, the possibility of such productive change is reduced. For this 

reason. Weiner depicts attribution of learning outcome to Effort as a "healthy" 

productive choice. 

The dimension of controllability has been introduced to the theory more recently 

(Weiner, 1979). It was a response to criticism that the theory did not account for 

situational variables. The dimension is a development of the notion of intentionality 

(Heider, 1958) and is indicative of the degree to which the child perceives control 

over the learning outcome or, conversely, sees it as inevitable and therefore out of his 

or her control. To illustrate this distinction: a child may attribute failure to mood or 

state of health which, although internal to self, are out of his or her control. At 

present, uncertainty surrounds the placement of the four attributes - Ability, Task 

Difficulty, Effort and Luck - along this dimension. Nor has the theory developed a 

clear proposal regarding the psychological effects accruing from controllable versus 

uncontrollable attributions. There would appear to be some overlap with the stability 

dimension and effects are more likely to be related to motivational behaviour. 
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Attribution to controllable causes is likely to bring about subsequent contingent 

behaviour whereas attribution to uncontrollable causes is not. 

A further dimension for the classification of attributions - that of globality - has 

been proposed by Abramson, Seligman and Tcasdale (1978). Its concern is with the 

generalisation of the cause ascribed. Thus, any cause may be seen as specific to the 

situation or as having general applicability. Ability attributions, for example, may be 

a specific skill or factual piece of information, or a general factor affecting all 

achievement endeavours. Again, whilst it is to some extent distinguishable, this 

dimension has some overlap with that of stability. 

2.3 EMPIRICAL TESTING OF THE THEORY 

Weiner's theory has provided a valuable framework through which to examine 

motivation in the achievement context. Whilst it has been the subject of varied 

criticism (discussed later in this chapter). the considerable volume of research it has 

generated since it was originally proposed (1972) bears witness to its value in this 

respect. Research in a wide range of motivationally based fields has provided 

considerable empirical support for the proposals. 

A large body of research has been concerned with explaining individual differences 

in achievement motivation behaviour by examining attribution styles following success 

and failure experiences. Early research by Weiner and associates (Weiner and Kukla, 

1970; Weiner. Neirenburg and Goldstein, 1976) reinterpreted the dispositional model 

of motivation proposed by Atkinson and associates (Atkinson, 1958; Atkinson and 

Feather, 1966) and successfully demonstrated that differences in achievement 

behaviour were associated with attributional style. Largely systematic results were 

found for the Locus dimension with high achievers attributing success to internal 
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causes and failure to external causes. For low achievers, the opposite pattern 

emerged. Along the dimension of stability, the results were less consistent. 

Generally, however, the results indicated that high achievers attributed success to 

stable causes and most particularly to Ability, whilst they attributed failure to 

unstable causes and particularly Effort. For low achievers, the attributional styles 

again followed the opposite trend. Weiner has explained these common patterns In 

terms of an ego-enhancing/ego-preserving bias. Achievement-motivated individuals 

attribute cause to maintain a positive self-Image, whilst low achievers attribute cause 

such that they maintain or even justify poor achievement. The reader Is referred to 

Bowerman (1978), who provides a more detailed discussion of these processes. 

More recent research has endeavoured to establish a causal link between achievement 

behaviour and attribution for learning outcome by identifying the antecedents and 

consequences of different patterns of attribution. 

Most notable in this field is the body of research concerned with learned helplessness 

(Seligman, 197$; Dweck, 197$; Abrahamson, Seligman and Teasdale, 1978). Briefly, 

learned helplessness is a state of reduced motivation (learning depression) brought 

about when the individual believes the outcome of his learning endeavours is not 

contingent on his learning behaviour. It is characterised as a condition common to 

low achievers who have experienced repeated failure (Sabatino, 1982; Canino, 1981). 

It has also been proposed that non-contingent success amongst high achievers may 

result in a similar condition (Seligman, 197$; Thorpe. 1985). 

A study by Dweck and Repucci (1973) has experimentally demonstrated learned 

helplessness. In this study, subjects were administered a series of soluble tasks by one 

experimenter and insoluble tasks by another experimenter. Following several such 

trials the 'failure experimenter' administered soluble tasks. Subjects, however, had 

difficulty solving these tasks even though they had shown the ability to do so when 
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they had been administered by the 'success experimenter'. Dweck and Repucci 

concluded that subjects behaviour varied as a function of their perceived control. 

Within the classroom, such processes may also be seen to occur. Ruble and Boggiano 

(1980), for example, draw parallels between the Dweck and Reppucci demonstration 

of learned helplessness and observations of selective deterioration in class. Seligman 

(1975) suggests this may be why some children perform badly in one subject or with 

one teacher. Moreover. a series of studies by Dweck and associates, suggest that sex 

differences in achievement striving in school may be explained in terms of learned 

helplessness (Dweck and Gillard, 1975; Dweck, Davidson, Nelson and Enna, 1975; 

Dweck and Bush, 1976; Dweck, Goetz and Stauss, 1980). Dweck, Davidson, Nelson 

and Enna (1978) have associated differential styles of feedback given to boys and 

girls with their differing conceptions of cause. In an observation study, they found 

that teachers typically provided feedback to girls for good conduct or success whilst 

for boys the teachers attention was drawn more frequently to failure (error) situations 

for which the teacher provided informative feedback. Negative feedback for girls 

was infrequent. However, when it did occur, it was critical and attributed learning 

outcome to low ability. The style of feedback provided for girls served to dissociate 

learning behaviour from its outcome and thus produce a less motivationally 

facilitative pattern of attribution. 

Butkowsky and Willows (1980) have examined the behavioural consequences of 

learned helplessness. They compared the behaviour of poor readers, who were 

described as helpless, with that of average and good readers. Subjects engaged in two 

tasks: one a reading task, the other a non-reading task. Reaction to failure and 

success on these tasks was assessed. measures of expectancy. expectancy shift, 

attribution and motivational behaviour (persistence) were taken. The results revealed 

that the poor readers had a lower initial expectancy, were 40% less persistent than 

average or good readers following failure, and were more reactive to failure and thus 
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reduced expectancy to a greater degree than average or good readers.. Poor readers 

attributions indicated they took more responsibility for their failure and less 

responsibility for success than average or good readers. Moreover, llutkowsky and 

Willows report a generalising effect of learned helplessness. The observed differences 

between poor readers and their average and good counterparts were observed for both 

reading and non-reading tasks. 

Diener and Dweck (1978) have similarly compared children evidencing learned 

helplessness with those identified as achievement motivated (Mastery-orientated). 

They obtained verbalisation protocols from children as they engaged in a series of 

problem solving tasks. The results of the study indicated that children described as 

learned helpless make a greater number of spontaneous attributions. Furthermore. 

whilst achievement-orientated children used failure as an information source from 

which they could improve strategy, the learned helpless group progressively 

deteriorated in performance. The degree of hypothesis testing evidenced by this 

group was reduced and the number of irrelevant strategies increased with successive 

failures. Failure elicited a negative affective response in the learned helpless 

children, whilst for the achievement orientated it was a cue for changed, and indeed 

improved, cognitive performance. 

On the basis of such findings, attribution retraining in which children identified as 

learned helpless' have been taught to change their causal attribution has been 

advocated as a remediating procedure. Typically, reattribution studies have followed 

through the theoretical proposals of Weiner which indicate the virtue of Effort and 

have adopted a method in which children evidencing learned helplessness have been 

taught to attribute their learning outcomes to this cause. Dweck (1975), for example, 

used this procedure. She compared reattribution training with a behavioural 

programme in which the child experienced 'success only'. In the training condition, 

children experienced both success and failure trials. Following failure. outcome was 
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attributed to Effort. The results indicated that, whilst both procedures improved 

performance, only attribution training was successful in achieving maintenance of 

expectancy and persistence in behaviour following failure on subsequent trials. 

Studies by Andrews and Debut (1978) and Craske (1988) present similar favourable 

reports of the efficacy of attribution training. Andrews and Debut report that the 

positive effects of reattribution transfer to new tasks. Craske (1988) examined the 

efficacy of reattribution training for two groups of poorly performing children: the 

first exhibited learned helplessness behaviour whilst the second exhibited 'self worth' 

(ego-enhancing) behaviour in prior observations. She reports that attribution 

retraining - in which children are taught to attribute learning outcome to Effort - 

was effective in improving the achievement behaviour of those in the learned 

helplessness group but less so for those in the comparison group, who already 

possessed an ego enhancing attribution style. 

Reattribution training provides a clear demonstration of the influence children's 

perceptions of the cause of their learning outcomes have on their subsequent learning 

behaviour. It is a logical progression from studies demonstrating association between 

attribution styles and achievement behaviour. through studies demonstrating the 

antecedents and behavioural consequences of causal attributions, to training 

remediating studies. Such research has generated great optimism that attribution may 

be the key to the understanding of children's achievement motivation in the 

classroom. Andrews and Debus (1978), for example. conclude from their 

reattribution study 

attribution influences and may even cause behaviour in the classroom 
(page 163) 

The present study approaches such optimism with caution. Whilst acknowledging the 

value of the framework provided by Weiner's application of attribution theory to the 

school context, it recognises that it is still in a stage of development. The research to 

date, exemplified in the studies reported here, points to the potential of the Weiner's 
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proposals. Most notably, they have demonstrated that the theory has direct 

applicability in the classroom. However, a large number of theoretical and 

methodological ambiguities remain. 

2.4 PROBLEMS AND ISSUES 

The general field of Attribution Theory from which Weiner's proposals are derived 

has been heralded as a psychological approach with applicability to a broad field of 

human phenomena at all levels of human functioning: intrapersonal, interpersonal, 

inter-group and societal (ilewstone. 1988). It is, however, based on a number of 

contentious assumptions: 

1. That attributions made are necessarily 'causal'. 

2. That individuals spontaneously seek causal explanations. 

3. That it is possible to elicit causal attributions. 

4. That attributions are an expression of the child's understanding of the 

learning outcome. 

These assumptions underlie Weiner's proposals and it is these which have been focal 

issues in current research. The theory has been subject to various criticism: 

1. That the concepts with which it works are not defined: specifically it 

does not distinguish between "cause' and 'reason'. 

2. That it assumes attributions are spontaneously occurring but does not 

state when and under what conditions attributions occur. 

3. That it is based on a model of adult reasoning and fails to account for 

the effect of development. 

4. That it fails to account for the effect of situational variables. 
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S. That the method of elicitation of attribution may itself affect the type 

of attribution derived and that the classification of these attributions 

may not reflect the child's understanding. 

A discussion of each of these issues is presented below. 

2.4.1 REASON AND CAUSE 

The issue of whether reason and cause are distinct entities or synonymous concepts 

has been a continuing issue addressed by philosophers (see for example Peters, 1958; 

Davidson, 1963). It has, however, been an issue overlooked by the majority of 

psychological research in the field of attribution theory. Most studies have been 

content to assume that all explanations offered for an outcome are causal. 

It has been argued, however, that causes and reasons are distinct concepts and that 

many explanations for outcome fall into the latter category. Causes, it has been 

argued, are lawful links between action and outcome. They are logical and objective. 

Reasons, in contrast. have been defined as explanations of intentional actions and are 

subjective (Buss. 1978; 1979; Jones and Nisbett, 1972; Locke and Pennington, 

1982). 

An issue raised by this distinction is whether individuals are able to generate causal 

attributions for the outcome of their own actions. This issue has been the focus of 

debate amongst critics of attribution theory (Buss 1978,1979; Kruglanski, 1979; 

Monson and Snyder. 1977; Locke and Pennington. 1982). It has been argued that, as 

an actor. the individual is not able to give causal explanation because cause 

necessitates objective observation. An actor can only provide subjective reasons. 

(Buss. 1978). However, this proposal has been refuted (Buss 1979; Locke and 

Pennington, 1982). Whilst there is agreement that reasons are solely the domain of 

the actor, it has been proposed that the actor may stand aside from the situation and 
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also provide a causal explanation as an observer of his own actions. Subjective 

Information. held by the actor, does not negate the existing knowledge of causal 

relations possessed but rather is additional to U. The present study takes this position. 

The practical implications of this debate for attribution theory lies in the explanation 

of differences found between actors and observers (Jones and Nisbett. 1972). Their 

different points of observation and the different availability of knowledge are likely 

to result in different explanations of action. It follows that the two prominent 

methods employed in attribution research - hypothetical versus participant - will 

yield different results. Brown (1986) has found this to be the case. For the present 

study. it has an additional point of interest. The ability to view objectively one's 

own behaviour is a metacognitive skill. Nicholls has found that the child's conception 

of the learning context develops from one of subjectivity to greater objectivity with 

age and experience (Nicholls. 1978; Nicholls and Miller, 1984b). We may then be 

witnessing, in the study of children's attributions, a development from the 

explanation of learning outcome as 'reason' to one where explanations are 'cause'. 

2.4.2 THE SCOPE OF CAUSAL ATTRIBUTIONS 

The foundation of attribution theory is the contention that individuals spontaneously 

seek causal explanations for the outcome of their endeavours. Whilst problems of 

measurement render this contention difficult to refute, the theoretical integrity of this 

assumption has been questioned. Semin (1980) suggests that a major flaw of the 

theory is that it takes for granted that individuals ask the question 'Why? ', without 

examining its aetiology. lie states: 

The theory gives rise to a serious ... shortcoming. namely lt makes the 
man in the street a continuous 'reality constructor'. It is obvious that we 
do not construct social reality from scratch every morning when we get up: 
however. It is not clear in attribution theory when we make attributions and 
when we do not. (page 297) 
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Kelley (1972), like Semin, proposed that Individuals could not continually seek 

explanation for the myriad events around them. Ile proposed that Individuals develop 

causal schemata based on their observations and experience of cause and outcomes. 

Thus, the Issue becomes one of distinguishing when causal explanations are made and 

when causal schemata are employed. It Is likely that only when causal schemata 

cannot accommodate a given outcome that a full causal explanation Is sought (Kelley. 

1972). Eiser (1983) proposes that attribution theory and attributional processes are 

reserved for situations which are otherwise unpredictable or difficult to explain. In 

the achievement context of schools, it is likely that such situations are those where 

expectancies are not realised and where failure occur2. 

Wong and Weiner (1981) have examined the preconditions of attributional activity. In 

a series of five experiments, college students were presented with achievement 

context scenarios for which they were required to record any questions these evoked 

(self-probe methodology). The results indicted that failure and unexpected outcomes 

elicited the greater number of attributionai questions although these were also evident 

for other circumstances. Frieze, (1976) reports similarly. Wong and Weiner 

concluded that the studies provided evidence that 

indiriduals do make attributions when not specifically directed ... 
attribution is prominent in thought 

(page 660) 

That the study demonstrates the spontaneity of attributional activity is questionable, 

however. Firstly, the method used was indirect - hypothetical. Responses were to 

achievement scenarios, not directly experienced learning outcomes. Secondly, the 

self-probe method employed, whilst not explicitly directing subjects to make 

attribution, is likely to have pre-disposed them to do so. Finally, the college students 

in the sample are likely to have been sensitive to the requirements of the experiment. 

2 Failure, In itself, is not necessarily a contravention of expectancy but, in the light 
of reported ego-enhancing biases, it is likely to generate an attributional search. 
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Perhaps a more satisfactory methodology with findings more pertinent to the present 

study is that of the previously reported study by Diener and Dweck (1978), In this 

study, the subjects were primary school children and the method one of recording the 

children's verbalised thoughts as they solved a series of related problems. Diener and 

Dweck (1978) report that the frequency of attributions was higher for children 

defined as learned helplessness and that this was particularly the case following 

failure. Achievement-orientated children made fewer mistakes and where these did 

occur they were not viewed as a failure outcome for which cause must be sought but 

rather as an informational cue: an integral part of the learning context. Chapman and 

[. awes (1987) similarly document the impact of unexpected and failure outcomes on 

attributional activity. They attained free response attributions following the results of 

the New Zealand University Entrance English exam from 388 students (84% of the 

total national sample for 1982). They report that, whilst all subjects made 

attributions, there was an outcome x expectancy effect. More divergent attribution 

patterns emerged following unexpected outcomes. The majority attributed their 

results to Effort. Those failing. however, attributed their results to Ability. 

Together. the findings of Wong and Weiner (1981), Diener and Dweck (1978), and 

Chapman and Lawes (1987). indicate that attributions do occur spontaneously. They 

are more likely to occur, however, if expectancy is not realised or the outcome is a 

failure. Expected and, in the majority of cases, successful outcomes are 

accommodated by existing causal schema and the question "Why? does not arise 

(Einer. 1983; Kelley, 1972). The behaviour of mastery-orientated children in the 

Diener and Dweck study exemplify this process. 

These findings raise two further issues relevant to the present study-- 
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Method of studying attribution 

By demonstrating that attribution is a spontaneously occurring phenomenon, the 

findings provide justification for the study of attribution and its application in the 

achievement context of schools. They do, however, bring into question the method of 

studying attributions. The majority of attribution studies, including the present 

study, employ a method in which attributions are elicited. They ask the question 

'Why? ' rather than observing spontaneously occurring attribution responses. As a 

consequence. the results obtained reflect existing causal schemata and in some cases 

ad hoc or tautological responses as well as causal attributions. Little, for example, 

reports that some children reason from the outcome to the cause: 'I succeeded 

therefore I must have tried' (Little, 1985). 

Identification and definition of success and failure 

The findings point to the importance of the identification and definition of learning 

outcome. For attribution to be made, an outcome must firstly be perceived. The 

Diener and Dweck study provides a clear illustration of this point. Whilst some 

children defined an error in strategy as failure, others did not sec it as an end point 

and thus did not stop to make an attribution. 

Secondly, the outcome must be meaningful for an attribution to be made. Brickman 

(1978) has expressed concern about the phenomenological validity of attribution 

research. He argues that for attribution to be made. the outcome must be seen as real 

and have value for the child. In many studies. where outcomes are contrived or 

relate to tasks which have no value to the child, this may not be the case. Success 

and failure are subject to the child's perception of the task to which it refers. A 

study by Frieze. Snyder and Fontaine (1978) examined the differences between 

experimenter definitions of learning outcome and those of children. In this study, a 

sample of eleven year olds were asked to evaluate their performance on social science 

and maths tests. The subjective definitions obtained were compared with actual 
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scores (objective success). The results revealed a correlation of 0.74. The authors 

point out that. whilst this is a high correlation, it is sufficiently below 1.00 to suggest 

that subjective ratings are influenced by other factors in addition to objective 

performance and definitions. Subsequent regression analyses indicated that subjects 

who actually performed well saw themselves as trying hard. whereas those who fett 

they were successful saw themselves as having high ability. Elig and Frieze (1979) 

found a similar discrepancy between subjective and objective definitions. 

Finally, definition of success and failure are subject to the child's application of 

individual standards (Crandall et al, 1965) and social comparisons (Constanw and Dix, 

1983; Ames, Ames and Felker, 1977; Karinol, 1987; Ruble and i3oggiano, 1980; 

Nicholls, 1975). Thus, whether the outcome of learning is defined as a success or 

failure is related to the development and application of individual standards and 

normative references. These issues are a major focus of the present study and are 

further discussed in Section 2.4.3. For an excellent review of these issues, the reader 

is referred to Frieze, Francis and flanusa, (1983). 

2.4.3 THE EFFECTS OF DEVELOPMENT 

The process of attribution is described by attribution theorists as an active search for 

cause. It is a cognitive process in which the range of possible causes for an outcome 

are considered and a judgement made. Kelley (1967) likens the process to that of an 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) in which the individual considers competing 

hypotheses about cause. As such, attribution presupposes a sophisticated level of 

cognitive functioning. Firstly. it assumes an understanding of cause: principles of the 

relationship between action and outcome. Secondly, it assumes the ability to reason 

abstractly. to produce hypotheses about cause. These assumptions have called into 

question the applicability of the theory to child populations. 
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Cognitive developmental theory. particularly the work of Piaget and his school 

(Piaget, 1968) would suggest that children who have not yet reached the stage of 

formal operations are not yet capable of the "ANOVA"style' reasoning described by 

Kelley (1967). Children of primary school age, who are the focus of the present 

study. typically have not developed formal operations. The question of whether these 

children can actually make causal attributions is thus raised. 

A large body of research examining the development of attributions for success or 

failure has been generated in response to this Issue (Nicholls, 1975.1978,1979. 

1984a, 1984b; Karabenick and Heller. 1976; Kun. 1977; Rholes. Blackwell, Jordan 

and Walters, 1980; Ruble and Rholes, 1981; Nicholls, Patashnick and Mettetal, 

1986). Two broad approaches to the problem have been followed. The first is a 

descriptive approach: studies have aimed to describe developmental trends in 

preferences for attribution types and to identify when logical capacities emerge. The 

second is a comparative approach: studies have examined the causal attributions of 

children against the yardstick of adult performance. 

Developmental Patterns 

Of the studies describing the developmental patterns of attribution, very few have 

been concerned with the range of causes used by children to explain their successes 

and failures. However, a few such studies have been made (Bar-Tal and Darom, 

1979; Little, 1985). The findings of these studies document that children employ a 

large range of attribution types in explaining their learning outcomes; Little (1985), 

for example. identified eighteen common attribution types used by children in the age 

range five to fourteen years. Of the four categories used by Weiner, only Ability and 

Effort were found to have a high frequency of use. Numerous studies report 

similarly that Ability and Effort are the most common attribution types employed to 

explain learning outcomes (Brown, 1986; Weiner, 1979.1983,1984). Further. the 

incidence of their use varies with age. Specifically, it has been found that, whilst all 
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children emphasise Effort. there is an increase in attribution to Ability with ago 

(Parsons and Ruble, 1977; Little 1985; Rholes, illackweli. Jordan and Walten. 1980). 

Many developmental studies have focussed on the way children relate Ability and 

Effort attributions, In an endeavour to identify the emergence of logical, causal 

reasoning. Using largely hypothetical methods, studies have examined how children 

of different ages utilise attributions of Ability and Effort in explaining success and 

failure outcomes. Highly systematic results are reported. They describe a 

developmental pattern of progressive differentiation of the concepts of Ability and 

Effort (Nicholls and Miller. 1984a). Young children, in the age range five to seven 

years, do not distinguish between Ability and Effort. Typically, they place emphasis 

on Effort and to 'try hard' Is to be able. Children of this age employ a principle of 

magnitude covariation in which effort and ability are seen as additive. In contrast, 

children in later primary school differentiate Effort and Ability. By late primary 

school, children use a principle of compensation. Effort and Ability are seen as 

reciprocally related. Thus, ability can compensate for poor effort and effort for low 

ability. Moreover. the principles employed are not unique to Ability and Effort 

attributions. Miller (1985) reports similar developmental patterns for noise and 

interest attributes. For a detailed discussion of such developmental differences, the 

reader is referred to Karabenick and heller (1976); Kun, (1977). 

The results of these studies suggest children as young as five years employ principles 

or cause in making attributions. though these may not be the same as those employed 

by adults. Comparative studies further examine this issue. 

Adult - Child Comparisons 

These studies have been concerned with the similarities and differences between the 

causal reasoning of adults and children. A study by Cauley and Murray (1982), for 

example. compared the causal reasoning of forty primary school aged children (seven 

uhnr th 
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to ten years) with that of forty adults. The children, as participant subjects, engaged 

In verbal learning tasks and experienced both success and failure (achieved through 

manipulation of task difficulty). They then responded to an open ended attribution 

interview. Adult subjects were asked to evaluate the effects of Ability and Effort on 

children's future success for the same task. Adult and child responses were 

compared. The results indicated that the children understood negation and reciprocal 

relationships between Ability and Effort attributions and use these consistently. 

Moreover, their responses were not significantly different from those of their adult 

counterparts. Cauley and Murray concluded that primary school age children are 

capable of causal reasoning and that their causal attributions are reliable. 

The findings of the Cauley and Murray study are contrary to the predictions of the 

Piagetian model. The precocity of children's performance in the study, the authors 

suggest. is a function of the child's self-knowledge. The child. they propose. has 

greater familiarity with his or her own mental processes and thus attributions will be 

more advanced when making attributions for self than for others. An additional 

explanation may lie in the 'concreteness' of experiencing the learning rather than 

observing and reasoning abstractly. A study by Shultz and tiutkowsky (1977) 

provides support for this contention. They studied the causal reasoning of a group of 

five year old children. The children were presented an achievement scenario about 

which they were to provide causal explanation. For half the sample the scenario was 

presented verbally, whilst for the remainder the scenario was presented visually as a 

videotape. The results indicated that the children in the latter group made multiply 

sufficient cause inferences -a response pattern typical of adult reasoning - whilst 

the former group did not. 

Together, the findings of Cauley and Murray (1982) and Shultz and Butkowsky 

(1977) demonstrate that children, like adults, have the capacity for logical reasoning 

about cause. However, they also draw attention to the importance of the conditions 
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in which causal attributions are made. Greater familiarity and 'concreteness" of 

presentation of the achievement setting clearly have an effect (cf. Donaldson, 1978). 

Fincham (1983). following a review of developmental literature. concludes that in the 

study of children's attributions: 

The important question Is not If children can think logically but tender 
what conditions they do so. 

(page 124) 

2.4.4 EFFECTS or CONTEXT 

Attribution theory has been criticised for failing to account for the effects of 

situational and contextual variables in the ascription of cause (Semin. 1980; Jaspars. 

1983; De Champs, 1983). As a cognitive theory it has typically focussed on intra- 

personal variables, particularly cognitive functioning. Evidence from developmental 

studies of attribution (discussed above). however, indicates that cognitive functioning 

provides only a partial explanation for differences in attribution amongst children. 

Children's attributions for success and failure were found to depend not only on the 

child's ability to engage in causal reasoning but also on the conditions under which 

attributions are made. 

In the achievement setting of the school. both the broad social context and the 

specific learning context are likely to effect the salience of causal variables by 

structuring the stimulus environment (Taylor and Fiske, 1981). 

Social Context 

The classroom is a social environment. Children's individual achievement behaviours 

are carried out within a setting in which both the teacher and fellow pupils work to 

define learning outcome and explain its cause. 
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Teacher Definitions 

Rosenholtz and Simpson (1984) suggest that many of the findings of developmental 

differences in children's attributions are a function not only of differing cognitive 

capacities but also of the differing social conditions experienced by children of 

different ages at school. Children In the Infant school learn within a co-operative 

environment where teacher emphasis is on Effort whilst, in the later primary school, 

children learn within a more competitive school structure where ability Is emphasised 

and normative comparisons made explicit. Rosenholtz and Simpson draw parallels 

between these teaching practices and reported developmental changes in attribution 

from Effort to Ability in the primary years. Constanzo and Dix (1983) and Eccles et 

al. (1984) make similar observations. 

Pupil Definitions 

Class peers provide an individual with a reference point with which to compare his 

performance and define his learning outcome. Levine (1983) suggests that such 

comparison is inevitable in the school context, which Is pervaded with evaluation. 

Social comparisons have been shown to occur even when active efforts are made to 

prevent them occurring (Crockenburg and Bryant. 1978). In the absence of teacher- 

given definitions of success and failure, the child utilises social comparisons to gauge 

performance. Social comparisons are sources of information about one's own ability. 

Developmental differences in ability to make social comparisons are well documented 

(e. g. Nicholls, 1978; Jagacinski and Nicholls. 1982; Ruble, Feldman and ©oggiano, 

1976). It is argued that the ability to make social comparisons affects attribution and 

may explain documented developmental patterns of increasing attribution to ability 

with age. For a detailed review of the literature on social comparisons, the reader is 

referred to Levine (1983). 
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The Learning Context 

Within the learning context, the qualities of the task. the learner's understanding of 

the task and the presentation of the task are all variables which influence attributions. 

Qualities of the Task 

Attribution theory has typically been concerned with explanations offered for 

individual outcomes or related groups of outcomes. It does not distinguish between 

different achievement settings. Weiner's application of attribution theory in school 

settings, likewise, does not address the issue concerning the effects of different tasks. 

Whilst task difficulty is amongst the four causal attributes with which Weiner is 

concerned. the effects of the task on the attribution is not considered in his proposals. 

Essentially, all tasks are assumed to have equal causal status. Qualities of the task 

have nevertheless been shown to influence attributions. 

A study by Frieze and Snyder (1980), for example, examined the attributions of a 

group of primary school aged children (age range six to ten years) for success and 

failure on four different achievement tasks: school tests, athletics, artwork, catching 

frogs. The results indicated that the same children used very different attributions 

for success and failure across the four tasks. Attributions for school tests and art 

work were predominantly to Effort and Ability. Interest was also an important 

attribute for art work. Athletic pursuits and catching frogs were seen as more subject 

to external factors. Attributions for the outcome of these placed greater emphasis on 

factors such as Task Difficulty. Even very similar tasks have been round to have 

different attributional biases. A study by the present author. for example, found that 

the same children produced disparate patterns of attribution for learning outcome on 

two different problem-solving tasks: logical reasoning and anagrams (Thorpe, 1985). 

These biases suggest that attributions are not simply the result of causal reasoning but 

that there is some quality in the task which make certain attributions more likely. 

All achievement tasks do not start with equal status. In the Thorpe study. for 
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example, the open-endedncss of task solution for logical reasoning compared with the 

closed solution of anagram tasks explained attribution differences for success and 

failure for each (Thorpe, 198$). For different tasks, different features, which may 

be used to explain outcome, are more prominent. 

Qualities of the Learner 

The age and level of cognitive development of the learner has been identified by 

developmental studies as a variable influencing attribution for success and failure in 

achievement contexts (see Section 2.4.3). What the learner brings to a specific 

achievement situation has also been shown to have an effect. In the Frieze and 

Snyder study. the main effects found for achievement situation interacted with age 

and ability (Frieze and Snyder. 1980). The authors concluded that these differences 

reflected variable experience and familiarity with the tasks. 

The familiarity of the task has long been known to have an effect on explanation of 

cause. The studies by Cauley and Murray (1982) and Shultz and Butkowsky (1977) 

(discussed in Section 2.4.3) demonstrated that when a task is made more familiar. 

through direct experience or concrete presentation, more advanced causal reasoning 

results. This is not simply a developmental phenomenon. however. It has also been 

found that when adults are presented with unfamiliar tasks, their level of causal 

reasoning is reduced (Ausubel and Schiff, 1954; Berzonsky, 1969,1971). 

Attributions are therefore likely to vary as a function of learner familiarity with task. 

One explanation for this finding is that with greater familiarity the learner has a 

better understanding of the variables within a task and of those more likely to effect 

learning outcome. The learner with this knowledge may therefore attend selectively 

to those variables which are most likely to have a causal relationship with outcome. 

Interest and information about task importance have similar effects (Brown. 1973; 

Miller. 1976). This notion Is like that of meta-attention described by Miller (1983). 
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Task Orientation and Learner Strategy 

Information about the task - whether presented directly through instruction or 

indirectly through classroom milieu - has been shown to orientate the processing of 

a task (Nicholls, 197$; Nicholls and Burton, 1982; Miller, 1976; Wigfield. 1988). 

Achievement of a success or failure outcome is relative to task purpose and the 

individual adapts behaviour accordingly. The individual attends selectively and 

controls the level of processing in the light of information provided. Research in 

cognitive psychology clearly documents such adaptive processes (see, for example, 

Wessells, 1982; Spiro, 1977; Anderson. 1985). 

Nicholls and associates (Nicholls 1975,1983; Nicholls and Miller, 1984a) have 

suggested that the nature of an individual's engagement with a task will affect 

subsequent attributions for task outcome. Different task purpose directs different 

processing of the task, and structure the salience of causal attributes. 

Specifically, Nicholls has identified two major orientations toward task. The first he 

terms ego-involvement. This occurs where the purpose of the task is a demonstration 

of ability: typically, test situations and competitive environments. The second he 

terms task involvement. This occurs when the task purpose is understanding or 

mastery. The two orientations are distinguished by the degree to which they 

differentiate the concept of ability. Within an ego-involvement orientation, ability is 

differentiated from other causes and is likely to be the focus of causal explanation 

for outcome. In contrast, task involvement does not differentiate ability. Qualities of 

the task and of the strategy used are more salient and are likely to structure causal 

explanations of outcome. 

Studies comparing co-operative and competitive learning milieu provide support for 

Nicholls' proposals. The literature in this field is extensive (e. g. Ames, Ames and 

Felker, 1977; Johnson and Johnson, 1975; Johnson et al., 1981; Satterly and Bill, 

1983). Typically, these studies have observed attribution for success or failure 
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following a like task undertaken in either cooperative or competitive conditions. 

Manipulation of the milieu is brought about by presenting either different orientating 

instructions (eg Satterly and 11111.1983) or differing reward structures (eg Ames. 

Ames and Felker. 1977). Whilst the specific nature of the effect reported is not 

consistent across studies. results consistently indicate that milieu does have an effect 

on attribution for success and failure. 

An association between task orientation and motivation behaviour has also been 

reported. Butler (1988), for example, compared the effect of ego- versus task- 

involvement feedback on subsequent motivational behaviour of a sample of primary 

school aged children. The children engaged in a learning task under one of three 

feedback conditions: evaluative. task-related and evaluative plus task-related. 

Subsequent motivational behaviour (persistence, affective reaction) of the three 

feedback groups was compared. The results indicated that, whilst task-related 

feedback enhanced motivational behaviour. both the evaluative and evaluative plus 

task feedback undermined it. The study indicates that orientation can influence 

motivation. 

Both the Butler study and the studies of classroom milieu have implied that the effect 

of context on attribution and motivation behaviour is mediated through differential 

cognitive processing. A recent study has attempted to directly manipulate processing 

and observe its effects on attribution for learning outcome (Wigfield, 1988). In this 

study. primary school aged children were instructed to verbally recall a tape-recorded 

story under one of two orientation conditions. In the first, emphasis was placed on 

the importance of remembering the story and the children were instructed to think of 

the task as a test. In contrast, in the second, emphasis was placed on understanding 

the story and subjects were instructed to think about the story as much as possible. 

Half the subjects in each orientation experienced success and the other half 

experienced failure. The results found no main effect for orientation. 
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Wigfield suggests that this result was attributable to a methodological flaw. In both 

processing orientations children had been presented with a general evaluative 

Instruction which Is likely to have directed both groups towards a 'remember-test' 

processing pattern (cf. Butler, 1988). An interaction effect of orientation by age was 

found, however. For older children, the test condition enhanced Internal attributions, 

whilst the understanding condition had the same effect for the younger children. 

This result most probably reflects previously reported developmental differences In 

the differentiation of the concept of ability (Nicholls, 1978; Jagacinski and Nicholls, 

1982) and the possibility of the use of social comparison (Levine, 1983). Wigfield 

(1988) concludes that the study indicates that processing does affect attribution for 

learning outcome and calls for further research in the field with Improved 

methodology. 

The present study does, in fact, fulfil Wigfield's recommendations. It again examines 

the effects of processing on attribution. The method it employs takes into account 

the effect of evaluation. Here not only is the processing manipulated via instruction 

but the evaluation of performance is varied commensurate with the processing 

condition. Thus remembering is assessed by verbatim recall whilst understanding is 

assessed by questions concerning text content and meaning. 

2.4.5 METHOD 

Whitely and Frieze (198$), following a meta analysis of twenty five studies of 

children's attributions for success and failure, concluded that the research method has 

a systematic impact on the attribution patterns of children. The preceding discussion 

of problems and issues of attribution theory has made this apparent. The research 

context - the means of identifying and defining learning outcome and the methods 

employed to elicit attribution responses - have all been shown to have an effect. 
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The Research Context 

The discussion of the effects of the different perspectives of actor and observer on 

attributions indicated the significance of research context. Hypothetical techniques in 

which the child is presented with achievement scenarios place the child in the 

position of observer. Such studies, whilst suitable for the study of the child's logical 

capacities in causal reasoning, do not have ecological validity. Only studies where the 

child is a participant in the achievement setting, as he would be in the classroom 

setting, has such validity. Put simply, to examine how the child understands his own 

learning, he must take the role of learner. 

Likewise, the learning task selected for research must be a familiar school-based task 

if the results are to have ecological validity. The research discussed has indicated 

that the qualities of the task do have effect on subsequent attributions for their 

outcome. Many studies have presented children with tasks that are not familiar and 

not like those experienced in school. 

In the present study, the research context has been selected to maximise ecological 

validity. Participant methods are used and the task presented is a reading 

comprehension task: a familiar school task commonly used in all three schools in the 

sample. 

Delioition of Learning Outcome 

Methods used to define learning outcome in attribution research have also been shown 

to affect subsequent attributions. 

The majority of studies define an end-point - an outcome - and as a consequence 

do not observe spontaneously occurring attributions. The studies are thus of 

attributions for all learning events not just those for which attributions would be 

made spontaneously. 
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In many studies, outcomes following learning are contrived. They are not, in fact, 

the result of the child's behaviour but rather of the experimenter's definition, based 

on the need for equal cell sizes. Such a method raises the issue of phenomenological 

validity. Whether the child sees the outcome as related to his actions becomes a 

methodological rather than a psychological issue. 

Outcomes, whether contrived or naturally occurring, are typically defined by the 

experimenter as success or failure. Two issues are raised here. Firstly, the definition 

of outcome given by the experimenter may not concur with that of the learner. A 

number of studies report differences between subjective and objective definitions of 

success and failure (Frieze. Snyder and Fontaine, 1971; Clig and Frieze, 1979). 

Secondly, learning outcome may not simply be seen as 'success' or 'failure'. It may 

be that learning outcomes, rather than being dichotomous, are continuous (Freite. 

Francis and Hanusa, 1983). If the child is utilising social comparisons or individual 

standards it may be that an outcome is a norm rather than a success or failure. There 

is evidence that children have both the capacity and the propensity to seek such 

normative references. Moreover, it may be that the experimenter definition of 

outcome does not accord with that of the learner. The child may evoke internal 

standards or social comparisons to define outcome. 

In the present study, the definition of learning outcome is a major focus. The range 

of learning outcome definitions and the effects of definition source (experimenter 

versus self) are examined. Attribution in the study is made for learning outcome 

defined within two conditions. In the first. learning outcome is defined by the 

experimenter - the method characteristically employed by attribution research. In 

the second, the outcome is defined by the child. Open-ended questions asking 

children for their response to their performance are used to elicit outcome definition. 

A third category of outcome is introduced. For the experimenter-defined group. this 

outcome is defined as 'average for age'. For the self-defined group. this category 

represents all categories not defined as success or failure. The response of this group 
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is of particular interest. Responses within this third category would indicate that 

children do not treat outcome as a dichotomous concept and will open to question the 

characteristic practice of attribution research which has depicted learning outcome as 

falling into two distinct categories: success or failure. 

Attribution 

The method of both eliciting attributions and categorising them into dimensions has 

direct consequences for the findings of attribution research. 

Eliciting Attributfons 

Three broad categories of method for eliciting attributions have been employed by 

attribution research: structured unidimensional, structured ipsative and unstructured, 

open-ended (Maruyama, 1982). The structured unidimensional format typically 

presents the child with the four attributions - Ability, Effort, Task Difficulty and 

Luck - and asks them to select from these the variable that best explains their 

learning outcome. The structured ipsative format also presents the four attributes but 

requires the child to indicate the extent to which each factor contributed to the cause. 

An open-ended format, in contrast to these two, presents no causal attributes. It 

simply asks the child to provide an account, either written or oral, to explain their 

learning outcome. 

Structured approaches have been the most commonly used in attribution research to 

date. Their ease of administration and of data analysis are advantages of the 

approach. An open-ended approach necessitates coding and is subject to the 

problems of coder error. The method does, however. allow for greater expression and 

specificity of the respondent. The three different methods of eliciting attribution 

have been shown to yield different attribution results. In particular, differences 

between open-ended and structured formats are apparent (Maruyama, 1982). Using 

confirmatory factor analysis, Maruyama compared the results of studies using each of 
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these methods. The results indicated that the two structured methods yielded similar 

attribution dimensions but that these greatly diverged from those obtained by open- 

ended methods. Open-ended responses not surprisingly yielded more diverse and ego 

biased attributions. 

This finding is likely to be a function of the differing levels of specificity of the 

structured versus open-ended formats. Structured attribution response formats are 

general. The responses they elicit are, therefore, categorical in nature rather than 

explicit. The range of causal attributes is given by the experimenter and the child is 

forced to utilise these as categories to express his belief about the cause of outcome. 

To illustrate, an attribution to Ability may refer to a specific skill relevant to the 

particular task at hand or to a general concept of ability. An open-ended format is 

specific. It allows for a greater range of attribution types and for idiosyncratic 

responses. Problems of classification are to a large degree overcome by this method. 

The respondent has a greater scope for expression and thus can make more clear the 

meaning of his or her attribution. Further, interview formats allow the experimenter 

to call for clarification if the responses are ambiguous. 

In the present study. an open-ended interview format was used to elicit attributions. 

Using this method, assumptions about relevant attribution types were not required 

and the classification of individual attributions could be more accurate. Moreover, 

the interview format allowed the younger children in the sample to respond without 

restrictions of their limited writing and reading skills. 
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2.5 SUMMARY 

Cognitive theories of motivation state it is not the outcome of learning itself that 

influences subsequent achievement behaviour but rather the learner's understanding 

of that outcome. Weiner (1972,1979) has proposed that such understanding is 

manifest in attributions made for learning outcome. Whether the outcome is viewed 

as internal or external to self, stable or unstable, controllable or uncontrollable will 

have systematic effects on self-esteem and subsequent behaviour. These proposals 

have provided a framework which has generated a large body of research concerned 

with children's motivation in the classroom setting. Research findings have supported 

Weiner's contention that achievement motivation behaviour is mediated through the 

child's understanding of learning outcome and has demonstrated the direct 

applicability of the theory for instruction. It is still in a stage of development, 

however. A number of problems and issues are raised by the theory which require 

further clarification and investigation. Methods of investigation have been shown to 

influence the result of attribution research and the need to select methods appropriate 

to the research aim is noted. 

The present study forms part of current research attempts to investigate and further 

refine Weiner's proposals. It examines two issues: the definition of learning outcome 

and the effects of processing on attribution. It is argued here that learning outcome 

is itself subjective. Whether the child's definition of learning outcome concurs with 

those given by external sources (experimenters. teachers. parents) is at question. An 

outcome defined by external sources may have a different meaning for the child and 

subsequently affect attribution. It is proposed that the level of processing affects the 

salience of particular attributes by structuring the learning context. Deeper 

processing (operationalised here as meaningful learning) will result in different 

attribution patterns from those following lower level processing (operationalised here 

as verbatim learning). 
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Moreover, developmental differences are predicted. Both attribution and 

metacognitive research documents age-related differences in the understanding of 

variables in the learning environment and within self. Different metacognitive 

knowledge. It is proposed. will interact with the definition of learning outcome and 

the effects of processing to influence attribution. These issues are further developed 

in Chapter 3. 
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RELATIONSHIPS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Most of the writers whose work has been reviewed in Chapter One conceive of 

metacognition as a set of structures by which the child develops an understanding of 

the process of his own memory and learning. It is assumed that the knowledge the 

child acquires permits him increasingly to 'inspect' his own mental processes and 

become aware of his limitations as a processor of information. This awareness, in 

turn, enables the child to expand his repertoire of strategies for learning and to 

overcome the limitations imposed on him by memory capacity and function. Writers 

on causal attribution reviewed in Chapter Two on the other hand, though seldom 

using the concept of metacognition. see attribution behaviour as the child's subjective 

understanding of his learning as demonstrated by his explanations of 'reasons and 

causes of learning outcome. These explanations are explicitly elicited by questions 

such as 'Why did you succeed/fail? ' or are generated spontaneously as the child 

actively seeks an understanding of his attempts to learn and remember. 

A conceptual relationship between metacognition and attribution seems clearly 

established. However. any empirical study of the relationship between two 

psychological constructs must consider the respective merits of at least four 

hypothetical 'causal mechanisms'. These are as follows 

(i) That the first variable is the cause or major determinant of the second; 

(ii) That the second is the cause or major determinant of the first; 

(iii) That the two variables are mutually dependent. as In a cyclical 

relationship; 
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(iv) That a third and underlying variable is the cause or major influence on 

the apparent relationship between the two variables. 

A study of correlation, such as the present study, does not alone permit the relative 

probability of each 'causal hypothesis' to be assessed since all would predict 

significant correlation coefficients. However, it is the argument of the thesis that on 

a priori theoretical and conceptual grounds hypotheses (1) and (iv) are more probable 

than hypotheses (ii) and (iii) In accounting for the relationship between the first 

variable (metacognition) and the second variable (attribution). Thus, it is proposed 

in this chapter that metacognition is the major determinant of attribution (and not 

vice versa) or that both metacognition and attribution are manifestations of an 

underlying developmental factor such as 'psychological differentiation' (following 

Werner, 1957), 'stage' (following Piaget, 1952) or 'capacity' (Case, 1984,1985; 

Baddeley, 1976). 

The Developmental Hypothesis 

hypothesis (iv), the developmental hypothesis, will be weakened if an empirical 

relationship is found within age levels. However, if the relationship exists only across 

the age groups investigated. the probability of hypothesis (iv) being true is 

strengthened. Nevertheless, the working hypothesis that metacognition is the 

underlying developmental variable and attribution one of its partial manifestations is 

adopted during the initial stages of the present study. 

The 'Causal' Hypothesis 

in seeking to explain attribution behaviour in terms of the child's metacognitive 

development, it is important to realise that it is highly unlikely to be the sole 

determinant. That is, knowledge of the child's level of metacognitive development 

(indexed here as a metacognitive score) will not provide a complete prediction of 
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attribution type or dimension used. The context within which attribution is made 

will also have an effect. The child whose metacognitive score is high will not only 

have greater knowledge of how his own learning occurred and of possible causes of 

his learning outcome but will also be more able than his low scoring counterpart to 

apply his own criteria to define learning outcome if free to do so (experiments 

where the outcome is defined by the experimenter do not allow this). This argument 

implies that children who are more metacognitively developed will be better able to 

define learning outcomes which are consistent with various goals set by teacher or 

task - for example. immediate verbatim recall or long-term meaningful retention. 

Thus. the attribution behaviour will not only vary systematically with level of 

metacognition but also with the conditions under which learning outcome is defined 

(self versus other) and with the processing instructions which define the goals or 

learning and remembering (verbatim versus meaningful learning). 

Before the formal research questions to be investigated by the study are set up, the 

following discussion will attempt to elucidate the nature of the relationship between 

metacognition and attribution behaviour as this emerges in the recent literature on the 

two constructs. 

3.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN METACOGNITION AND 

ATTRIBUTION 

3.2.1 DEVELOPMENTAL COMMONALITIES 

A number of recent studies have drawn attention to the relationship between 

metacognition and attribution. Miller (1985). for example, writes 

a common feature of the two areas is that they both inrolve children's 
understanding of what factors affect mental events and orcrt behaviours 

(Page 208) 
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Indeed, a number of developmental commonalities are apparent: 

LOCUS 

For both metacognition and attribution the developmental trend described Is one of 

Increasing Internality with age. Metacognitive research documents two such trends. 

Firstly, an Increasing awareness of self as an active agent In learning Is reported by 

Brown and Smiley, (1977,1978), Forest and Waller (1981) and by Kreutzer et al. 

(1975). Secondly. an Internalisation of learning strategy from behavioural to mental Is 

reported (Kreutzer et al. 1975; Markham, 1977; Miller, 1985). Attribution research 

documents a similar shift in the locus of learning outcome and the nature of 

attributions. Firstly, with development the learner less readily accepts external 

criteria but rather employs personal criteria to define learning outcome (Frieze, 

Francis and lianusa, 1983; llarari and Covington, 1981; Karinol, 1987; Nicholls, 

1975; Ruble and Boggiano. 1980). This reflects the learner's Increased activity. 

Secondly, whilst attributions have been found to remain largely Internal throughout 

the developmental period with Ability and Effort the dominant explanations given for 

learning outcome, changes in the frequency of these two attribution types occur. A 

shift from Effort to Ability attribution is evidenced - mirroring the behavioural to 

mental shift in strategy reported in the metacognitive literature. 

Stability 

For both metacognition and attribution. the developmental trend described is one of 

an increasingly more systematic and integrated use of knowledge and experience. As 

a consequence, greater stability of response within and across learning situations is 

evidenced with age. Metacognitive research suggests a shift from an episodic, 

situation-specific functioning to that of a semantic, general approach (Drown. 1975; 
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Hagen et al., 1975). A corresponding development of principles of causality is 

reported In the attribution literature: from unintegrated, "magnitude covariation' to 

integrated 'compensation' schema (Kun. 1977; Karabenick and Helier. 1976; 

Nicholls, 1983). 

Of particular interest In this respect has been the development of the concept of 

ability. The more realistic understanding of ability. indexed by studies of predicting 

performance (Flavell et al., 1970; Yussen and Levy, 1973), has its counterpart in 

the greater differentiation and Increased frequency of use of Ability as an 

explanation of learning outcome documented In the attribution literature (lagacinski 

and Nicholls 1982; Nicholls, 1983). These parallels arc clearly evidenced In studies 

such as that of Parsons and Ruble (1977) which describes children's more systematic 

use of feedback with age and subsequent more realistic shift from effort to ability 

attributions. 

Control 

The extensive metacognitive literature documents the acquisition and refinement of a 

wide range of strategies throughout the age range seven to eleven years. The 

availability of strategies and, with experience, their greater regulation presents the 

child with greater control of his learning environment. Control as a recently included 

dimension to Weiner's model has not been a major focus of research to date. 

Moreover, that research which has addressed the issue of control has largely been 

concerned with the child's perception of control in others (as in studies of morality: 

for example. Weiner and Peters, 1973), rather than in the child's understanding of 

his own control of learning. Nevertheless, there are indications that children's 

attributions reflect the increasing objective control provided by metacognitive 

development. Little (1985). for example, in his study of the range and frequency of 
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attributions for learning outcome given by British school children, found that 

attribution to Strategy and Specific Ability increased with age. 

Globally 

Two processes pertaining to globality are evidenced in the metacognitive literature: 

generalisation and discrimination. Firstly, the greater integration of knowledge and 

experience postulated by Brown (1975) would indicate a greater globality with age. 

This is documented in the acquisition of a more realistic and general concept of 

ability and reflected in the increased attribution to Ability with age. Secondly, the 

child is better able to discriminate between different task demands and has an 

repertoire of strategies, increasing with age, to apply to these. We would thus expect 

attributions to reflect a greater specificity pertaining to task with age. Attribution 

research, following Weiner (1979), has not addressed the issue of globality. Further. 

the closed method of eliciting attributions in the majority of work has not allowed 

this. In the present study an open-ended method of eliciting attributions is used and 

classification of attributions along the dimension of globality employed. It is 

proposed that if attribution is directed toward Ability, greater globality will be 

evidenced but if attribution is directed toward Task, a greater specificity will be 

evidenced. 

Developmental parallels described here indicate a monotonic relationship between 

metacognition and attribution. An increase in knowledge and regulation of learning 

behaviour coincides with increasing internality, stability and control. It is further 

proposed that globality will also reflect metacognitive development. 
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3.2.2 EMPIRICAL STUDIES Or ASSOCIATION 

The recognition of a relationship between metacognition and attribution is evidenced 

in recent research in both fields. It has been particularly evident in training studies 

Reattributloo Training Studies 

Reattribution is concerned with changing the child's existing attribution style. 

Attribution to stable causes, particularly Ability. have been found to reduce 

motivational behaviour and increase negative affect (Weiner. 1979). Children are 

thus taught to attribute learning outcome to alternative causes. In a typical paradigm 

children experience a series of learning tasks. Following each, the desired 

explanation of learning outcome is given by the trainer. It is assumed the child will 

adopt as his own the explanation offered by the external source. 

Initial proposals for reattribution training followed through the proposals of Weiner 

(1979) which emphasised the virtue of Effort attributions. Attribution to this 

unstable, internal cause, it was proposed, would facilitate motivation and subsequent 

learning behaviour. More recently, however, with the recognition of the importance 

of metacognitive processes, this position has been challenged. The low informational 

value of reattribution to effort has been criticised (eg Clifford, 1986a, 1986b, 1988). 

As an alternative reattribution to Strategy, in which failure is attributed to 

inappropriate strategy and success to appropriate strategy, his been advocated 

(Anderson and Jennings, 1980; Clifford, 1986a, 1986b, 1988; Kim and Clifford, 

1988). Clifford (1986b) draws upon the work of Diener and Dweck (1978) to 

illustrate the differences between Strategy and Effort attributions. In this study, the 

mastery orientated children saw failure as error and use it as an Informative cue to 

change strategy. Their subsequent motivational behaviour Increased. In contrast, the 

children identified as learned helpless saw a single failure as an endpoint and initiated 
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an attributional search. Typically, they attributed their failure to low ability and 

motivational behaviour decreased. 

In a series of studies. Clifford compared the effects of strategy and Effort 

reattribution training on subsequent behaviour and affect (Clifford. 1986a, 1986b). 

The results of the studies indicated that Strategy reattribution was more facilitative of 

persistent behaviour and elicited less negative affect following failure than Effort 

reattribution. Anderson and Jennings (1980) present similar favourable reports. They 

compared the effects of attributions to Strategy and Ability. Like Clifford (1986a). 

they found that Strategy attributions increased expectancy of success following failure 

whereas attribution to Ability reduced expectancy and subsequent motivational 

behaviour. 

Implicit in the notion of reattribution is an acknowledgement of the link between 

metacognition and attribution. It represents an attempt to change the child's 

understanding of learning. It is argued here that it is a form of metacognitive 

teaching: reattributions instruct children in a principle of learning. 

Recent studies in reattribution signify more explicitly the recognition of the 

attribution-metacognition link. They have directed the focus of attribution away 

from the affective and toward the cognitive domain. Whereas earlier reattribution 

studies (which advocated reattribution to Effort) were largely concerned with 

reducing negative affect of Ability. It has been proposed that Strategy reattribution is 

intended to promote self-monitoring. metacognitive processes (Clifford, 1986a, 

1986b; Cullen and Carver. 1982). 

rietacognitive Training 

Metacognitive training studies have grown out of developmental findings. Typically. 

they adopt a research paradigm in which subjects are pre-tested to establish a 
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baseline of metacognitive behaviour following which a training In metacognitive 

strategies is conducted. Post tests were then used to assess strategy use, maintenance 

and transfer to new tasks (e. g. Brown and Barclay, 1976; Brown and Campione, 

1977; Brown, Campione and Murphy. 1979; Thorpe. 1982; Cox. Thorpe and Eley, 

1993). The results of these studies were generally disappointing. Whilst strategy use 

and maintenance was attained. strategy transfer generally was not (Schneider, 198S). 

One explanation for the failure to attain transfer Was that training was insufficient 

(Thorpe, 1982. Schneider, 1985). Another is that the child failed to see the value of 

the strategy in which he was trained. A number of studies have investigated this 

proposal. They have combined metacognitive training with attribution and have 

provided a rationale for strategy use along with strategy training (Ringel and 

Springer, 1980; Reid and Borkowski, 1987). Subsequent results report more 

favourable transfer outcomes. 

A recent study by Reid and Borkowski (1987) is a good case in point. In this study, 

hyperactive children in the age range seven to eleven years were trained under one of 

three conditions 

Strategy - children were trained in a specific organisational strategy only; 

Strategy and Monitorlog - children were trained in both a specific 

organisational and general monitoring strategies; 

Strategy, Monitoring and Attribution - children were trained in Specific 

organisational and general self-monitoring strategies. In 

addition, they were trained via elaborative feedback methods to 

consider the causes of their learning outcome. Here emphasis 

was placed on strategy. 

Training occurred over a period of six weeks following which an extensive assessment 

of training effects was conducted. Short-term maintenance of the training was 

assessed three weeks after training along with measures of self attribution and 
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strategy generalisation. A long-term assessment followed ten months after training. 

This again included measures of self. attribution. strategy maintenance and transfer. 

In addition the child's cognitive tempo and behaviour and general metacognitive 

knowledge were assessed. The results indicated that the training which included an 

attribution component was the most effective. Children in this condition had 

significantly higher internal attributions for success and failure, were significantly 

more strategic and had higher general metamemory scores than children in the other 

two training groups. No differences in cognitive tempo between the three groups was 

found, however. In all three groups significant correlations between metamemory and 

attribution scores were found. The author's concluded that the combination of 

metacognition and attribution training influenced the durability of strategy in 

performance and also increased general metacognitive awareness. 

The study underlines the close relationship of metacognition and attribution. The 

provision of a rationale along with metacognitive training (essentially a reattribution 

training) not only increased the effectiveness of metacognitive strategies but also 

perpetuated attributions for learning outcome more facilitative of motivation. With 

increased metacognitive knowledge (reattribution) and skill (trained strategy) the 

learner perceived greater control of learning. Similar findings are reported in an 

earlier study by Kurtz and Borkowski (1984). They report that 

strategy use acquired during training sharpened metacognitire beliefs about 
the reasons for success and failure page 351 

Following metacognitive training these authors found that attributions to internal 

causes, particularly Strategy and Effort, increased. 

In summary, an increasing awareness of the relationship between metacognition and 

attribution is reflected in the literature of both fields. Developmental parallels are 

apparent. A monotonic relationship in which developing metacognitive knowledge 

and regulation is accompanied by similar change in attribution is documented. 
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Training studies further indicate that metacognitive knowledge and regulation will to 

reflected in attribution for learning outcome. 

A further proposal is that a causal relationship exists in which mctacognition affects 

definition of learning outcome and salience of variables in the learning context which 

might explain learning outcome. This proposal is further outlined in Section 3.3 

below. 

3.3 METACOGNmON, ATTRIBUTION AND THE LEARNING CONTEXT 

Brophy (1983), in a review of school based motivation literature, is critical of the 

approach taken in attribution theory. Ile suggests that research in the field has over 

emphasised the effects of Effort and Ability attributions and has failed to give 

sufficient attention to the child's understanding of the task itself. Indeed the child's 

understanding of the task and the context in which it is presented is central to both 

the definition of learning outcome and to its explanation. This is the focus of the 

second part of this chapter and of the empirical research conducted in Study Two of 

the present work. 

Making an attribution entails three logical stages: 

(i) Perceiving an outcome; 

(ii) Defining the outcome; 

(iii) Explaining the outcome. 

It is argued that metacognition directs each of these processes. 
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3.3.1 PERCElvzNO AN OUTCOME 

For an attribution to be made a tenable endpoint must be perceived. Research has 

identified two metacognitive processes which influence the perception of a learning 

outcome: metacognitire monitoring and availability of relevant strategies. 

Studies documenting the child's response to ambiguous or incomplete instructions 

reviewed in Chapter One (see Section 1.2.2. ) Indicate that with metacognitive 

development the child becomes increasingly spontaneous and more proficient in 

monitoring his own behaviour (Robinson, 1983). Ile more readily identifies a failure 

to understand. Identifying the failure to understand is prerequisite to identifying the 

cause. The cause sought may remain specific to the task and be concerned with 

strategy or may entail an attributional search in which the explanation extends beyond 

the task. 

The availability of strategies for dealing with such problems, once identified, has 

been shown to influence how an endpoint Is perceived. In the Diener and Dweck 

study (1978) mastery orientated children did not define an error as an endpoint but 

rather as a cue to adjust strategy. Cullen and associates (Cullen. 1985; Cullen and 

Boersma, 1982; Cullen and Carver, 1982) suggest that the availability of strategies to 

'cope' with problems in the learning situation will determine whether an endpoint - 

failure - is perceived. If a child has strategies available such an outcome Is 

unlikely. If a child lacks strategies to cope with the learning situation. however, an 

endpoint of failure is reached and an attributional search initiated. In essence, what 

is proposed here is a relationship between metacognitive deficit and the definition of 

learning outcome as failure. In the absence of relevant strategies an early endpoint is 

reached. 

Cullen and associates do not address the issue of how learning outcome is defined for 

those who do have sufficient rnetacognitive knowledge and strategies to complete the 
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task. One may infer that the endpoint in these circumstances is determined by the 

completion of the task. Implicitly, completion is a successful outcome. 

3.3.2. DEFINING TUE OUTCOME 

The subjectivity of learning outcome has been outlined in Chapter 2 (see Section 

2.4.2). Whilst ostensibly successful completion of a task is a 'success' and failure to 

do so a 'failure'. the individual's interpretation of how he has performed may not 

accord with this objective definition. Nor will it necessarily accord with external 

definitions provided by teachers or experimenters. Personal or social standards may 

be employed to define learning outcome. 

The use of personal and social standards to define learning outcome is reported to 

emerge with metacognitive development. With the acquisition of knowledge about the 

personal, task and strategy variables and greater experience, a shift from external to 

internal sources of outcome definition has been documented. (Frieze, Francis and 

iianusa, 1983; Harter, 1981; Harter and Connet, 1984; }tarari and Covington, 1981). 

Harter (1981), for example, has found 'striking developmental trends' in the source 

(internal versus external) of learning definition. She has conducted extensive 

developmental studies in which both cognitive and motivational inventories were 

administered to children across the school age range. She reports: 

The cognitive cluster - independent judgement versus reliance on teachers 
and internal versus external criteria - shows dramatic linear trends 
across the third to ninth grade. Scores for third graders are relatively 
extrinsic crossing the midpoint in the later Elementary grades Into the 
intrinsic range... In interpreting these trends it seemed plausible that with 
increasing grade level children became more knowledgeable, more capable 
of making their own judgements and more able to determine whether they 
are successful. 

(page 229) 
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The present study further examines the relationship between mctacognitive 

development and the definition of learning outcome. 

3.3.3 EXPLAINING THE OUTCOME 

With the ability to apply his own criteria for defining learning outcome, the child is 

better able to define learning outcomes which are consistent with the goals of the 

learning task. Learning outcome is relative to the nature and purpose of the task. 

Firstly, different tasks have different objective requirements for successful 

completion: they require different Ability. Effort and Luck. Secondly, different task 

purposes influence the way the learner approaches the task. The learner may process 

the task in different ways and at different depths. The child's understanding of both 

the inherent qualities of the task, and the approach in undertaking the task, it is 

proposed, will effect the explanation given for learning outcome. These processes are 

outlined below: 

The Salience of Causal Attribute:. 

Research discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.4.4. ) Indicates that all task attributes 

do not have equal causal status. For different tasks, different attributes are more 

likely to explain outcome (Frieze and Sn)der. 1983; Thorpe. 1985). In a similar way 

different task orientations increase the salience of different attributes. Nicholls. for 

example, suggests that the Ability is more greatly differentiated in a competitive than 

in a task orientated learning situation. More recently. Ames and Archer (1988) have 

reported systematic biases in attribution for learning outcome resulting from different 

task orientations. 

There is some indication that the sensitivity to these task biases increases with age. 

Frieze and Snyder (1983) report a significant interaction between attribution for tuk 
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type with age. They report that whilst attributions following success and failure for 

different tasks evidenced systematic biases across the age range studied (six to 

eleven). this effect was more evident with age. Both Nicholls and Jagacinski (1982) 

and Nicholls and Miller (1984a) report that younger children typically do not 

differentiate Effort and Ability concepts in different situations whereas older 

children and adults do. More recently, Wigfield (1988) reports an interaction 

between processing orientation and attribution for learning outcome with age. It is 

proposed here that the explanation for these developmental trends is the child's 

increasing metacognitive knowledge. With greater metacognitive knowledge the child 

is able to identify those variables most likely to affect learning outcome. As a 

consequence the probability of the employment of those attribution types most 

pertinent to a specific task increases with age. 

Adaptive Strategies 

With age the child is more able to adapt strategy to task demands (e. g. Brown and 

Smiley, 1977,1978). Metacognitive research documents both an expansion and 

refinement of learning strategies with age. This presents the child with greater 

control over his learning (Cullen, 1985; Miller, 1985). At the same time, 

responsibility for learning becomes more evident. It Is likely that attribution 

dimensions will reflect this development. Indeed, a number of studies report 

increasing control (intentionality) and internality of attributions with age (Freite 

and Snyder, 1980; Harter and Connel, 1984). Effects on Globality and Stability have 

not been addressed by the literature. However, it Is proposed here that, as the child 

becomes more aware of the subtle differences between tasks, a greater specificity of 

response will emerge. The child, for example. can be more specific about the nature 

of the strategy used rather than simply Indicating effort - 'I tried'. In a similar 

way, if emphasis is placed on strategy, unstable attributions are likely to increase. 
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The processes of identification of salient attributes and adaptive strategies are 

examined in the present study. Here the effects of metacognition and age on 

attribution for learning outcome following a reading comprehension task are observed 

under one of two conditions. In the first. children are directed to process the task 

meaningfully. This direction is operationalised as a 'learning for understanding' 

instruction. In the second. children are directed to process the same task 

superficially. This direction was operationalised as a rote learning, "verbatim recall' 

instruction. 

It is argued that for successful completion of the meaningful task, links with existing 

knowledge are salient. Strategies of reflection, generalisation and elaboration are 

appropriate. In contrast, for successful completion of the superficial, verbatim task, 

memory capacity is salient and strategies of rehearsal are more important. 

it is predicted that with age and metacognitive development these differences will be 

more readily distinguished and that these distinctions will be manifest in explanations 

provided for learning outcome. Specifically, it is predicted that whilst meaningful 

processing will result in greater attribution to knowledge, superficial processing will 

result in attribution to ability with age and metacognitive development. Further it is 

predicted that attribution will be more internal, controllable. specific and unstable 

with age and metacognitive development. 

3.4 SUMMARY 

The central thesis of the present study is that of a relationship between the child's 

level of metacognitive functioning and the explanations he gives for his learning 

outcomes. It is proposed that the child's metacognitive knowledge provides the 

informational standpoint from which he views his learning. It will largely determine 

both what he perceives (learning outcome) and how it is explained (attribution). 
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The empirical relationship between metacognition and attribution has not been 

systematically examined. There is evidence in the literature of each individual field 

of study of a number of developmental parallels, however. These may reflect the 

common, cognitive aetiology of both concepts or signify a closer relationship. 

Training studies point to an interaction between metacognition and attribution in 

affecting behaviour. 

In the present study, a causal relationship between metacognition and attribution is 

proposed. Firstly, it is suggested that metacognition will influence the definition of 

learning outcome. The ability to monitor learning behaviour and the availability of 

strategies appropriate for task demands have been found to determine both the point 

at which a learning outcome is perceived and the extent of attributional search. 

Further, the criteria used to define a learning outcome change with metacognitive 

development. With increasing knowledge of personal, task and strategy variables, the 

child is more likely to apply individual standards to define learning outcome. 

Secondly, it is suggested that metacognition will largely determine the explanation for 

learning outcome. With increased knowledge about tasks. the child is better able to 

distinguish those attributes most relevant to successful completion of the task. It is 

proposed that these will be the focus of explanation of learning and will be manifest 

in attribution for learning outcome. 

Specific research questions are presented in Chapter 4. 
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RESEARCH OUESTIONS_AND RESEARCH DESIGN 

4.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

4.1.1 THE NATURE OF MMBTACOONrIION 

A preliminary aim of the present study was the selection of measures which would 

index rnetacognitive development. Whilst reviews of the metacognitive literature 

discussed in Chapter One advocate the use of multiple measures to increase the 

reliability of data, they do not indicate specifically which measures might be selected 

as criteria of metacognition. Such a decision must be based on the nature of 

metacognition itself which will be reflected in the relationship between measures. If 

metacognitive measures are highly correlated a general metacognitive factor is 

suggested and the selection of a small number of representative variables would 

sufficiently index metacognitive development. However, if low correlations are 

found it would suggest that metacognition is specific to the task on which the 

measure is based. An initial research question was thus 

Research Question I 

If'hat is the nature of metacognition? 

(1) What Is the range of responses within Individual measures of 

rnetacognition? What is the relationship of variables within each 

measure? 

(Ii) What is the empirical relationship between merccognltire measures? 

(iii) Which mctacognitire measures are most representative of mctacognltire 

development? 
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4.1.2 ATTRIBUTION TYPE AND ArmlBuiloN Dimmstos 

In contrast to the majority of attribution studies which employ closed methods to 

elicit attributions for learning outcome, the present study employed an open method. 

Children were simply asked ̀ Why did you succeed / fall / get an 'average' score? ' 

and were free to explain the outcome in their own terms. Additionally. many studies 

in attribution research are based on children's responses to hypothetical achievement 

situations or manipulations of the outcome of directly experienced learning. In the 

present study, children's attributions related to a direct learning experience and a 

genuine learning outcome. It was of interest to note the range of attribution type and 

dimension employed by children given the methods used in the study. 

Additionally, the effects of age and learning outcome were examined. Attribution 

research documents systematic biases in attribution with age and outcome. It was of 

interest to note whether these biases were replicated in the present study given the 

methods used. 

Research Question 2 

What is the nature of attribution used by children in the age range seven to eleven years 

following a direct learning experience and given open response methods? 

(1) What is the range of attribution type used? 

(11) Does the attribution type used vary with age? 

(iii) Does attribution type vary with learning outcome? 

4.1.3 THE RELATIONSHIP DETWEEN AMCTACOONITION AND ATTRIBUTION 

The primary aim of the study was to investigate the relationship between 

metacognition. as indexed by selected measures, and attribution for learning outcome. 
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An initial stage in this investigation was to examine the strength of the relationship 

using correlational procedures. 

Research Question 3 

What Is the strength of the relationship between Indices of mctacognttion and 

attribution type and dimension? 

(f) What is the strength of correlation between mctacognitire indices and 

attribution type? What Is the count of significant correlations? 

(if) What Is the strength of correlations between mctacognitfon and attribution 

dimension? What is the count of significant correlations? 

4.1.4 THE DEVELOPMENTAL HYPOTHESIS 

One relationship between metacognition and attribution hypothesised was 

developmental: that metacognition is a developing phenomenon which is expressed in 

attributions for learning outcome. The preference for attribution types and 

attribution dimension with age and metacognition were thus of interest: 

Research Question 4 

what is the developmental relationship between metacosnitlon and attribution? 

(! ) Does the use of attribution type vary with age and metacognition? And If 

so. in what way? 

(ff) Does the use of attribution dimension vary with age and mttacognftfon? 

And If so. In what way? 
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4.1.5 Tim CAUSAL IIYPOT1HESIS: (A) THE EPPECT Or METACOONIT1ON ON Di ri4m0N 

or LtAPwtxa OvTcoMs 

A second relationship between metacognition and attribution hypothesised is causal: 

that the child's level of metacognitive development affects his attributional behaviour 

in the learning context. 

One manifestation of this relationship Is the effect metacognition has on the 

definition of learning outcome. Research documents that with age the child more 

readily generates his own definition of learning outcome. It is suggested that the 

explanation for this finding is the underlying level of metacognitive development. 

With greater metacognitive knowledge, the child has a more realistic understanding of 

his own ability and Is also able to identify those demands of a learning task which are 

central to its successful completion. It is thus proposed that the child. given the 

opportunity to define his own learning outcome, will increasingly employ his own 

criteria for this purpose with metacognitive development. The criteria employed to 

define learning outcome will. In turn, be reflected In attribution for learning 

outcome. Further research questions are thus 

Research Question 5 

What is the relationship between rnttacognition, locus of learning outcome (external 

versus sell-defined) and attribution for learning outcome? 

(1) What is the range of learning outcome definition when children are 

allowed to define learning outcome according to self-imposed criteria? 

(ii) Does the use of attribution type in explaining learning outcome vary with 

source of outcome definition (external rersus self-defined)? And If so. 

In what way? 
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(111) Does the use of attribution dimension in explaining learning outcome vary 

with the source of learning outcome definition (external versus selj- 

defined)? And If so. In what way? 

(Ir) What Is the effect of the level of metacognitirc functioning on the use of 

attribution type for children In external versus sell-defined outcome 

definition groups? 

(v) What is the effect of the level of metacognitive functioning on the use of 

attribution dimension for children in external versus sell-defined outcome 

definition groups? 

4.1.6 THE CAUSAL I1YPOTImtSIS: (B) THE Errrcrs or %IETACOQNmON or 

ATTRIBUTION FOLLOWING D1rrE iwT PROCESSING ORIENTATIONS 

A second manifestation of the causal relationship investigated is that of the effect of 

the level of metacognitive functioning on responses to different task orientations. A 

number of studies report age-related, systematic biases in the use of attribution type 

and dimension following different task orientations. The explanation for this. it Is 

proposed here, is the child's increasing awareness of task demands which result from 

metacognitive development. It is suggested that with metacognitive development the 

child can better distinguish the salient attributes of a task. Moreover, with a greater 

range of strategies he can be more adaptive to task demands. These processes will be 

reflected in attributions for learning outcome. A further research question is thus 

Research Question 6 

What are the effects of task orientation on attribution for learning outcome? 

(1) Does the use of attribution type vary with task processing orientation? 

And If so, in what way? 
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(!! ) Does the use of attribution dimension vary with task proccsiing 

orientation? And If so. In what way? 

(Ill) What Is the effect of age and mctacognftlon on the use of attribution type 

following different task processing orientation? 

(! r) What Is the effect of age and metacognitlon on the use of attribution 

dimension following different task processing orientation? 

4.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 

The examination of the relationship between attribution and metacognition took the 

form of two studies. The first was a developmental study which examined the nature 

of metacognition through observation of the performance of children in the age range 

seven to eleven on a variety of metacognitive tasks. Ultimately, the aim of this study 

was the selection of variables which would Index metacognitive performance. Indices 

of individual metacognitive performance were then to be employed in the second 

study as an independent variable. The second study was experimental. It examined 

the relationship between metacognitive performance and attribution within a 2x2 

design in which the definition of learning outcome (experimenter-defined versus 

self-defined) and type of processing (Verbatim versus Meaning) were the 

experimental conditions. The design is summarised In Table (1) below 
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TADLE (1): SUMMARY Or RI si AncN DE. SION 

Study Oat 

A: Measurement of Pietacogaltloo 

Aim investigation of the nature of metacognition based on a series of 

metacognitive measures 

Obserrations 1. Individual consistency 

ii. Developmental patterns 

B: Selection of Metacogaltihe indices 

Alm Reduction and selection of variables as indices of metacognition 

Selection 
Criteria Distinctiveness of metacognitive measure 

Study Two 

Aim Investigation of the effect of Outcome Definition and Processing on 

attribution for learning outcome 

Design 2x2 design: Processing (verbatim vs meaning) x Outcome 

Definition (self-defined vs experimenter-defined) 

Dependent variables 

attribution type 

attribution dimension 

Independent variables 

age (7.9.11) 

metacognitive performance 

outcome (success, failure, `other') 
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STUDY ONE: INVESTIGATION OF TILE NA IRE Or META COGNITION 

AND SELECTION OF METACOGNITIVE INDICES 

The study of metacognition fell into two distinct sub-stages. The initial stage 

involved an examination of the nature of metacognition. A series of metacognitive 

measures were selected and presented to children in the age range seven to eleven 

years. Results were examined for both individual consistency and developmental 

difference. The second sub-stage entailed the selection of metacognitive indices, 

which would best distinguish individual difference in metacognitive performance. 

In the selection and preparation of the measures a series of pilot studies were 

conducted. These are detailed below. 

5.1 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND PILOT STUDIES 

5.1.1 SELECTION OF METACOGNITIVE MEASURES 

Since an examination of the nature and measurement of metacognition was not the 

primary aim of the study. it was decided that. as far as possible. existing measures of 

metacognition would be utilised. The starting point in the development of indices of 

metacognition was thus a review of the literature. 

A diverse range of metacognitive measures was reported in the literature, most very 

narrow in definition. Moreover, the majority of these were initiating empirical 

studies. Few had been examined in terms of their reliability or validity. A selection 
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of possible measures was nonetheless derived from 'central Instances' of mctacognitive 

measures in the existing research, using the following criteria: 

Age of the sample: all studies selected reported results for subjects within the age 

range five to twelve years. 

Method of measurement:. whilst the aim of the present study was to utilise a range of 

metacognitive measures, it was decided from the outset to eliminate those studies In 

which metacognition was primarily measured via responses to hypothetical problems. 

navel[ and Wellman (1977) have distinguished between metacognitive knowledge and 

metacognitive production. It was felt that hypothetical techniques would measure 

only the former. It was of concern here to measure both knowledge and production 

particularly as later. In the second experimental study, metacognitive measures were 

to be linked with a directly experienced task as opposed to a hypothetical learning 

task. 

Availability of reliability and validity data studies for which some reliability and 

validity data were available were clearly to be preferred. One such study was found. 

An interview study by Kreutzer et a1. (1975) had later been examined for reliability 

(Kurt= et al, 1982). 

Nine studies were selected which detailed measures that fulfilled these criteria and 

thus indicated potential to act as indices of metacognition. From these. six measures 

were derived 

1. Kreutzer. Leonard and Flavell (1975) -a fourteen item interview study which 

presented a range of metacognitive problems. 

2. Tenney (1975) -a word list generation task which examined organisational 

principles. 
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3. Flavell Fredreichs and Hoyt (1970), Markham (1973), Yussen and Levy (1975) 

- predicting ability on a serial recall task. 

4. Yussen and Levy (1973) - predicting recall readiness. 

S. Danner (1976) - organisation of prose. 

6. Brown and Smiley (1977a, 1977b), Brown and Dcloachc (1978) " extraction of 

main ideas from text. 

Two of these studies - Kreutzer et at (1975) and Tenney (1973) - were not taken 

directly but rather were adapted from the original study. Only a sub-sample of six 

problem items were taken from the interview study of Kreutter et at (1975). The 

questions selected were those that presented problems directly. rather than through a 

third person. in keeping with the criteria set out above. The Tenney study - which 

asked subjects to generate word lists given cue words - was altered to the extent of 

providing new cue words. Tenney had used only one set of cue words for all age 

groups in her study. It was felt that there was a risk of confounding language 

knowledge with metacognition in using this procedure. Three separate age-graded 

cue word sets were generated using Lorge-Thorndike word lists (Large and 

Thorndike, 1952). 

A further measure was specifically written. Flanell and Wellman (1977) had 

suggested that 

a reasonable test of a child's mnemonic understanding ... would be to hare 
indiridua! rate the case and difficulty of tasks that nary on a combination 
of variables ... for example a series of memory situations could be 
presented ... (Pages 22-23) 

Such a test was not found in the existing literature and so a measure specifically 

focussing on judgement or task difficulty was produced. 

A series of pilot studies was conducted to assess and refine the measures. 
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5.1.2 PILOT STUDY ONE SBLZCTION AND kBrzNl: >. lLNT or MrTACOONMVE INDICu 

Subjects 

Fifteen pupils attending an urban Bristol primary school took part in the study. rive 

children from each of three class groups - top infants, second year juniors, and top 

juniors - were selected randomly by their class teachers. Ten subjects were female, 

five male. 

Procedure: 

Each child worked individually with the experimenter over two sessions, each of 

which lasted approximately 20-30 minutes. The study was split into two sessions as it 

was felt that fatigue effects were likely if all the measures were presented in a single 

session. During these two sessions the children were presented with all seven 

measures. The order of presentation both within and across the two sessions were 

randomised. All results were recorded: the interview study based on Kreutzer et at 

(1975) on audio tape and all others in written format. 

Results: 

Though no detailed statistical analysis of the results was made. descriptive summaries 

indicated that the tests were satisfactory to the extent of providing a range of scores. 

The pilot test indicated. however. the need to reduce the number of measures and to 

mike administrative changes. 

The study revealed that one measure - prose summary (Drow-n and Smiley. 1977) - 

was inappropriate in terms of time-demand for all subjects and task-demand for the 

youngest age group. It was thus decided to eliminate this measure. It also became 

apparent that two measures - Predicting Ability and Predicting Recall Readiness 

(Flavell, 1970; Yussen and Levy, 1973; Markham, 1973) - were confusing to the 

children, because they were very similar. and also redundant in terms of their 
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separate administration. It was decided therefore to collapse these into one task for 

which two measures were taken. Finally, some adjustments to language were made 

and the need to give more explicit instructions noted. 

To assen the revised metacognitive indices. a second pilot study was conducted. 

5.1.3 PILOT STUDY TWO: FURTHER SELECTION AND REitxrurNT or METACOONttIvr. 

INDICES 

Subjects: 

Ten children from a First school and five children from a Junior school. both situated 

in an urban area of Dorset, participated in the study. Five children from each of 

three class groups - top infant, second year juniors and top juniors - were 

selected by class teachers. The teachers opted to select children from the top end of 

the ability range due to a reported positive skew in ability within the school. 

Teachers claimed selected subjects would be of 'average' ability in a normal 

population. Examination of school records supported this claim. All children fell 

within the 96 - 118 ig range on a group administered test and had reading ages 

within the appropriate range for age (Neale, Schonell). Nine subjects were female. 

six male. 

Procedure: 

Each child worked individually with the experimenter in one session of approximately 

30 minutes duration. The child was presented with all five measures during that 

period. The order of presentation of the measures was randomised and, where 

repeated measures were taken, the order of items within each was also randomised. 
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Rtsults: 

Despite adjustments made to the Predicting Recall Readiness and Predicting Ability 

measures following pilot study one, problems of administration and interpretation of 

the results of these measures remained. It was therefore decided to drop these 

measures from the study. 

All other measures were satisfactorily administered. However. It was found that one 

measure - which required the use of an interview technique (based on the interview 

study of Kreutzer et at 1975) - was disruptive to the now of administration of the 

measures if, due to randomisation. it was placed in the middle of the battery of 

measures. It was therefore decided to forgo complete randomisation by placing this 

measure only at the beginning or end of the sequence of measures. 

Examination of substantive results for each measure indicated that three of the four 

remaining measures were satisfactory. Each produced a range of scores. There was. 

however, need to further revise the task written by the author. Judging Task 

Difficulty. 

Originally the Judging Task Difficulty measure had fifteen items (five task types x 

three items). Examination of responses to the first category of items - which 

required children to judge between two memory sets of different size - suggested 

there was a possibility that some subjects were basing their judgement on the order 

of presentation of the two memory sets rather than on the number of words In each 

set. It was therefore decided to add a further item to balance this set. Thus, there 

were four items: two In which long sets were presented first and two In which long 

sets were presented second. The last two categories of items. which varied more than 

one difficulty factor, were dropped because of the problems encountered in 

interpreting results. Thus, nine original items remained and a further one was added 

making a total of ten items. 
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Amended metacognitive measures were again pilot-toted. 

5.1.4 PILOT STUDY THREE: FINAL RrfINWENT AND A33CS1MLNT Or INDICY. S 

Sdbjectr 

Six children from an urban Bristol primary school participated in the study. Two 

children, one boy and one girl. were randomly selected by the experimenter from 

each of three class groups: top infants, second year juniors and fourth year juniors. 

Procedure: 

The experimenter worked with each child for a single session of approximately 20- 

25 minutes duration. All four measures were presented during the session; the 

interview was presented either at the beginning or at the end of the session and the 

other measures were randomly presented. 

Results: 

In all cases the administration of the indices was satisfactory. Children responded 

well in each case and the time limit of 25 minutes was found to be adequate. It was 

decided, however, that It would be advantageous to question the children regarding 

their rationale for selection on the Judging Task Difficulty Measure. This would 

remove the need for inference based on a one-out-of-two choice where the 

probability of a correct score due to chance was high. 

Four indices were thus selected for the main study. 

1. Generating Strategies (Kreutzer et a1., 1975) 

2. Organisation of Prose (Danner, 1976) 

3. Word List Generation (Tenney, 1974) 
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4. Judging Task Difficulty (written by the author based on the suggestions of 

Flavell and Wellman. 1978) 

Full details of these are presented in the description of the main study. 

5.2 THE MAIN STUDY: STUDY 1A - MEASUREMENT AND 

EXAMINATION OF METACOGNITION 

5.2.1 SUBJECTS 

144 children drawn from three Bristol primary schools took part in the study. This 

sample comprised three age groupings of 48 children from each of three class groups: 

third year infants (mean age 6 years 8 months; range 6 years 4 months to 7 years 7 

months); second year juniors (mean age 8 years 9 months; range 8 years 4 months to 

9 years 7 months); fourth year juniors (mean age 10 years 6 months; range 9 years 9 

months to 11 years 3 months). These groups are referred to as the seven. nine. and 

eleven year age groups, respectively. 

Of this sample, 72 children were male and 72 female: 24 of each sex from each of the 

designated age groups. 

5.2.2 MATERLU. s 

Examination of metacognition and subsequent selection of indices were based on four 

measures derived from the pilot studies: 
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Ceneratlug Strategies (CS) 

This was an interview with items drawn from the interview study of Krcutter ct at 

(1975). The interview presented six problems concerning issues of learning storage 

and retrieval. For two of these questions stimulus materials " an example text and a 

word list - were used. Ile interview schedule and stimulus materials are presented 

in Appendix 1. 

Organisation of Prose (OP) 

This was adopted from the work of Danner (1976). It consisted of a set of one title 

and twelve sentences which together made a prose passage about 'The f'ox'. The 

sentences contained three distinct organisational themes (i. e. 3 themes x4 sentences): 

habitat. diet and physical appearance. The title and each of the sentences were 

mounted on separate cards. The test materials are reproduced in Appendix 2. 

Word List Generation (WLC) 

This was modified from the work of Tenney (1973). Three age-graded versions of 

each measure were prepared. Each was presented as a six-page booklet. On each 

page a cue word and four spaces, for generated words. were printed. Collation of the 

booklets was randomised. Test materials are reproduced in Appendix 3. 

Judging Task Difficulty (JTD) 

The test material consisted of ten word list pairs which were individually presented. 

The ten pairs comprised three task sets for which the dimension of task difficulty 

was varied: 

Set one: for this set the number of items in the word list pairs was varied. Four 

word list pain were included in this set. In two the longer sentence was 

placed in the first position and in the other tw°o the longer list was placed 

second. 
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Set Two: for this set the semantic relatedness of the items was varied. Three word 

list pairs were included In this set. 

Set Three: for this set the meaningfulness of the item was varied. . ach Hit pair 

contained a simple word list and an embedded list within a sentence. The 

embedded words were designated by box highlights, 

Test materials are reproduced in Appendix 4. 

5.2.3 PROCEDURE 

Subjects worked with the experimenter over a session of 20-30 minutes duration. In 

each session the metacognitive measures were administered the generating strategies 

interview was presented at the beginning or the end of the battery of measures whilst 

the other three measures were randomly ordered. The procedure for administration 

of each test was as follows 

Ceaeratlag Stratetles: 

The six interview questions were presented to the subjects and tape-recorded. In 

each case an exhaustive list of strategies was sought. Standardised probe questions 

were used to this end. 

Organisation of Prose: 

The twelve sentence cards were shuffled and placed out randomly. Subjects were 

told that the sentences 'went together to mate a story about The Fox". At this point 

the title card was placed in front of the subject and the instruction given to put the 

sentences together to make the story in a way which 'would be easiest to learn and 

remember". When the subjects had completed ordering the sentences they were asked 

to read it through, reminded of the purpose of ordering and invited, if they so 
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wished, to make any final changes. The ordering of the sentences was then recorded. 

Subjects were then questioned about their rationale for the order they had selected. 

This procedure was intended to ascertain if the subject recognised the themes. 

Specifically, it was a check for the possibility that the themes were recognised but not 

used by some subjects. 

Subjects were then told they would have to remember the story and were asked to 

select three sentences they could keep with them as cues for recall (*to help )ou 

remember all the story'). The choice made was recorded. 

Hord List Generation: 

Subjects were provided with age-appropriate booklets and were instructed to make a 

list using the word given and four of their own words. It was stressed that the list 

was to be remembered at a later time and therefore in making the list they should 

make it 'easy to learn and remember'. Subjects from the eleven and nine year age 

groups wrote their own responses into the prepared booklets. They were assisted with 

spelling by the experimenter if this was requested. Because of the possible 

restrictions imposed by handwriting and spelling skills. responses for seven year olds 

were dictated to the experimenter who wrote the responses. 

Jedging Task Difficulty: 

Subjects were told they would be shown ten cards and that on each one there would 

be two lists. They were instructed that their task was to indicate. by either pointing 

or saying 'top' or 'bottom', which would be the easiest to learn and remember. 

Examples of each of the three task sets were shown and additional explanation given 

of task set three where embedded lists were presented. The subjects were told they 

were required to learn and remember only the words in the boxes and were then 

presented with the cards In a random order. After each choice was made, the 

subjects were asked 'why is shat easier? ' and responses were recorded. 
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5.2.4 SCORING 

Responses for each of the Metacognitive measures were coded. scored and checked 

for reliability. The procedures employed in these processes is described below. 

Generating Strategies 

The scoring of the Generating Strategies measure Involved three stages: 

1. transcription of tapes 

2. breakdown of transcribed protocols into units which were to be scored 

3. categorisation and scoring 

1. Transcription of tapes 

A complete transcription of every utterance made during the testing session was not 

made. The subjects general 'chatter' was omitted from the written record made of 

the tapes. All utterances relating to the solution of the problem were transcribed 

verbatim. Each strategy was recorded separately. Strategies were linguistically 

defined. Breaks in discourse or language markers (eg'another way would be" or 'or 

you could') were assumed to indicate the end of one strategy and the beginning of 

another. 

2. Breakdown 

Originally. categorisation and scoring wa to relate to linguistically defined strategies. 

Initial attempts to devise a categorisation system, however. pointed to the 

inadequacies of this approach and indicated the necessity of an intermediary stage. It 

was found that younger subjects might produce the same content over a larger 

number of strategies than older subjects who presented more cohesive responses and. 

therefore. fewer strategies. It was thus decided to examine two variables. The 
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original, linguistically-defined strategy was retained but, additionally, each strategy 

was examined in terms of individual Move units which were defined as 

A mental or physical act relating to the solution of the problem which can 
be carried out In Its own right. 

Essentially. Strategy provided a measure of cohesion / co-ordination whilst Moves 

were a measure of content. It was thus the latter variable which was categorised and 

scored for qualitative differences. 

An intermediary stage before coding then was to breakdown each of the strategics 

into Move units using the above definition. 

A reliability check was made on this procedure. A sub-sample of twelve interview 

protocols - four from subjects in each of the three age groups - were broken 

down into Moves by a second coder and an inter-coder agreement calculated. Results 

indicated a 93% agreement for the sample over all six problems. This was deemed an 

acceptable level. 

3. Categorisation and scoring 

For each of the six problems presented. a hierarchy of responses was devised and 

numerical scores awarded. These were based on results reported in the original study. 

Details of scoring hierarchies for each of the six problems are presented in Appendix 

5. 

Reliability checks were made for categorisation of the six problems using the scoring 

hierarchies. Again, interview protocols for a sub-sample of twelve subjects - four 

from each age group - were scored by a second coder and percentage agreement 

calculated. Results indicated a 92% agreement over the six problems. The range of 

agreement for each problem separately was 82-100%. 

in summary, three groups of variables for each of the six generating strategies 

problems -a total of 18 variables - were examined in the analysis of responses. 
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The six problems were coded GSA to GSF and the suffix M. S, or ItS attached to 

signify Moves, Strategies or Highest Score variables respectivelyr. 

I. Number of Moves (GSAM, GSBM, GSCM, GSDM, GSEM, GSFM) 

2. Number of Strategies (GSAS, GSBS, GSCS, GSDS, GSGS. GSFS) 

3. Highest Score (GSAIIS. GSDIIS. GSCIIS, GSDIIS. GSCIIS. GSFIIS) 

Organisation of Prose 

The scoring procedure for this measure was taken from the work of Danner (1976). 

Responses were categorised according to sentence groupings. A hierarchy of four 

response categories was derived which ranged from 'unorganised' to perfect 

organisation of four sentence groupings based on the four themes. Numerical %Ilues 

were assigned to each of these categories. 

In the present study, as an extension to Dinner's procedure, subjects have asked the 

rationale for their organisation. These responses were used to indicate theme 

recognition. For this variable, a dichotomous scoring system was employed which 

simply indicated whether the subject did or did not recognise the presence of themes. 

The theme selection task. in which subjects were asked to select three sentences as 

cues for recall. was scored similarly. Subjects received a score if representatives of 

each of the three themes were selected. Details of scoring are presented in Appendix 

6. 
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In summary. the three variables were examined. 

1. Organisation of Sentence by theme (OS) 

2. Theme Recognition (T1IR) 

3. Theme selection. (TITS) 

S%'ord List Generation 

Scoring was an adaptation of the procedure used by Tenney (1976). Like Tenney, It 

examined the principle of org2ni&2tion employed In generating the word lists. In 

addition, however, the scoring system incorporated a measure or the degree of 

cohesion of the list generated. 

In establishing a scoring system for Organisation, a number of systems were pilot- 

tested. The initial intention was to have a complete ranking or all responses. This 

was not a viable method however. Examination of the responses revealed that many 

children, in fact, used different principles concurrently. Moreover, It %-As often 

difficult to make judgements between some principles of organisation In terms of 

their metacognitive sophistication. 

The final scoring procedure employed a three-tiered hierarchy of responses. Each 

tier represented qualitatively different level of metacognitive performance for which 

different scores were assigned. Within each level a number of different 

organisational principles were grouped. These were awarded the same score and, 

where organisational principles were used concurrently. scores were cumulative. 

Details of scoring are presented in Appendix 7. 

Scoring was checked for reliability. A sub-sample or responses of 18 subjects 

six from each age grouping - were scored by a second scorer and the results 
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examined for percentage agreement. Over the total sample, agreement for the scoring 

of Organisation was 96%. The range across age groups was 87.100%. This was 

deemed satisfactory. 

In summary, two groups of variables were derived from this measure: 

1. Principle of Organisation (GRAPHIC, PHONIC, FUNCTION, DESCRIPTION. 

CATEGORY) 

2. Cohesion (CO-ORDINATED, SPECIFIC CO-ORDINATED) 

Judging Task Difficulty 

Two variables derived from this measure were examined. Firstly, the list selection 

from each of the ten list pairs was noted. Secondly. the rationale given for each 

selection was categorised and assigned a score. List selection was scored on a 

dichotomous scale with selection of those lists previously designated as being the 

easiest to learn being awarded one point. 

Responses to the question regarding rationale for list choice were categorised into 

four groups: no rationale. inappropriate rationale. alternative rationale. standard 

rationale. These were ranked hierarchically. inappropriate and standard rationales 

were based on principles used to write the items: number, relatedness, 

meaningfulness. Alternative rationales were appropriate. non-standard rationales. 

Details of scoring are presented in Appendix S. 

The scoring of rationale was checked for reliability. Responses of a sub-sample of 15 

subjects, five from each of the three age groupings, were categorised by a second 
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coder and the results compared for percentage agreement. A 93% agreement was 

found. 

In summary, two sets of variables were derived from this measure: 

1. Selection or list (SITEMS) 

2. Rationale for selection (RITEMS) 
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5.3 RESULTS: METACOGNITIVE MEASURES 

All data were analysed using SPSSX statistical computing package (1996). 

5.3.1 GENERATING STRATEGIES 

Consistency 

Correlation studies were conducted to investigate: 

1. Consistency of variables - the relationship between Moves. Strategics and 

Highest Score within each of the six tasks. 

2. Consistency of response - for like variables Moves. Strategy and Highest Score 

across the six tasks. 

Consistency of Variables 

To examine their relationship. Moves. Strategies and Highest Score variables within 

each of the six tasks were correlated. Results are reported in Appendix 9. Results 

reveal a positive and significant relationship between Moves. Strategies and Highest 

Score within each task. 

To examine whether any developmental differences in the relationship between 

Moves, Strategies and Highest Score occurred within a task, correlations were 

repeated for each age group separately. Results are presented in Appendix 10. 

Results indicate there is a developmental difference. For seven year olds, positive 

and significant correlations between the three variables were maintained. For nine to 

eleven year olds. however, Moves and Strategies did not correlate significantly with 
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Highest Score in either case. For these age groups the qualitative (UUS) and 

quantitative (M and S) variables become separate. 

Consistency of Response 

To examine the consistency of responses across the six tasks. Pearson's correlation 

coefficients were calculated for like variables. The results are reported in Appendix 

I and the number of significant correlations summarised In Table (2). 

TABLE (2): SUMMARY OP THE NW4DER Or SicNtrzcANT ConRELATnoNs or LIKE 

VARIAUtEs ACROSS SIX CcnSiurtxo STRATEGIES TASKS 

Move Strategy highest 
Score 

Number of significant 
correlations 15 97 

Total 1S 1S 15 

Percentage significant 100 60 47 

Results reveal a positive and significant correlation of moves across all six tasks and 

indicates a high consistency of response. For Strategy. 60% and for Highest Score 

47% of correlations were positive and significant. These results well exceed the level 

of correlation expected by chance and indicate a moderate degree of consistency 

across the six tasks. 
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Pearson's correlations for like variables - Moves, Strategy and 11ighest Score - 

were calculated for each of the age groups separately to examine the possibility that 

correlations across the whole sample were an artefact of developmental difference. 

The results are presented in Appendix 12 and summarised in Table (3). 

TAnLZ (3): SUMMARY or Tame NUMum or SioxtrtcANT Con>: gtrºTtoNs or Ltxx 

VARIABLES AcRoss TIIB Six C, AirtNO STItATEctzs TASKS BY Act CROUP 

Age Number of significant correlatIQn_s 

Moves Strategies highest 
Score 

7 4 3 0 

9 9 d S 

11 8 0 2 

Total 21 (47%) 7 (16%) 7 (16%) 

The results indicate that the total sample correlations were partially a product of 

developmental difference. Whitst individual scores for Moves renuined the most 

consistent, the percentage of significant correlations was reduced by more than half. 

Consistency for Moves %%W greatest for the nine )cars age group. For Strategy only 

20% of correlations for seven and 27% for nine year olds were significant whilst for 

eleven year olds no significant correlations emerged. This result indicates that all 

subjects, and particularly eleven year olds, were responding differently to different 

ta3ks in generating strategies. The results for the Highest Strategy variable point to a 
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similar conclusion. For this variable only 16% of correlations attained a level of 

significance. 

Development 

in order to investigate the relationship between age and the six Generating Strategy 

tasks a series or one-%%-ay analyses of mAriance for each of Moves, Strategy and 

Ilighest Score by age were carried out. Additionally. non-paramettic measures of 

mociation, suitable for row x column ordered contingency tables were C'alculited. In 

this respect. the Gamma measure was appropriate (Leech. 1979). This measure was 

employed to supplement the ANOVAs since there wn concern that the assumptions 

or homogeneity of variance and of normal distribution on which ANOVA Is based 

may not have been fulfilled. 

The results are reported below. 

Mores: 

The results of the analysis of variance by age and associated gamma values for each 

task are presented in Table (4). 
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TABLE (4): WEAN NUMBER OP Mom, F VALUES AND PROIADULITY or F rOR THE 

ANALYSIS OT VARIANCE Or MMES TOR CEN$RATiNO STRAT%alts TASK! fly Adc AND 

AssocuTED CAMMA VALUE 

AGE 12 

T 

3 4 5 6 

7 2.29 1.94 2.12 2.52 1.60 2.00 

9 

11 

2.96 

2.92 

2.81 

2.75 

2.67 

2.48 

3.19 

3.28 

2.08 

2.00 

2.90 

2.87 

F value 4.632 9.518 2.764 5.883 2.948 4.301 

(df 2,143) 

p <0.0I <0.001 n. s <0.01 n. s <0. OS 

Gamma 0.24 0.36 0.14 027 0.17 0.26 

The results indicate significant age effects on four of the six talks. Examination of 

the cell means reveals a non-linear pattern of development with seven year olds 

generating the smallest number of moves in each case and, in the majority of tasks, 

nine year olds; the highest. Gain= results are likely to be reduced by the non-linear 

pattern. They do however. provide confirmation of F values. 

Strategies: 

The results of the analyses of variance for Strategy by Age for each of the six tasks 

are presented in Table (5). 
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TADLE (S): MEAN NUMBER or STRATEOIEs, IF VALVES AND PR0DAIIUrY or F YOR TNz 

ANALYSIS Or VARIANCE Or STRATLOY rOR The GCNrRAT1N0 STRATnOILS TAMKS BY AOC 

AND Af3OC1ATgD GAMMA VALUE 

AGE 1 2 

TA 

3 

SK 

4 3 6 

7 2.21 1.79 1.92 2.40 1.50 1.91 

9 2.19 2.42 2.37 2.65 1.92 2.37 

11 1.83 2.31 2.04 2.51 1.79 1.98 

F value 2.496 6.785 2.954 0.952 2.401 3.762 

(dc 2,143) 

p ns <0.01 n. s ns n. s <0.03 

Gamma -0.23 0.31 0.06 0.05 0.14 0.01 

In contrast to the results for Moves, few age effecu were evidenced. Only two of the 

F values reached significance: these were for Task Two and Task Six. Cell means for 

these two tasks reveal a non-line3r trend once more, with seven year olds generating 

the smallest and nine year olds the largest number of strategies. Gamma values 

support the finding or significant age CffCcU for Task Two Indicating that older 

children are 31% more likely to generate more strategies thin younger children. The 

gamma value for Task Six, however, shows a weaker relationship with only a 1% 

probability that older children will generate more strategies. 

The general pattern. then, is one in which the number of strategies generated for 

each task is relatively stable with age but not their elaboration in terms of moves. 
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lie non-line2r trend for Moves can be attributed to the Inter-action of concurrent 

developments In metacognitive knowledge and economy or presentation. Seven year 

olds - being less cognitively mature and having less experience In learning and 

problem-solving - would be expected to generate a lower number of moves than 

children In the older age groups. Indeed, the majority of their strategies were single- 

move strategies. Nine year olds. In contrast - with in Increased metscognitive 

knowledge - generate more elaborate. multi-move strategies. The teduction In 

number of moves generated by eleven year olds does not rtnect less elaborate 

strategies but, rather. greater economy In their presentation. By this age, with 

continuing metacognitive knowledge and experience. some or the moves become 

redundant or are subsumed within more complex strategies. Concurrently, the 

language of presentation gains In sophistication and serves also to reduce the number 

or moves. 

Task One which asks children to generate strategies for learning from prose provides 

a good case in point. For the seven year olds, the most common response on this task 

%%w "read". It uras typically presented as a one-move strategy. In contrast. the nine 

year olds embedded reading as a move within a strategy. Two common reiponses 

were 

'I would read it over and over and put it in my mind' 

(two moves: read, rehearse) 

411 would read it. look away. see what I could remember. then read lt again' 

(three moves read, rehearse. read/check) 

Here reading. rather than being a strategy in its own right, is subsumed as a move in 

a more elaborate strategy. Responses or many eleven year olds were different again. 

Within this group two processes were observed. Firstly, 'reading" was subsumed 
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within the whole strategy. Many subjects appeared to view reading as a pro- 

condition for the problem of learning from prose and did not explicitly state It as a 

move. Thus, whilst one eleven year old suggested a strategy or *scanning* (one 

move). a nine year old capturing the same notion suggested 'read through quicily and 

pick out the Important words and Ideas* (3 moves). 

In summary, the pattern of development indicated by the results for Moves and 

Strategies can be explained by an increased metacognitive knowledge and concurrent 

development of sophistication in terms of both metaeognitive concepts and language. 

Age effects for Strategy evidenced In both Task Two and Task Six are anomalous; the 

result for Task Six is likely to be a statistical artefact. The gamma value does not 

support the ANOVA finding or an age effect Indicating only a 1% probability that 

older children will generate more strategies than younger children. The age effect for 

Task Two, however, does appear to be a valid resulL The Gamma values confirm the 

finding. This finding reflects a failure by older subjects to co-ordinate moves Into 

more elaborate and sophisticated strategies on this t: Lsk. Moves and Strategies in this 

case do not appear to be distinguished. Means for Moves and Strategies are very 

similar (Z moves - M. R'strategies - 2.2) Indicating that many strategies were 

single-move strategies. This being the case, it Is not surprising that the trend found 

for the Moves variable is repeated. The failure or the older children to integrate 

moves here must be explained in terms or the task itself. Ile problem may not lend 

itself to more elaborate strategies or a floor effect may be evidenced. The former is 

the most likely explanation. 

Highest score 

The results of the analysis of variance of Highest Score for each of the six tasks by 

age are presented in Table (6). 
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TABBLK (6): WAN 1110}lEST SCORt, IF VALUt3 AND PRODAUUUTY Or F iron TNK ANALYSIS 

Or VARIANCE OF HIGHEST SCORE FOR GENERATING STRATEGY TASKS nY AOK AND 

ASSOCIATED GAMMA VALUE 

AGE 1 2 

TA 

3 

SK 

4 3 6 

7 219 3.65 3.85 1.87 2.60 1.89 

9 2.58 4.33 4.3S 1.98 3.27 2.42 

11 2.56 4.58 4.28 2.02 4.06 2.58 

F value 1.524 18.429 5.604 4.039 12.168 9.530 

(df 2,143) 

p ns 4.001 (0.01 4.05 40.001 (0.001 

Gamma 0.15 0.62 0.32 0.84 0.47 0.47 

Anilyses of Variance reveal significant age effects for all but Task One. G2mma 

values provide strong support for these findings. The results Indicate that the Highest 

Score attained increases with age. For Tasks Two, Four, Five and Six. this trend is 

linear whilst for Task Three the signiricance derives from the difference between the 

seven year olds and the other two age groups. 

The failure to rind an age effect In Task One ums anomalous. Examination or the 

frequencies across the rive values for this task reveals a clustering or responses at 

values 3 and 4. This indicates that a large number or children in all three age groups 

have achieved this level of sophistication. The fourth value appears to be a cut-off 

point. Only 12% or responses were at the fifth and highest value. Though these 
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were given by nine and eleven year olds. they were not sufficient to bring about the 

predicted age effect. 

5.3.2 ORGANISATION OP PROSE 

Consistency 

For this Index, measures were not repeated; thus, consistency of response was not at 

issue. The relationship between the three variables - Sentence Organisation, Theme 

Recognition and Theme Selection (consistency of tank order) - %%-" of concern. 

however. To this end a contingency coefficient wis calculated. no results are 

recorded In Table (7). 

TAnLz (7): Coxnxcs~Ncy CoErrzct Ts AND Assocutto Aaonxnuxrv roR 

ORGANISATION or SENTENCE (OS)T THEME RECOGNITION (TI I R) AND Tiit . iE 

SEzzcrwN (TITS) 

Variables CP 

OS x TUR 033 4.0I 

OS xT IS 0.62 c0.01 

T11R x TH S 0.47 x. 01 

The results indicate a positive and significant relationship between all three variables. 
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Additionally, Contingency Coefficients were calculated for each age group separately 

to ensure that results were not innsted u an aftefact of developmental difference. 

The results are reported in Table (8). 

TABLE (a): COMtinornCY CotrrlC1änT AND ASSOCIATE D rRODAutuTY POit 

ORGANISATION or SENTENCE (OS), T . tz REcooNmoN (T11R) AND TIIEME 

SELECTION (TITS) 

Age Group 791 

cpcPcr 

OS x TIIR 0.51 <0.01 0.63 <0.01 0.54 <0.01 
os x TI IS 0.49 <0.01 0.4S <0.0 1 0.49 cO. OI 

TIM x TIIs 0.14 <0.05 0.42 co. ni 0.43 <o. 01 

The results confirm the strong relationship between Organisation of Sentence and 

both Theme Recognition and Sentence Selection for all three age groups. However, 

the relationship between Theme Selection and Theme Recognition proved to be less 

stable. A positive and significant relationship v. -as found for nine and eleven year 

olds but for the seven year olds the rel3tioiuhip um considerably weaker. This result 

suggests th3t some seven ye3r olds have a *mediation deficiency' (Flavell. 1978). 

IkItilst those subjects in the nine and eleven yurs age groups who recognised the 

themes also used them to aid recall, those in the seven year age group recognising the 

themes were less likely to realise their value as aids for recall. 
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DelclopmCat 

Initially, frequencies of each or the variables for each or the age groups were 

separately examined. These are presented In Table (9). 

TAnL (9): FREQUENCIES FOR ORGANISATION OF SZNTLNCB, Till 1º1a RECOGNITION AND 

Tt. u SELECTION BY ACE 

Age Group 79 

Organisation of Sentence 

'unorganised' 20 90 

pairs 16 95 

thematic 
3s and 4s 9 12 14 

complete 
3x4 3 20 29 

Theme selection 

selected d 26 44 

Theme Recognition 

recognised 14 34 44 

A clear. linear age trend is evident in these frequencies. The results for Organisation 

of sentence indicate thit the m3jority or seven ye-ar olds either *r2ndomly" positioned 

the sentences or org3nIsed them in a pair-wise fashion whilst the m3jority of nine 

and eleven year olds used thematic organisation. 
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The results for Theme Recognition and Selection Indicate that very few seven year 

olds either recognised or selected the themes embedded In the sentences. The 

majority of nine and eleven year olds, In contrast, both recognised and selected the 

themes. The correspondence between tecognition of themes and their selection as 

cues for recall Increased with age. no results for the eleven year olds Indicate a 

perfect correspondence whilst a number of nine year olds. and the majority of seven 

year olds who recognised the themes. failed to select them as cues for recall. 

To establish the statistical significance or these results a series or one-way an2l)scs of 

variance for each variable by age was conducted. The results are presented In Table 

(10). 

TABLE (10): MEAN ScoR, F VALUts AND PRonAnnmra roRTHE ANALYSES or 

VARtANcc or ORGANISATION or SEmmcr., Mitmc RECOCNITION AND THEME SELECTION 

BY Acc 

Yarible 
Age Organisation Recognition Selection 

7 1.90 0.29 0.08 

9 2.93 0.72 0.45 

11 3.50 0.92 0.71 

F 38.953 29.914 26.269 

dt 3.141 1,141 1.141 

P <0.001 4.001 4.001 
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The results Indicate highly significant age effects for all three marlables, with ctll 

means reflecting the clear linear trend discussed above. 

In summary. the results for the Organisation of Prose Indicate an Increasing use of 

thernatic otganintion with age and an Increasing tecognition that these themes c2n be 

used to facilitate later recall. 

5.3.3 NORD LIST CSNBRATION 

COMIlstency 

To examine the consistency of response namely the consistency or organisational 

principle employed across the six tasks correlations or like variables (GRAPHIC, 

PHONIC, FUNCTION, DESCRIPTION. CATE-GORY, CO-ORDINATED, SPECIFIC 

CO-ORDINATED) were calculated using contingency co-efficients. The results are 

detailed in Appendix 13. Ile results revealed a high degree or consistency for all 

variables. The ranges for C were: 

GRAPHIC 0.66 - 0.70 
DESCRIPTION: 0.16 - 0.41; 

CO-ORDINATED. 0.20 - 0.40; 

PIIONIC 0.67 - 0.70; FUNCTION: 0.32 - 0.65; 

SPECIFICALLY CO-ORDINATED. 0.30 - 0.50; 

CATEGORY: 0.40 - 0.55. 

The high correl3tions across the six wks suggest th3t children were. In fact. 

employing a consistent principle or org: inis3tion. Thus, children who g3ve a 

p3tticulir org3nintion3l response to one usk were highly likely to give a similsr 

response to other tisks. Children who gave no org3nis3tion3i response to one usk 

were also highly likely to respond simil3rly to other tisks. 

3 One anomalous result excluded. 
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In view of this finding of high across-task consistency In responses for the 

examination or developmental differences. like variables for each of the six tasks 

were aggregated to create new variables based on total scores. 

The new variables were designated by the suffix TOT where distinction between 

these and the Individual task variable were necemry (namely for computing). Thus. 

GRAPHIC became GRAPIITOT, for example. The following discussion. however. 

pertains to total score variables only and the TOT prefix is not employed. 

Deielopmeot 

Two developmental questions were of interest: 

1. Type or principle used. Did children In the three age groups utilise different 

principles or organisation? 

2. Cohesion of responses: Did children In the three age groups differ in the 

degree to which they co- ordinated the word lists generated? 

An examination of the first rive variables - (GRAPHIC, PHONIC. FUNCTION. 

DESCRIPTION, CATEGORY), called collectively Individual Functions - pertains to 

the former of these issues whilst examination or Co-ordination and Specific Co- 

ordination variables pertains to the latter. 

To establish whether there were any significant age effects a series of one-Uly 

analyses of %rariance for each or organisational principle variables by 2ge %w 

conducted. 

Individual Functions: 

The results of the analyses or %-ariance are presented In Table (11). 
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TABLE (11): MEAN NUMBER or ORGANISATIONAL RZSPONILSO F VALUKS AND 

PitoBAntury or IF roR Titz ANALYsLs orVARMCE Or INDIVIDUAL OROANISATIONAL 

PRINCIPLE DY AOK 

Age Organis3tional Principle 

Graphic Phonic Function Description Category 

7 0.98 0.67 0.40 1.96 3.62 

9 0.73 

11 0.19 

0.67 

0.19 

0.56 

0.23 

1.73 

2.10 

4.48 

5.27 

F 3.262 1.795 2.695 0.687 10.696 

(di 2,141) 

p <0.05 ns n. s es p4c0.001 

Significant age effects emerged for the Graphic variable. Examination of the cell 

means indicates a declining use or graphic principles of organisation with age. This 

decline is particularly marked between the ages of nine and eleven. 

Surprisingly, no age effects emerged for the Phonic variable though again a m3fked 

decrewe in the use of this principle is evidenced by eleven year olds. "is Is 

contrary to the findings of Tenney (1976). Differences here may reflect changes In 

the coding s)stems of the two studies. In the present study, Tenney's Phonic cstegory 

was tightened to refer to thyme rather than 'jound clanS' whilst the Graphic category 

, %w introduced to distinguish betwetn the use of sound and visual bases of 

classification. Results here suggest a &rester use of visual attributes rather than those 

or sound in the organisation of %%vrd lists. 
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Age cffecu emerged for Category. Cell means Indicste a linear trend with an 

Increased use of a principle of category with age In the otganisation of word lists. 

Co-ordinated functlow: 

The results of the analyses of varl2rice are presented In Table (12). 

TABLz (12): SICAN ORGANisATioNAL Rzspomst, F VALUES AND PROBABILMY or F ron 

CO-ORDtHATZD AND SPI: CllrlCALLY CO-ORDINATED PIUNCtrLES BY AGE 

Age Organisation2l Principle 

Co-ordinated Specirically Co-ordinated 

7 2.81 0.71 

9 3.73 1.37 

11 3.78 2.08 

F 4.970 11.815 

(ac 2.141) 

p <0.01 1(0.001 

Significant age effects emerged for both Co-ordinated and Specifically Co-ordinated 

variables. Cell me-ins indicate that there is a greater cohesion In msponses with age. 

Older children. it would seem, rel3te words generated not only to the cue word but 

also to each other, increasing the probability of recall. 
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5.3.4 JUD01K0 TASK DwriCUiTY 

Conikleocy 

Setralon 

To establish the consistency or Selection response within task sets (set one 

number. set two - relatedneir. set three - meaningfulness), correlations were 

calculated for each age group separately using contingency coefficients. 710 

contingency coefficient method was employed here as data %-ere dichotomous. The 

results are presented In full in Appendix 14. hicans and ranges are presented In 

Table (13) below. 

TABLz(13): NimNsAxDRANcir-sorCoxnNczNcyCorrrictzmroRWmttmTAsx 

JuDo is TASK D1rricuLn Inus, 13Y Aar. 

Age 

79 11 

set Mean Range hfun Range Mean Range 

1 0.66 0.62-0.69 0.68 0.66-0.71 0.67 0.66-0.71 

2 0.49 0.35-0.62 0.52 0.35-0.68 0.61 0.48-0.62 

3 0.70 0.69-0.71 0.685 0.68-0.69 0.67 0.64-0.69 

These results reveal a high within-set consistency for all age groups. 
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Rallonalt 

To establish the consistency of rationale response within Item sets. Pearson's 

correlation coefficients were calculated - for the total sample firstly and then for 

each age group separately. The results are presented In Appendix 15 and surnmaglied 

as a count of significant correlations In Table (14). 

TABLZ(14): COUNT or SiamiriCANT WIT11114 SET CORRELATIONS Or RATIONAL& Or 

JuDGma TAsx DirricuLTY ITEMS roR Tuc TOTAL SAMPLC AND rOR I: Acil AGE GROUP 

SE PAfATELY 

Task Set All 79Ii 

1654 

23333 

33 

No. Significant 12 

Total 12 12 12 12 

* cormistion coefficlenU could not be calculated 

The results for the total S3mPIe reveal positive and significant correlatiofts for all 

three task sets. This suggests that responses were consistent within the task sets. 

Results of the correlations by age group Indicate this consistency %-is maintained In 

the separate analyses. Cortel-2tions were positive and significant for all Set Two and 

Set Three items across all age groups. hiattices or the seven and nine )-car old$ for 

Set One Indicated that. In all but one cue. significance %-as maintained. For the 

eleven year olds the cortchtion coefficient could not be calculated because of lick or 
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variance. In this group the large majority of children respondcd In the same way 

providing a 'standard rationale". 

Derelopmeat 

Selection 

To establish whether there were any significant age differences In selection for each 

task a one-way analysis of variance by age wu conducted. The results are reported 
in Table (15). 

TABLz (IS): MEAm NMDER or CORRECT SELE=ONS, IF VALU&S A" JPjtOnAnjUTy FOR 

ANALYSES or VARIANcE or SELEcTiom or JuDaiNa TASK DirrievLTY Imus ny Act 

Age It= 

Set One Set Two Set Three 

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 

7 0.83 0.81 0.71 0.85 0.73 0.62 0.42 Om 017 0.49 

9 0.81 0.97 0.85 0.81 0.79 0.83 0.48 025 0.31 027 

11 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.81 0.83 0.94 0.67 0.48 0.44 0.37 

F 0.46 0.49 2.64 020 0.77 8.27 334 3.95 1.61 0.94 

dr (2.141) 

n. 1 n. 1 n. 3 ns n. 1 <. 00 1 C. 05 <. 05 ns ni 
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The results Indicate only three significant age effects across the ten Items. These 

were for Items 2.2.2.3 and 3.1. Cell means Indicate that for both the Set Two 

Items correct choice Increased with age. r-or the Set Three Item. seven and nine year 

olds have equal means, whilit significantly more eleven year olds made the correct 

choice for this Item. 

The non-significant results for all Itenu In Set One Is expected. The result Indicates 

that all age groups understand the notion that a greater number of Items Increases 

difficulty of recall, other things being equal. Significant age effects weft expected. 

however. for the other two tok sets. The failure or this to occur in all Instances It 

most likely attributable to the correct choice or items on the basis or an 

*inappropriate rationaie. Thus. for example. the selection score for seven Year old$ 

in item 2.1 is likely to be inflated by the fact that many children "Mcd the %Vrds 

betteem on the correct choice than on the incorrect choice (42% or the sample). 

Rationale 

To investigate the developmental differtnces In Rationale given for Judging Talk 

Difficulty items a series of one-way analyses or -variance of rationale for each Item 

by age v6-a conducted. The results are reported In Tables (16), (17) and (18). 
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TAnLz(16): NICAN RAInONALESCORE9 F VALUtS AND PRODAMUTY or IF rOlt ANALYALS 

or VAItUNCE Or RATIONALz ro; t JuDaiNa TASK DirricuLTY Inmu Scr 0mc ny Aar. 

Item 

Age 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 

7 2.60 2.50 2.27 2.48 

9 2.71 2.67 2.52 2.60 

11 2.83 2.79 2.75 2.77 

F 1.54 1.53 3.52 1.77 

dC(2,141) 

p ns n. s c. O$ ns 

TABLz(17): ýIcAmRATio. 4ALEScoRzF'%IALuuAxt)PRonAi3tLrryC)rFroRANALYsEs 

or VAJUANCE or RATIONAM rOR JUDGma TAsx DirricuLTY ITzms: ScT Two ny Auz 

iltm 

Age 2.1 2.2 2.3 

7 1.33 1.48 1.31 

9 1.87 2-02 1.98 

11 2.67 2.71 2. $0 

F 23.67 210.5 7 21.94 

dt(2,141) 

p <0.00 1 4.001 <0.00 I 
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TAiDLt(lg): MEAN RATIONALESCORto F VALUES AND IPRODADIUTYOr F VORTIIC 

ANALYSES Or VARWCZ or RATioNALz roR JuDaimo TASK DirricvLTY lums: S" 

THREE, BY AGE 

1= 
Age 3.1 3.2 3.3 

7 1.3S 1.29 1.48 

9 1.40 1.50 I. S6 

11 1.94 I. SS 1.81 

F 7.52 5.17 1.83 

df (2.141) 

p <0.001 <0.01 ns 

The results indicate that for Task Set One significant age effects emerged for only 

one of the four items. The non-significance or the remaining three items suggests 

that, in general. children In all three age groups were able to provide in appropriate 

rationale: namely, that the greater the number or items the more difficult the list to 

learn and remember. other things being equal. Cell means for the significant item 

indicate a linear trend with the use of an appropriate rationale Increasing with age. 

The explanation for this result Is not clear. One possibility Is that subjects were 

employing a principle or 'inclusiveness. The word list for 13 listed farm animals. It 

may be that subjects felt a more inclusive list or such words would be Wiler to karn 

and remembero. Examination of raw data does Indeed suggest that a principle of 

inclusiveness Is employed by some subjects. However. such responses are more 

characteristic of older subjects. This explanation would thus run contrary to the 

direction of the cell means. In fact, raw data suggest younger children are selecting 
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longer lists because they 'can rcaJ all the uvrds" or *know all the uvrds*. It seems 

they are conrounding ability with task dirficuity. Significant age effects emerged on 

all Set Two Items. In all cuts. the cell means Indicate a trend linear with age. with 

an increase in the provision or valid rationales. A significant age trend emerged for 

two or the three Items In Set Three. Again, cell means Indicate a trend linear with 

age. with an Increasing provision or appropriate rationales. *no failure or Item 3.3 to 

reach significance %v unexpected and the explanation or this It likely to be found In 

the quality of the Item Itself. 

In summary, the results for Judging Task Difficulty present a picture of consistent 

selection and rationale responses within each task set. Children did not respond 

randomly to the ten items but Identified the three Luk types and responded to each 

or them in the same way. Children in all three age groups indicated through their 

rationale responses an understanding or the principle or number (Set Oneý. that a 

smaller number or items Is easier to recall than a larger set, other things being equal. 

One item in Set One did present difficulty for the seven year olds. however. Age 

effects emerged for the items of Sets Two and Three Indicating developmental 

differences In the understanding or the principles or "Relatednese and 

"Meaningfulness'. Understanding or both these principles increased with age. 
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SA THE MAIN STUDY: STUDY ID - SELECTION Or VARIAHLES AS 

METACOGNITIVE INDICES 

The original number of variables generated from the four metacognitive measures was 

fifty three: eighteen from Generating Strategies, twenty from Judging Task 

Difficulty, twelve from Word List Generation and three from Organisation of Prose. 

From these. eight variables were to be selected to serve as metacognitive Indices. 

Selection entailed a two-stage reduction. In the first stage a within-measure 

reduction %%-as conducted whilst. in the second. factor analysis procedures were used 

to assess the relationship between measures and finally to select representative 

variables as indices of met2cognition. The two stages art detailed below. 

S. 4.1 STAGE ONE: WITHIN-McASURS REDUCTION 

In the first stage of reduction. %wiables within each of the measures were examined. 

Reduction %w guided by both theoretical and statistical criteria. The aim %-as to 

select a smaller number of %wiables within e-ach me=ure which were distinct in terms 

of the aspects or met2cognition they measured and their statistical relationship. 11ree 

procedures for reduction and selection were employed to this end: 

1. exclusion of variAles; 1.2cking clarity 

2. reduction of repemed memurn by aggregation 

3. selection of representithi mariables from related vadable groupings 

Exclusion of rariables Wing clarity 

In this initial stage. variables for which there %-as ambiguity of measurement, scoring 

or results were excluded. Fifteen variables were omitted In this way. Three %-Jriables 

were drawn from Task Four in the interview measure. Gener3ting Str3tegies. The 
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scoring system for this question had presented a number or difficulties and 

subsequent results revealed a very small variance both within and between age groups. 

Thus. all three variables pertaining to this tuk were excluded from further analysis. 

Similarly, two variables drawn from Word List Generation u-cfe omitted. The two 

org2nisational principles of Function and Description had proved to be ambiguous. 

These two variables had been drawn from the original study of Tenney (1976) who 

had used only nouns as cue words for the word generation task. In the present study, 

different parts or speech were used as cue words and the role of the organ! "tional 

principles or Function and Description became less clear. The results on these two 

variables yielded low means and non-significant age differencet. It %%-As thus decided 

that these variables could be excluded at this stage. Finally. ten variables pertaining 

to Judging Task Difficulty were omitted. These were all the Selection variables 

which Indicated the choice made on each or the ten tasks presented. It was decided 

to exclude these %wiables both because of the high chance element they carried (0.5 

correct response by chance) and because they were In many ways superseded by the 

remaining ten variables which related to the rationale for selection. 

All remaining %wi2bles within c2ch mmure were judged to be sitisractory at the 

level of clarity. The st3tistical rel, 2tionship of these %-ariables guided further 

mduction and selection. 

Reduction of Repeated Measures by Aggregation 

For both Judging Task Difficulty and Word List Generation measures had been 

repeated. Judging Task Difficulty Presented three sets of repeated measures (Set I- 

four items; set 2- three items; Set 3- three Items) whilst Word List Generation 

presented six repeated me-Mure tasks. At this stage of the reduction the correlations 

of each variable across the repeated measurc3 were examined with a view to 

aggregating scores if they were significantly correlated. This was. In fact. the cue. 

Coff el3tions indicated positive and significant relationships between like varl3bles 
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across all repeated measures In both Judging Task Difficulty and Word Litt 

Generation. Like variables across the repeated measures weft thus aggregated to 

create one surnmated score variable. For Judging Task Difficulty this meant that 

three variables were created from the ten originak one variable representing the 

aggregate of each task set. For Word List Generation five vaflables were created. 

each representing a different principle or organisation used over the six repeated 

measures (Graphic Total. Phonic Total. Category Total. Co-otdinated Total and 

Specifically Co-ordinated Total). The number of variables was further "uced by 

collapsing two categories - Graphic and Phonic Totals - thus fe-establithing the 

coding of the original study by Tenney (1976). Essentially this created a "non- 

semantic* organisation category. 

In summary, seven new variables were created by aggrtgatins signillcantly correlated 

variables on repeated measurer 

judging Task Difficulty 

RATI - raflowile for selection in Set One: number 

RAT2 - ratiormle for Selection in Set T%%v: relatedneu 

RAT3 - rationale for selection in Set Three: meaningfulness 

Word List Genemtion 

G PTOT - total of organisation by non semantic features: graphic and 

phonic 

CATTOT - total orginintion by category 

CORDTOT - total co-ordinated orginjution 

SPCMT - totsl specific and co-ordinated orginisation 

3. Selection of Representative Variables 

Within-me-asure correlations drawn from Generating Strategies and orsanisation or 

Prose were examined. The aim was to identify 'groupings, of related variables and 

then select a smaller number or variables to represent these groupings. r-or 
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Generating Strategies there were fifteen variables after the exclusion of those 

pertaining to task four (five tasks x three variables - Moves, Strategies. lligheit 

Score). Correlations within each of the tasks for the whole sample were significant In 

each case. Correlations for each age group separately, however, Indicated that for 

nine and eleven year olds whilst Moves and Strategies were significantly correlated. 

Highest Score was not. Thus whilst Moves and Strategies formed a 'grouping'. 

Highest Score %%-as distinct. It %-as decided on this basis that the Highest Score 

variable for each of the five questions should be reulned but that variables should be 

selected to represent the quantitative variable grouping formed by Moves and 

Strategies. To this end. an examination or across-task correlations or Moves and 

Strategy separately was made. Consistent and significant correlations were obtained 

for the Moves variable across the six wks. Strategy %%v less consistently correlated. 

it was thus decided to select the Moves variable for each or the six tasks to represent 

the quantitative group of vaflables. 

For Organisation or Prose, the original variables numbered only three. Correlations 

between these three variables acrosi the whole sample revealed that all three were 

significantly related. Correlations by age Indicated that Theme Recognition and 

Theme Selection were both significantly correlated with Organisation by Theme but 

not with each other. Then results clearly pointed to the selection of Organisation by 

Theme as the variable to represent the grouping or related variables. Organts3tion 

was selected but the variable Theme Selection was also retained an theoretical 

grounds. It was felt that whilst this ovariable correlated significantly with organis4tion 

by Theme, it %-as distinct In theoretical terms. 

Nineteen mariables thus remained for the second st. 2ge of reduction. These are 

surnmarised In Table (19) below: 
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TADLZ(19): R rmAmNa NI rrAcoo Nmvz VARIABUS A rM STAG It ON 9R LO UCTION 

Variable Description Measure 

GSANI Task I Moves Generating Strategies 

GSAIIS, Task I Highest Score 

GSBM Task 2 Moves 

GSBIIS Task 2 Highest score 

GSCNI Task 3 Moves 

GSCIIS T: uk 3 Highest score 

GSEM Task 5 Moves 

GSEIIS Task 5 Highest Score 

GSFNI Task 6 Moves 

GSFIIS Task 6 Highest Score 

Os Organintion by Theme Organisation of Prose 

Tits Selection or Theme 

GPTOT Graphic and Phonic Word List Generation 

CATTOT Category 

CORDTOT Coordinated 

SPCTOT Specific coordinated 

RATI Rationale for set I Judging Task Difficulty 

RAT2 Rationale for set 2 

RAT3 Rationale for set 3 
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5.4.2 STAGETwo: AcRoss MCASURC REDUCTIONDY FACTOR ANALYSIS 

In the second stage of reduction, an examination of the statistical relationship of the 

remaining nineteen variables ww made. Factor analytic p"Kedures were used to 

establish. In a more objective way, the relationship between these variables. rout 

factor matrices were generated: one for the whole sample and one for each age group 

separately. By analysing both by whole sample and by age group. It %-As hoped that 

the disadvantages of each could be offset. Whilst the whole sample analysis was 

likely to be subject to developmental distortions. the smaller sample size or the age 

group analysis tendered the results less reliable. In analysis both by age and for the 

whole sample a Principal Axis Factoring (PAF-) method or extraction wai employed. 

This method %%-as used bec2use it accounts only for shared variance across variables 

(Comrey. 1973). The concern here uras not with unique variance of individual 

variables. Subsequent matrices were rotated using a varimax rotation procedure. The 

criterion for the number of factors to be extracted %w Kaiser's Criterion (an 

eigenvalue equal to or greater thin 1.0. though note ums taken of those factors 

approaching this level in the comparison of the four matrices). The purpose of the 

Factor Analysis was to identify the two variables which most clearly derined each 

factor and not to interpret all factors. One method to determine the significance of a 

loading is the Burt-Banks formula (Child. 1970). Ilere the size or the loading 

required for significance decreases with the sample size and with the number of 

factors extracted. Since each factor matrix %-as based on nineteen variables, but 

sample size varied, the loading u2s fixed at 0.38 (that necessary for a matrix of order 

50 x 20). This %ras particularly stringent when applied to the larger samples and thus 

limited factor definition, but did not affect the selection or variables which %-is 

guided by a criterion of highest factor loadings. The results or the analyses are 

'0) to (23) and are presented In Appendix 16. summ2rised in Tables (42 
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Unit (20): SICINIrICANT J? ACTopj (EIGM VALUr. * 1) AlrTr. R PRINCIPAL AXIS 

JFACTORINc; or ýICTACOGNMVC VARIABLU AND VAPAMAX NOTATIom, TOTAL SAMPLIC. 

(NO144) 

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

G PMT -. 71 GSEIIS . 50 GSANI . 46 Ti Is . 72 

CATMT . 90 GSFIIS . 45 GSBM . 38 Os . 76 

CORDTOT . 88 RAT2 . 63 GSCNI . 69 

SPCTOT . 64 RAT3 . 60 GSENI . 46 

GSFNI . 50 

TABLz (21): SIGNIFICANT ]FACTORS (EIGENVALUE 3o- 1) AMR PRINCIPAL Axis 

FAcToRING or m=AcoamnwE VARLMILES AND VARIMAX ROTATIONO 7 YZARS (Nw4g) 

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 

GPTOT -. 68 GSCIIS . 44 THS . 52 GSANI . 76 OS . 66 

CATTOT . 90 GSENI . 48 OS . 95 GSAIIS . 81 THS . 73 

CORDTOT . 92 GSEIIS . 68 

SPCTOT . 62 RAT2 . 46 

RATS . 41 
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TAUS (22): SIGNIFICANT FACTOM (Elatm VALUX 3o 1) ArTr. R PRINCIPAL Axis 

FACTORINO OT MCTACOGNMVC VARIABLU AND VARIMAX ROTATION# 9 YZARS (N-48) 

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

GPTOT -. 78 GSANI . 62 Tits . 52 GSEIIS . 69 

CATTOT . 92 GSAIIS . 56 OS . 9S RA72 . 66 

CORDTOT . 89 GSBNI . 50 SPCTOT . 39 

SPCTOT . 68 GSCNI . 63 

GSCIIS . 43 

GSENI . 59 

TAntm (23): SIGNIFICANT FACTORS (EIGEN VALUC )o 1) ArTER PRINCIPAL AXIS 

FACTORING OF METACOGNITIVE VARIABLES AND VAmmAx ROTATION, II YEARS (Nm4g) 

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5'0 

GSBNl . 41 CATTOT . 38 GSAIIS . 84 GPTOT .73 TI IS .6& 

GSDIIS . 71 SPCrOT . 66 GSFNl . 30 CATMT -. 75 OS . 90 

GSENI . 38 CORDTOT . 93 RAT2 . 42 GSFNf . 49 

GSEIIS . 71 RAT3 . 41 

RAT3 . 47 

* Eisenmalue -. 98 
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Whole Sample Analysis 

Three factorii with eigon values greater than one emerged from the factor analysis or 

the whole umple. 

Factor One relates directly to the Word List Generation measure and represents 

Organisation by semantic features. The negative loading on the Graphic and 11honle 

variable -a non-sem2ntic organisational variable - would be expected In this case. 

It should be noted that this Is not a statistical artefact of the scoring. These 

categories were not txclusive. 

Factor Two combines qualitative %rarlables from two measutes. Judging Tsuk 

Difficulty and Generating Strategies. All -variables cont2in a problem-solving and 

reasoning element. 

Factor Three appears to be a qu3ntit2tive measure: a measure or productivity on 

Generating Strategies. It represents the number or moves generated in solution of all 

rive included tasks in Genefuting Stmtegles. 

The fourth factor presented here does not reach the criterion of in eigen value 

greater than one but Is Included here for the sake of comparison with factor analyses 

by age where the two variables which comprise this factor again emerge. The two 

variables - Organis3tion by Theme and Selection or Theme - are both drawn from 

the Organintion of Prose measure and represent organisation ror recall. 

Analysis by Age 

The results or Factor analyses by age. whilst different, do resemble results or the 

whole sample analysis. In all three analyses, Factor One from the whole umple 

matrix again emerges (seven years - factor 1; nine years - factor 2; eleven years - 

factor 2). Factor two from the whole sample emerges. to varying degrees, In the 
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analysis by age. Rationale variables from Judging Task Difficulty and variables from 

generating strategies come together as a factor ror both seven and eleven year old$. 

For nine year olds the factor comprises Generating strategies variables only. Factor 

Three - the productivity measure - Is least consistent across the analysis by age. 

Such a distinct factor does not emerge In any or the analyses by age. Rather. 

groupings or both qualitative and quantitative variables from the Generating 

Strategies measure come together as a factor. Factor Four. from the whole sample 

did not reach the Kaiser criterion or an eigen value equal to or greater than one. It 

does, however. emerge In two anal)ses by age and Just fails to teach Kaiser's 

criterion on the third. 

On the basis of the four factor m3traces. four factors were detived. 

1. Organisation by semantic feature 

2. Problem solving 

3. Productivity 

4. Organisation for recall 

Selection was made from the variables that comprised each factor of representative 

variables which would act as met2cognitive indices. Selection %%-as made on the basis 

of factor loadings. Those variables which carfied the highest factor loadings for each 

factor were usumed to be the most characteristic or the factor. On this basis the two 

variables with the highest factor loadings for each factor were selected to represent 

that factor. Ile ranit selection was tu follows: 

Factor 1: Org2nisation by se=ntic re3tures 

CATTOT 

SPCTOT 
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Factor I Problem solving and reasoning 

RA77 

GSEI IS 

Factor 3: Productivity 

GSAM 

GSCNI 

Factor 4: Organisation for recall 

Tits 

Os 
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STUDY TWO; NIETACOGNITION AND-ATERIBUTION-LOR LEARNING 

otrrco%lr- 

In the second stage of the study. subjects completed a learning task and subsequently 

made attributions for their performance. This %-as conducted within a2x2 design 

with two conditions for learning (Verbatim processing versus hicaningrul processing) 

and two conditions of definition of learning outcome (Experimenter-defined versus 

Self-defined). Metacognitive performance. assessed by the incticognitive Indices 

derived in study one, served here as an independent variable. 

6.1 PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND PILOT STUDIES 

Pilot studies were conducted in the process of chmsing and preparing learning tasks. 

post-tests. mode of defining learning outcome and mode of acquiring attribution 

responses. 

SmEcTiom or LEARNINc TAsK 

In the selection of an appropriate learning Usk for the experimental stage of the 

study, a number of restrictions were imposed both by the age and range or the 

sample and by the experimental requirements. Firstly, the task had to be appropriate 

for all children across the age range or the study (6.5 - 11.5 yea"). Secondly, there 

was a preference for a task which %ras school-related so that results would. as far as 

possible, pos3ess ecological validity. Finally, to examine the hypothesis that different 

levels of processing of the learning task will produce different attributions. the task 
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needed to be manipulable in terms of the level or procculng. This pfovtd to be the 

most difficult requirement to fulfil. Two approaches to the problem were considered: 

1. selection of different ta3ks which were judged to require different levels 

, of Involvement; 

2. selection or one task with provision of different Luk orlentstion to 

achieve different levels of processing. 

It %w decided that the litter %%w the preferable approach. WhIlit It was reliant on 

the success of orientating Instructions, it did not present the difficulty of ascertaining 

levels of equivalence or otherwise. It %-is decided that a reading comprehension task 

would best fit the outlined criteria. However. as children of the sample age range are 

still elearning to read* and ate therefore at different levels or competency, the 

selection or reading material appropriate to age %w necessitated. Thus, three prose 

P=ages and respective post-tests were required - one for each age group. 

With the assistance of teachers and library staff. three age-graded factual prose pieces 

- all of which detailed information about animals - were selected as potential 

source materiah for the experimentA tisk. These were pilot tested for suitibility. 

6.1.2 PLLOTSTUDYFOUR: READLNaNIATERIALs 

Subjects 

Nine pupils attending a Bristol Prim: kry school participated in the study, three 

children from each of three cl2ss groups: top infants, second year Juniors and fourth 

year juniors. From e3ch ctusý a te3cher-defined "pooe, "aver2ge* and *good' re2der 

was represented. 
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Proctifure 

Subjects were withdrawn Individually from their class to a library room where they 

were asked to read the age-2ppropriate prose passage to the experimenter. Although 

In the main study It was not planned to have the children read aloud. It %-as a 

necessary procedure at this stage. The case or reading and time taken to complete the 

passage were recorded. The child's reaction In terms or enjoyment and Interest were 

also recorded. 

Results 

For those subjects defined as average or good readers the reading materials were 

satisfactory. These subjects read the text with few errori or dvricuities. ilowevtr. 

poor re-aders in all three age groups round the materials dirficuit to read and had to 

ask for experimenter assistance. 

It was thus decided that the reading materials were satisfactory for average and above 

average readers and that the sample for the main study should be restricted to such 

children. It u2s felt that, for those children who found the passage difficult to read. 

attributions may be affected by the anxiety It created. Moreover. attributions would 

probably be made for reading rather than for learning for these subjects. The general 

response to the passages u2s favourable. The content appeared to be or Interest to 

the children and appropriate for age. 

6.1.3 TEST MATERIALS AND ORIEN'TATINCI PROCEDURE 

Having selected reading materials, related comprehension usks were written. For 

each of the three Prose Plss39C3, two Post tests were written. These two post-tesu 
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corresponded to two task orientations: 

Test 1: Verbatim recall orientation: re4ulted subjecu to Identiry whether 

sentences presented h2d actually appeared In the pass2ge. 

Test 2., Meaning orientation: r1equited subjecu to Indicate ractuat accuracy or 

presented sentences based on reading of the passage. 

Each contained the same number of items and required the same response format but 

varied In degree or meaningfulness. Additionally, a set or illustrative materials was 

written for use In demonstrating the two orientations. 

The test materials and illustrative set were pilot tested to assess substantive content 

and ease of administration. 

6.1.4 PU. OTSTUDYFim ASSESSULNTorTtsTNIATtnuLsA"ILLusTitATivr. 

ITEM3. 

Subjects 

Twelve children drawn from an urban Bristol primary school participated In the the 

studr. four children from each of the three designated class groups. 

Procedure 

Subjects were withdrawn from cLus and worked on an Individual basis with the 

experimenter. Two children from each age group were presented verbatim 

orient3tion and two meaningful orientation. The children were shown the test they 

were to complete prior to reading the prose passage. The test %%w explAined to them. 

The Illustrative item was then presented and the child asked to complete a response 

relating to the illustrative item. *ne child then read the age-appropfiVC Prose 

p=ge and given a3 much time as he required. lie then completed a post-ten 
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appropriate to his task orientation. Note was taken of reading time, adminittrative 

difficulties, response time and substantive responset. 

Rtsults 

In ternu of general administration the Illustrative Item. reading and post-tests were all 

satisfactory. It %w noted, however. that some children wert anxious about response 

format on commencement of the test. It was thus decided, In order to alleviate this 

problem and as a check procedure, to Insert two warm-up Items at the 

commencement or the test. 

Reading time varied considerably within the age groups, with some children reporting 

reading the passage a number of times. This was to be allowed within the 

experimental procedure. Its occurrence, however, reinforced the value of recording 

the reading time. The administration of orientation. Illustrative task. reading and 

post-test took approximately 15 minutm 

Examination or re. sponses on each of the six tests indicated that a ranle of scores 

were attained and thus all were deemed satisfactory. 

6.1. S OuTcomE DErthrnoN 

Following completion of the lesming task (reading and post test). the children were 

either to receive an outcome definition from the experimenter or were themselves to 

define the outcome. It %%-a decided that the experimenter definition would be based 

on a group norm. Children would be defined as 'succeW. "amageo or Ofallure'* 

relative to this norm. A pilot study was conducted to est3blish the norm. 
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6,1*6 PILOTSTUDYSM* ESTADUSHING A NORM ItOR OUTCOMC t)rrlNlTloN. 

Subjtcts 

Thirty students attending a Dorset ptimary school participsted In the itudr. ton 

children from each of the designated clan groups. 

Procedure 

Each test was completed by rive subjects. The tests were adminisiered by class 

teachers. Mean scores were calculated for each test. 

Results 

Means for each test are presented in Table (24). 

TAsLz(24): McAN Scom ox PosT Tun f OR PILOT STUDY SIX 

Orienution 

Age Verbatim Nicaning Total 

7 

9 

5.5 

6.5 

7.2S 

6.8 

6.3 

6.6 

7.2 7.3 7.3 

St2nd2rdised experimenter definitions were devised on the basis or these. An open- 

ended question and probes were devised to attain outcome definition for those In the 

self-defined condition. Both these formats were assessed in Pilot Study Seven which 

also examined the attribution response form2t. 
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6.1.7 Anjunuvom RzspoNsc FoRMAT 

Following Weiner's work In the application of attribution theory to achievement 

motivation in the classroom (Wellner, 1983). the standard method for attaining 

attribution for learning outcome his been a formal In which subjects choose between 

one of four attributes: Task, Abilitye Luck or Effort. In the present study, a 

departure was made from this convention. 

Recent research his suggested that the techniques adopted by Weiner are too 

restrictive (Stratton et al., 1986) particularly where respondents aft children (Little, 

198% Frieze. Francis and Hanusa. 198% Elig and Frieze. 1979). Attribution 

research in Clinical Psychology, which reports post hoc methods of examining 

Interview data, provides an alternative framewotk. It points to the feasibility of 

collecting open-ended accounts or an event which might be later categorised. Such 

approaches have been effectively used in education (for example: Cooper and 

Berger, 1980; Cauley and Murray, 1982). 

it %w decided to adopt such an approach in attaining attributions In the present 

study. Two open-ended attribution questions were devised. These were to be 

presented orally and recorded on audio tape. It was felt that this technique was 

preferable as there were less external demands than those posed by a written format. 

To assen attribution response format and to further aisess the outcome definition 

form2t, a pilot study %%w conducted. 
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C1.8 PILOT STuDy SzvEN: AsscssmviTor ATTjtIDtMON AND OUTCOMC DrrIMMON 

FORMAT 

Subjtcls 

Twenty three children drawn from an urban Bristol Primary school participated In the 

study: ten top juniors, eight second year juniors and five top Infants. 

Procedure 

Each child worked Individually with the Experimenter In a single session of 

approximately 20 minutes duration. Children were told they would be asked to [cad 

the prose passage and answer a test. They were shown the orientating test. The 

Illustrative set %%w then Introduced and the test format explained. Ile child then 

completed an Illustrative item and was given feedback. The child was then asked If 

he understood the twk. If the child was unsure, the illustr2tive Item was repeated. 

When the child indicated that the task ww understood. the prose pa. &iage was 

presented. No restriction %%w placed on reading time or mode of reading (silent 

versus aloud). Reading time %%-as recorded. When the child indicated reading was 

completed two orientation-appropriate Nvarm-up' test items were presented and 

responses checked by the experimenter before presentation of the post-test. On 

completion or the test outcome definition was provided (Experimenter-defined 

condition) or sought (Self-derined condition). Attribution responses were then 

sought. Children were debriefed at the end or the session. 

Results 

The general administration of the tasks, outcome definition and attribution formats 

, *-as satisfactory. The need for one adjustment %%-as noted, however. The original 

wording for both outcome definition and attribution questions used the word "poor, to 

define a failure. In their own usage. however. the children appeared to favour and 
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better understand the word 'b3d". It was thus decided to change the wording 

accordingly. 

6.2 THE MAIN STUDY: STUDY TIM - EXPERIMENTAL 

6.2.1 SU13JECTS 

All subjects from Study One pirticipated in this second study. 

6.2.2 HATERIMA 

Prose Passage$ 

Three prose passages were the source material for the learning task. ne passages 

were about kangaroos, penguins and pandas and were age-graded as appropriate for 

seven. nine and eleven year olds respectively. Each %%-as presented on a single A4 

sheet, had a three paragraph structure and a Illustmtion at the bottom. These are 

presented in Appendix 17. 

Post-tests 

For each of the three passages there were two corresponding format matched post-test 

t)Ws. One presented a verbatim orientition and the other a meaning orientation: 

Verbatim orientation - two practice Items and ten test Items were presented. In 

each, the item was a sentence to which the subject -A-as to mspond by indicating if 

the sentence appeared in that form in the passage. Response mode was a simple Otick 

the boxo procedure. 
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Afraning Orientation again two practice questions and ton tell Items were 

presented. In each case, a sentence %%-as presented to which the subject %-at asked to 

respond by Indicating factual accuracy based on the Information given In the passage. 

Again the response mode %%-as a simple "tick the box* procedure. Post tests are 

presented In Appendix 19. 

Illustrikille Set 

The Illustrative set comprised a single sentence - the content of which did not relate 

to any of the learning task pus2ges - and corresponding verbatim and meaning 

orientation tests, each with two Items. The format of each test was Identical to that 

of the post-tests. however. 

The illustrative set is presented In Appendix 19. 

Response Formats 

Standardised schedules for defining and acquiring learning outcome and for attaining 

attribution responses were prepared. 

The standardised schedule for the definition of learning outcome Is presented In 

Appendix 20 and that for attaining attribution responses In Appendix 21. 

6.2.3 PROCEDURE 

Each subject was assigned to one of four cells bised on two conditions of learning 

outcome definition (Experimenter-defined vs Self-defined) and the two conditions 

of task involvement (Verbatim vs ?, Jeaning orientation). Each subject worked 

individually with the experimenter. At the beginning of the session subjects were 

told they would be asked to read the passage about pandas / penguins / kangaroos 

and then answer some questions about it. The children were then shown the post-test 

and given orientating Instructions. Subjects In the Verbatim orientation condition 
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were finally Instructed that 'to do well on the questions pu will hare to concentrate 

on exactly what each sentence Is fike'* whilit those In the meaning orientation 

condition were Instructed "to do well on the questions )vu will need to concentrate on 

the Information In the sentences - what It tells )vu*. 

Subjects were then shown the Illustrative set and completed the two Items. In all 

cases subjects completed them correctly. The experimenter reinforced that this wit 

correct by stating: 

1) In the verbatim condition: *thats right )vu concentraird on exactly what 

the sentence was like*. 

2) in the meaning condition: 'that'l right )vu conecnirwed on what It told 

)VU 

Subjects were then presented with the age-appropriate passage and suked to read It. 

They were told they could take as long as they liked to read It, that they could read 

it silently or aloud and that they were free to read it as many times as they wanted. 

Finally the orientating instruction was repe, 2ted before teading commenced. All nine 

and eleven year olds chose to read silently. Approximately half the seven year old$ 

read silently also. Reading times were recorded. 

On completion of the reading, the subjects indicated readiness to complete the post- 

test. The two practice questions were presented and checked for procedural accuracy 

before presentation or the ten test items. The post-tests were then marked in the 

presence of the subject and a score out of ten given. Subjects In the Experimenter- 

defined outcome condition were then defined as Success. Failure or Average using the 

normative reference determined in Pilot Test Six. Ilose In the self-defined condition 

were asked to derine the learning outcome using the standardised open-ended 

question and probes. These are presented In Appendix 21. Responses were tape 

recorded. Finally, attribution responses for all subjects were acquired using the 

open-ended attribution schedule. Responses were again tape recorded. 
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At the end or the session subjects were debriefed. For those subjects who had 

attained a Failure outcome. reattribution, to task difficulty was made. Subjects weft 

told that the tasks they h: d undertaken weft very difficult. Frankel and Snyder 

(1983) report that such attribution reduces the effect that may result from a rallure 

outcome. Diener and Dweek (1978) report this as a suitable procedure. All subjects 

were thanked for their participation. 

6.2.4 Scoma: ATriuBuiriom 

Attribution scores were derived from the oral responses to two open-ended questions. 

Tape recorded responses were transcribed verbatim. From these transcripti. 

attributional statements were identified using the procedure outlined In the Leeds 

Attribution Coding System (Stratton etal., 1986) where attribution3l statements were 

defined as 

one that provides an explanation of the relationship between events. 

outcomes andlor behaviours and their causes. 
(p2ge 20) 

Attribution2l statements thus took the form or both reasons rot and causes or events. 

Attributional statements were then c1miried. Classification of responses departed 

from the established four category (Task. Luck, Ability. Effort) classification 

developed by Weiner (1978) because it was felt that this approach %w too restrictive. 

A numbeer or recent studies have pointed to the limitations or Weiner's approach 

(Little, 1985; Frieze. Francis and lianusa, 1983. - Thorpe, 1985) p3rucubtly In 

attribution2l studies or child populations. Little (1985). ror example, argues that 

Weiner"s classification is based on the model or an adult and Is Inappropriate for 

claisification or attribution responses made by children whose subjective and 
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objective reality differ from that of an adult. Little hit proposed an eighteen 

category classification based on data from a British school popul2tion presented with 

six 'simple stories representing a range or achievements and eventO. 

Little's coding system wits pilot-tested for appropr lateness or use with the present 

data. As a recently derived system which was based on an age- and culture. 

appropriate population It appeared promising. It did not prove satisfactory. however. 

Whilst the approach was promising, many of Little's categories were not appropriate. 

They did not account for all the data In the present study. Differences In the data 

collection method between Little"s study and the present study explain this 

discrepancy. Little's classification was based on datz generated from hypothetical 

sitories" in which the child was an observer whilst, In the present study, a more 

naturalistic approach was employed with children making attributions for learning 

outcomes In which they had been the actor. Brown (1986) provides evidence that the 

hypothetical and real situation will elicit dirferent attributions suggesting that the 

roles or the actor or observer provide a dirferent psychologint bue from which 

events are viewed and explained. Jones and Nisbett (1972) and Buss (1978) similarly 

address this issue. proposing that the role assumed (actor versus observer) will erfect 

attributions made because the roles provide different informational and motivational 

stances. An observer can provide only cause -a generalised law; whilst the actor can 

provide both cause and reason - specific. subjective attributions. It Is thus not 

surprising that some very general categories in Little's classification were 

inappropriate. Categories such as Personality and Sex Stereotype were those found to 

be inappropriate with the present. naturalistic data. In contrast, more specific 

categories such as Effort. Interest. Specific Ability and Time Spent were appropriate. 

A second classification systern which expanded those appropriate categories In Little's 

classification was developed. This is presented in Appendix 23. This classification 

h3d sixteen cl=es of attribution. These are presented In Table (25). 
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A pilot-test on a subsample or transcribed protocols Indicated that this classification 

was utisfactory. All data was thus classified under these sixteen categoties. All 

attributions made by a subject were Included In the coding. Each was accorded tqual 

status regardless of the order of presentation. A reliability check was made on the 

coding. A second coder classified a subtample or twelve protocols: four from tach of 

the three age groups. Inter-coder reliability wu 92%. 

TADLr. (2S): CLAssu or Amunuvom Tyrz 

Strategy I. ttsding 

2. lestning/memory 

3. rmll 

Effort 4. concentration 

5. time spent 

Interest 6. Interest 

Knowledge 7. knowledge 

Ability a. specific 

9. general 

Task Difficulty 10. resding 

11. test 

Outcome 12. referenced 

Chance 13. guessing 

14. luck 

Circumstance 15. mood 

16. situation 
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6.3 RESULTS: ATTRIBUTION 

All data were analysed using the SPSSX statistical computing package. 

6.3.1 READINa TWE 

As a preliminary investigation, reading times (measured In seconds) for each of 

the three age groups were compared. It was fell that this Investigation would 

provide some evidence or compambility of the three age-graded passages. A 

one-uray analysis or variance or reading time by age was conducted. The results 

indicated there uras no significant difference In trading time between the three 

age groups (F - 0.6312; df 2,141. ns). The result suggests the three pass2ges 

were successfully age-graded and provides an index of their equivalence In terms 

or reading difficulty. 

6.3.2 LzmtNiNci OuTcomc 

Three classes of learning outcome were ex2mined: - success. failure and other. The 

vother' category comprised those children in the external outcome definition 

group who attained a score defined as *arerage for age' by the standardised 

outcome definition and those children in the self-defined outcome definition 

group who described their result as neither a success nor a failure. Of this litter 

group. a range or terms were used to describe neither succeeding nor failing. 

Some children used the term -average to convey this notion whilst others used 

more general terms such as 'Just okajý* or *in betweca". 
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Frequencies for Success. Failure and Other outcomes were examined for External 

and Self-derined Groups separ2tely. These results are presented In Table (26). 

TADLt (26): FjtzquENctrs or LtAmtxa OUTCOMr. I)rrlNr. D AS SUCCESS, FAILURC 

OR "OTIMR! roR EXTERNAL AND S=-Drrimr. D Gnours 

Learning Outcome 

Success Failure Other Total 

External 36 (50%) 25 (35%) 11 (15%) 72 (100%) 

Self- 
Derined 43 (609b) 21 (29%) & (11%) 72 (100%) 

Toul 79 (55%) 46 (32%) 19 (13%) 144 (100%) 

outcome definition for the External group %vas based on a normative scale 

(derived in Pilot Study 7) and should therefore have an equal distribution of 

success and failure scores. This %%-as not the cut, however. The results indicate 

an unequal distribution. with more subjects attaining a succm rather than failure 

outcome. 

Outcome definition for the Self-defined group evidenced a still &rester inequality 

of distribution with 60% (n - 43) of these subjects defining their performance iLs 

success whilst only 29% defined their performance its failure. Of interest here is 

the choice of 'other* as an outcome. Whilst only 11% of the subjects in the self- 

defined group chose this c3tegory, it does provide some Indication that a 

dichotomy or lesrning outcome (success vs failure) is questionable. This group 
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defined their performance as neither success nor failure despite the clear 

achievement orientation or the wks and of the conditions under which they were 

performed. 

6.3.3 DrriNmom or UARNma Ot=omr. 

To Investigate the issue of outcome derinition further. the range of scofes used 

by subjects in the Self-defined group to define success. failure and 'other* were 

examined. Ranges for each group weft examined separately and the results 

compared with the normative scores used to define learning outcome for those 

subjects in the External outcome Definition group. The results are reported In 

Table (27). 

The results indicate that a wide range of scores %%-as defined subjectively as 

*success' or 'failure*. A score as low as three %%as defined as success and a score 

as high as eight : is failure. for example. Scores used to define the *other' 

category, however. approximated the mean score derived In the pilot study. 

The results for each age separately indicate that the range of subjective 

definition decreases with age. This is particularly so with definitions of success 

where for seven year olds a range or seven wores was used to define success. 

whilst for nine and eleven year olds the range was as low as rive and four 

respectively. 
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TABLZ (27): RANOC or Scoitc USED To DUINC SUCCUS. rAILURZ AND OTIltit 

LzARNiNa OuTcomcs sy Cmium-Ex im Titc Sur-Dcrim Gitour 

Success r-allure Other 

7 Years 

Normative 0 <3 6 

Self-defined 3- 10 3 -7 3 -6 
(n - 16) (n . 6) (n to 2) 

9 Years 

Normative >7 4S 6 

Self-defined 5- 10 3-6 6-7 
(n - 13) (n a- 7) (n *- 4) 

11 
-Years 

Normative <6 7 

Self-defined 6- 10 4 -8 6-7 
(n - 14) (n - 8) (n 2) 

N 43 21 

6.3.4 ATTRMUTIONS 

The an3l)-sis of attribution tesPOnses wis conducted at tAv leveir. 

1. Attribution *JýTc each of the sixteen classes or attribution from the 

coding schedule were examined directly. 
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2. Attribution Dimension: raw attributions were then categorised along 

four dimensions reported In the Attribution literature: 

1. IA>cus (Leftcourt, 1982; Weiner, 1979; Kelly, 1967). 

il. Stability (Weiner. 1979: Stratton et at.. 1986). 

III. Control (Weiner. 1979). 

Iv. Specificity (Seligman ct al.. 1976; Stratton et al.. 1986). 

Each dimension wu dichotomlied ihus: 

TABLE(28): DICIIOTOMYOrEACIIATTRintMONDIMMSION 

Dimension Pol-2r dichotomy 

Locus 

StAility 

Control 

Internat cause originates from within the person 

Externak cause originates outside the person 

Stable: cause unchanging or difficult to change 

Unstable: cause may be changed 

Controt cause can be significantly innuenced 

by the attributor 

Uncontrot cause is out of the control or the 

attributor 

specificity Globat cause Is a general law or principle 

Specific cause is specific to time and/or 

circumstinces or the outcome 
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r-or each polar dimension. a new variable %-at created by aggfegiting those 

attribution types classified within It. r-or ex: mple. the Global variable was 

created by aggregating the number or attributions made for General Ability. 

Luck and Outcome - relative to that of others. Full details or the classification 

of attribution type Into the eight dimensional variables are presented In Table 

(29). 
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TADLC(29): CussIrICATioNor AirrRioUTIONTyptino FOUR DIMMSIONAL 

DICIIOTOMIZS 

Divnenswo, Pot" 

Lotus of cm trot rJaIMAI 

pa"age difficully 
It ratocy-le &rnind led difficulty 
strategy-Mall Oult 
contfutratiou guessing 
On* spent luck 
interest Situation knowledge 
""Od 
opecirk ability 
general ability 

stability Mull Mulalle 

general a6lity #ttst*cr-fVsJ! nd 
passage difficulty strut oty -teaming 
t"t diffitulty strategy-wall 

coftentration 
tin" #pent 
lAt*mI 
knowwto 
tPocirat ability 
Illuation 
Outtenve 
gVessiol 
luck 
"ww 

Control Contn'llabIt Unct-tim-HabIt 

stratogy-tvading totems 
strStegy-learulng knowledge 
Stralogy-recall spectu "Ir 
concentration general ability 
Urne @peu% Outcorne 
guessins luck 

situation 
V El 

p-asac* dMkulty, 
toot diffliculty 

Specifidly SIvIrril 

spedGe ability C*ft" ability 
*tr*t@gy-nb&nS Outcom 

luck 

tlaw spent 
tattrest 
knowled" 
guessing 
"Ww 
situsuon, 
passs4s difficulty 
test diMeWty 
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Frequfacits 

As an Initial investigation. frequencies for both attribution type and dimention 

were examined. 

Attribution Type 

r-tequencies for the sixteen ciuses or attfibution type afe presented In Table (30). 

TABLz(30): FREquwctEs or ATTRIBUTION TYPZ BY Aac GROUP AND rOR Tilt 

WHOLE SAMPLC 

Attribution Type 

7 

An 

9 11 tout 

strategy reading 25 38 34 97 
strategy learning 9 19 20 48 
strategy recall 3 5 6 14 
concentration 31 23 23 77 
time spent Is 24 22 61 
interest 0 1 6 7 
knowledge 4 7 13 24 
specific ability 3 5 3 It 
general ability 2 5 1 8 
passage difficulty 5 3 4 12 
test difficulty 5 4 2 11 
outcome 4 1 2 7 
luck 1 2 2 5 
guessing 0 0 2 2 
mood 0 0 1 1 
situation 0 1 2 3 

Total 107 138 143 388 

The distributions of frequencies across the sixteen categories %aried greatly. The 

rn3joritY or MSPOnsts. some 73%. comprised Effort (Time Spent and 

Concentration) and Strategy attributions. This result suggests the children's 
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responses were largely situation -specif Ic and It contistent with previous findings 

(Nicholls. 199% Little, 198S). 

Of the sixteen classes of attribution. nine were retained for further analysis. 

These were the nine most frequent attributions and each represented at least 3% 

of the total responses given. 

Attribution Dimensions 

The frequencies of each of the dimensions of attribution are presented In Table 

(31). 

TABLz(31): FRzqur-4ciEs orATTiunuirtom DIMENSIONS (8488) 

Dimension Polts 

LOCUS or Internal External 
control 355 33 

Stability Stable Unstable 
32 356 

Controllability Controllable Uncontrollable 
304 84 

Specificity Specific General 
371 17 

The results cleatly Indicate that for each dimension there is an unequal 

distribution of responses with the majority or responses being internal, unstable. 

controllable and specific. 
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Stallillcal Aual)sts 

To Investigate the relationship between the Independent variables or Age. 

Procening Type, Outcome Definition and Learning Outcome. analyses of 

variance using a repeated measures design for attribution types %w employed. 

Initially, a five-way analysis was conducted. Attribution Type (9 levels) x Age (3 

levels) x Ptcwtuing (2 levels) x Outcome Definition (2 levels) x Outcome (3 

levels). This analysis failed. however, because a number or ctlis had reto entries. 

It was thus necessary to conduct two separate four-way analyses of vatiance of 

attribution type: 

1. Attribution type (9 levels) X Age (2 levels) x Processing (2 

levels) x Outcome Definition (3 levels). 

2. Attribution type (9 levels) x Outcome (3 levels) x Processing (2 

levels) x Outcome Definition (2 levels). 

These analyses were also conducted for attribution dimensions (8 levels). The 

results of analyses for attribution type and attribution dimension are reported 

separately below. 

Attributlom Type 

The four-way repe3ted measure anmytes or variance by Age. Processing T)pC 

and outcome Definition yielded three significant effects. Firstly. significant 

differences between attribution types emerged (F - 49.92, df 8.1040 p40.01). 

This result reflects the differing frequencies or attribution type and was 

expected. Secondly, an effect for attribution by age emerged (F - 213. df 

16.1040 p<0.01). Fin2lly, an effect for attribution by Processing emerged (F - 

I. ". dr mw p< us). No effects emerged for Outcome Derinition. The 

four-way analysts or %-ari. 2nce by Outcome, outcome Definition and Processing 

Type yielded one further significant effect. The effecu of Outcome were 
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significant (F a 2.2987. df 16.1040, p40.01). No hither order effects tmetted 

In either analysis. 

Univatiate techniques were employed to further examine the significant Weal 

of Age. Processing Type and Outcome. A series or three-way analyses of 

variance (by Age. Processing and Outcome) %%-as conducted. In each c-ase the 

dependent variable wu a single attribution type. Thus, a total or nine anal)ws 

were conducted. 

Age Effects 

Of the nine analyses, three yielded significant effects: Strategy- Read Ing, 

Strategy-Leming and Knowledge. The results are presented In Table (32). 

TABLE (32): MEAN NUNWER or ATTRIDUVONS, ASSOCIATED F VALUES AND 

PROBABILITY Or IF roR Tilt ANALYSES Or VARIANCE Or STjtATEGY-RCAjDtNCjo 

STRAncy-LEA"ING AND KNOWtXIDCr. DY ACC 

Age Strategy Strategy Knowledge 
Reading Leming 

7 0.52 0.19 0.08 

9 0.79 0.40 0.15 

11 0.74 0.43 0.28 

F 4.680 3. "7 3.660 
(df 2,104) 

IC0.0 I <0.05 <0.05 
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Cell means Indicate that, for both Reading- and Leafning-Strategy. the age 

effects derive from the smaller mean of the seven year olds compared with the 

other two groups. Cell means for Knowledge attributions appear to follow a 

linear pattern, however. with attributions to prior knowledge Increasing with age. 

Processing Elleat 

Two procening effeCU emerged from the anlysts or %-arlance. "etc were for 

the Knowledge and Ability attributes. The results are rePorted In Table (33). 

TABLt (33): hlr. AN Numurm oir ArmntmoNs, ASSOCIATED F VALUES AND 

PRoBABtuTy or F rOR ANALYSLS OF'VARUNCE or KNOWLLDCZC AND SPEWIC 

ADILM DY Pit(WESSMO 

Knowledge Specific 
Ability 

Verbatim 0.08 0.12 

Meaning 0 .260.03 

F 7.700 4.445 
(d f 2.1 D4) 

<0.01 IC0.05 

The results indicate that attributions to prior Knowledge are greiter ror subjects 

in the Me3ningrul processing condition thin ror those in the Verbatim condition. 

in contmst, attribution to Speciric Ability is greater ror those In the Verbatim 

condition. 
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The results together clearly renect the tfrects or different processing orientations 

In directing attribution. Those children In the hicaning orientation have been 

directed toward understanding for which links with existing knowledge are 

necessitated (Ausubel 1%8), whilst those subjecu In the Verbatim condition were 

engaged In an Isolated memory task where emphasis on the ability to foic learn 

was paramount. 

outcome Elftctl 

An effect for outcome emerged for the Time Spent attribution. Ile results are 

presented in Table (34). 

TABLr. (34): Mum NumBzR or AilminuTioNs, ASSOMATED F VALULS AND 

PROBABILMY or F rOR TIM ANALYSIS or VApi"cc or Twc SPLMT 13Y OUTCOM& 

Success Failure Other 

Cell means 0.31 0.64 0.42 

Fe 6.731 (d f 2.104) P<0.001 

The results indicate that a significantly larger number or attributions for Time 

Spent were made when a Failure result occurred than for either Other or Success 

outcomeS. 
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Higher Order InteractiOn' 

Analysts of vatiance yielded two higher order Interactions. both or which Wated 

to the two effort attribution types: Time Spent and Concentration. An Age X 

outcome effect emerged for Concentration attributions. The results are reported 

In Table (35) and Figure 1. 

TABLz (35): F VALUE AND AssoctAm FitoommuTy or F iron Tut ANALYSIS or 

V, ARLkNCZ Or ErrORT-CONCENTILATION WMI AGE AND OUTCOME 

Effect df F 

Age (2.104) 1.670 ns 

Outcome (2.104) 0.956 n. 3 

Age x Outcome (4,104) 3.161 <0 I 
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FicuRc 1: Mr. AN Arritlt)UTION TO CONCLNTRATJOH rOR SUCCCSI. FAIILUItt AND 

ontrat LtAP. NiNc: OuTcomts 

1.0 

0 

Acc 

Kry-. 
Succr. 3s 

rAluiltz 

Oritr. R 

The graph indicates th2t seven ye: r olds who attained an *other* lealning 

outcome, attribute this to a factor of Concentration significantly more than nine 

79 II 
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or eleven year olds who attained an *other" outcome. The mein% for attribution 

to Concentration for children who attained a success or failure outcome were 

proximate. There was, however, a curvilinear trend with development. Whilit 

for both the seven and eleven year olds failure %%-u less likely to be attributed to 

Concentration. for the nine year olds the oppothe u2s true. 

An age by processing Interaction emerged for the Time Spent attribution type. 

The rejults are presented In Table (36) and in Figure 2. 

TABLc (36): IF VALUE AND AssoctATcD PRO13AIDIUrY or F roR Tut ANALYSIS Or 

VARiANcz or ErroRT-Twc Spr= wmi AGE AND PROCESSING, 

Effect dr F 

Age 2,104 2.186 n. 3 

Processing 1.104 3.190 n. S 

Age x Proctuing 2.104 3.403 c. 03 
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FiczuRr. 2: ATTRInU'nON*roTtN(cSpcxrwrniAncANt)I'ROCr. 3liNtiTypc 

REY: I'lltoctsil. so 

%*rftnATI*, l 

0 

at 

0 

Acc 

The graph indicates there are two expl3nations or interaction. Firstly, whilst 

seven and eleven year olds m. 2int2in a relatively stable level or attribution to 

I-Ime Spent across the two processing groups. the nine year olds in the Verbatim 

processing group evidence significantly greater attribution% to Time Spent than 

those in the Meaning processing group. Secondly, the direction or the means ror 

'%- --d, 

-7 9 II 
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eleven year olds Is opposite to those of seven and nine year oldt. WhIlit the 

mesn aittibution to Time Spent %-as lower for seven and nine ycir oldi In the 

Meaning processing group. the opposite was true for tlcvtn year oldt. 

Attribution Dimensions 

7be four-way analyses of variance or the Attributions Dimension (repeated 

measures) x Age x Processing X Outcome Definition yielded three significant 

effects. Again, Attribution (F-342.96. dr 14.910. p4.001), Age (17-5.41, dr 

14.910, p<0.01) and Processing (F-4.53, df 7.910, pc. 01) emerged as significant. 

The analy-sis by Processing. Outcome Deranition and Outcome yitldcd no further 

effects. Outcome was not found to be significant in the analysis or attribution 

dimensions. Again, no higher order Intemctions emerged. 

7he effects or Age and Processing were further examined via univariate 

techniques. A series or two-%%-jy anal)ses of variance or attribution t)pc by Age 

and Processing were conducted. In e2ch cast the independent variable %%-as a pole 

of the the four dimensions. Thus eight analyses were conducted. 

Age effects 

The an2l)SCS yielded an Age effect on four %wiables. These were Intem2l. 

Specific, Control, and Urtst3ble. The results are pres4ented in Table (37). 
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TADLE (37): MAN Numimor ATTAltimoNs, AssociAm r VALUZJ AND 

PROBABILITY or F rOR inic ANALYsEs or VARIANCZ Or INTZRNAL# SPZClrlCo 

CONTROL AND UNSTADM ATTitiou-noms wmi Aar. 

Age Internal speciric Control Unitible 

7 1.94 2.10 1.73 1.98 

9 2.69 2.75 2.31 2.62 

11 2.85 2.96 2.33 2.91 

F 9115 5. "3 4.302 8.355 
(dr 2,104) 

p A0.001 0.01 0.05 0.001 

Cell me-ins indicate that In each cue there is an Increase In attributions which 

are Internal. Specific. Controllable and Unstable. commensurate with age. 

The results suggest that while attributions for all age groups were Internal. 

Unstable, Controllable and Specific. this p3ttern becomes more evident with age. 

This result may be partly due to quantit2tivie differences. however. It may be 

that older children make more attributions for the same learning outcome. 

Processing Ellects 

Analym yielded four significant Processing effects. These were once again for 

the four dimensional attribution %-jrhbles: Internal. Unstable. Controllable and 

Specific. The msults are reported in Table (38). 
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TAuLt (38): hicAm NumBr. R or ArmouTIONs, F VALM AND PitouniurY or 

roR inic ANALyscs or NlmuANcz or ISTMAt. SPZarIC, COMOL AND UNITABU 

ATTRIDUTIONS WfTll PROCUSING 

Internal Specific Control Unitable 

Verbatim 2.69 2.83 2.36 2.72 

Meaning 2.27 2.36 1.99 2.27 

F 5.044 5.027 6.668 3.384 
(d f 1.104) 

-CO. 05 -CO. 05 4.01 1%0.05 

Cell means indicate that means for the Verbatim processing Stoup exceeded those 

of the Wining group in each case. 

Higher order Infer"lionj 

No higher order effects emerged in the anzi)ws or dimensional attribution types. 

in summary. the analyses or attributions indicate that: 

(1) Differences between experimenter and self-defined learning 

outcomes do occur. Across the whole sample, a grvater proportion 

of children in the self-dertned group defined themselves as 

successful than would be defined as such by a normative definition. 

Definition of Success became more proximate to the normative with 

age, however. Definition or Failure approximated that of the 

normative for nine year olds. Some eleven ycar old% defined &core% 

as high as eight out of ten as a failute. 
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A small group of childrtn In the self-definition condition destdW 

their learning outcome as neither a success not failure. despite the 

clear achievement orientation of the task presented and the open. 

ended format of Outcome definition. 

(3) Of the sixteen cluses of aittibution type. nine were Identified at 

substantial categories which accounted for tit least 3% or the total 

attributions. Most rtequently used categories were those pertaining 

to Strategy and Effort. Age differences In the use of attribution 

type to explain learning outcome emerged for three attribution 

clauer. Strategy-Reading. Strategy-Lestning. Knowledge. 

(4) Proceuing erfects emerged for Knowledge and Ability attribution 

t)Ws whilit Outcome effects emerged for Effort - Time Spent. 

Higher order effects emerged for both Effort attribution types: 

Concentration and Time Spent. 

(S) Age effects emerged for attribution dimensions Indicating that 

attributions made were more Internal. Specific. Controllable and 

Unstable with Increa" age. 

(6) Processing errects emerged for attribution dimetuions Indicsting 

that. following Verb3tim P"Kvuing, attributions were more 

Intem2l, Specific, Controll3ble and Unstable than those following 

Meaningful pmeessing. 
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6.4 THE RESULTS: ATTRI13UTION AND METACOGNITION 

To examine the relationship between meticognition - at memufed by the tight 

met2cognitive Indices - and attributions for itarnint outcome. a series or 

correlational studies were conducted. Using Pearson's correlation coefficient, each 

metacognitive Index was correlated with attribution type and attribution dimention. 

initially. these correlations were calculated for each age group separately. The ftsulu 

of these analyses are presented In Appendix (24) and art summarited In the following 

discussion and tables. 

6.4.1 CoRRELAirtoN STuDit; s By Acc 

Attribution Type and Metscognition 

A summ2ry of the number count Of Significant correl2tions (p#0.03) of attribution 

type with metacognitive indices is presented In Table (39). 
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TABLE(39): SUMMARY or Intz NUMBER or Sic NincAmT CoRR ruirtoNs or Eta itT 

hICTACOGNMVE INDICES WMt EAcit ATTKIDVTION TYlrt 

hictacognitive 
Index 7 

Age 

9 11 Total 

CATTOT 0 2 0 2 

SPCTOT I 1 1 3 

RAT2 1 1 2 4 

GSEIIS 5 1 0 6 

GSAh1 3 3 2 8 

GSChI 1 2 3 6 

Os 3 1 1 4 

Tits 0 0 2 2 

Number 
significant 14 11 11 35 

TOW 72 72 72 216 

Percent 
significant 19 is Is 16 

The results present a picture of a generally weak relationship between the eight 

met3cognitive indices and each attribution type with only 16% or the total 

correlations attaining significance and the highest single significant correlation being 

0.48. Moreover, of the non-signiric2nt correlations, some were negative. 
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Variation in correlations matrices for each sige group emerged, Indicating 

developmental changes In the relationship between the eight metacognitIve Indices 

and attribution type. 

Attribution Dimension and Niflacogultion 

A summary of the number of significant correlations of attribution dimension and the 

eight metacognitive Indices Is preunted In Table (40). 

TABLE(40): SummARY or irim NumBER or SIGNIFICANT COILIMLATIONS or Tim Eta irr 

METACOGNITIVE INDICES WMI EACH POLE or ArMnUlrlom DiMENSIOmS 

Metacognitive 
Index 7 

Age 

9 11 Tout 

CATTOT 1 4 0 5 

SPCTOT 0 4 3 7 

RAT2 0 0 3 3 

GSEHS 4 0 1 5 

GSANI 4 0 0 4 

GSCNI 4 0 0 4 

Os 5 0 5 

Tits 0 0 1 1 

Significut r is a a 34 

Total 64 64 64 192 

Percent 28 8 & is 
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Again. results Indicate a generally weak relationship with only 18% or the total 

number of correlations attaining significance and the highest tingle correlation being 

0.38. Age differences In the pattern of correlation were marked. The results for the 

seven year olds Indicated a much stronger relationship between attribution dimension 

and the metacognitive Indicts than those of the nine and eleven year olds. Of the 

correlations for the seven year olds. 28% were significant compared with 12.5% or the 

nine and eleven year olds. Again, patterns or significant correlations varied across 

the three separate age matrices. 

6.4.2 CORRELATION STMES rOR Init WHOLE SAMPLZ 

To ascertain the relationship between the metacognitive Indices and attribution for 

the whole sample, meta-anavses or the correlation matrix for each age separately 

were performed for both attribution type and attribution dimension. In view of the 

variation in direction and size or correlations in the separate age matrices. a meta- 

anal)sis %-as selected as preferable to a simple correlation or met2cognitive scores and 

attribution across the whole sample. Raw correlations for each or the separate age 

studies were transformed into Fisher's Z values (Ferguson. 1976: pI84) and the mean 

of the age-dependent correlations then calculated. The results are presented In 

Appendix 25 and a count of significant correlations presented in Table (41) below. 
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TAiiLs(41): SummARY or inic Num i3rat or Sic miricAmT CoRitumnoms FoLLow ima 

hl ETA- ANALYSES Or. (A) ATTR]DulnoN*rYPCWMIhICTACOGNMVXINDICLS 

(n) AmunuvoN Dimr. NsioN wrnt NICTACOCINMYC INDICU 

Mcla-anal)iis 

Index Attribution type Attribution dimension 

CATTOT 

SPCTOT 0 0 

RAT2 1 3 

GSEIIS 1 1 

GSANI 4 4 

GSCNI 2 2 

os 2 4 

TIIS 0 0 

Total 11 (15%) is (25%) 

The results of the meta-anal)sis again reflect a generally weak rel2tioruhip betw"n 

the eight metacognitive indices and the childrtn"s attribution for learning outcome. 

This finding is not surprising: it reflects the selection criteria of edistinctiveneu, used 

in deriving met2cognitive indices. 

Individual met3cognitive indices vary in the extent to which they prtdict attribution 

type. Of the eight indices, GSAM, OS and RAT2 correlate most highly with 

attribution. it %-as thus decided to focus on these indices in subsequent analyses 
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which examined the Interaction of the experimental conditions with metacognition 

and attribution. 

A new metacognitive variable. MCA, %u created by aggfegation of the three 

selected Indices. Resultant MCA scores were ranked and used to detign2ta three 

groups which were as closely as possible or equal size. Theta groups were designated 

as "high". Omedium* and nowo levels or metacognition. The three levels of MCA were 

cross-t2bulated with age to examine their relationship. The retults &to presented In 

Table (42). 

TAnLz (42): CRoss-TADutAinoN or NICA wmi Acz 

Number of Children in 
each hietacognitive le-M 

Age low medium high Total 

7 31 16 1 48 

9 17 is is 47 

11 2 15 29 46 

50 46 4s 141 

The results of cross- tabula tio n show a clear developmental trend of Increased 

metacognitive level with age. This finding was not unexpected. It signifies that the 

variable NICA is confounded with age. NICA is, In this sense. in absolute measure of 

met3cognition which incorporates the effects or development as well as those or 

Individual difference. In Initial examination of the Interaction of metscognition and 

experimental conditions with attribution, the N-363ble MCA represented 
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met2cognition. In subsequent analyses (described later). age was partialled out of the 

metacognitlve variable to form a new. 'relative* metacognitive vatlable, MCZ. 

6.4.3 INTERACTION OF PROCESSINO, OUTCOME DZYIHMOM AND IMSULT WMI 

ABSOLUTE METACOGNITION (MCA) AND ATTRI13UTION 

In order to Investigate how the experimental conditions Processing and Outcome 

Definition and the Independent variable Learning Outcome relate to metacognition 

(NICA) and attribution. analysis of variance methods were employed. Two four-'Wly 

analyses were conducted for each attribution type and each attribution dimension: 

Attribution type X (NICA (3 levels) X Processing (2 levels) x 

Outcome Definition (2 levels) x Outcome (3 levels)) 

2) Attribution Dimenjion X (MCA (3 levels) x Processing (2 levels) 

Outcome Definition (2 levels) x Outcome (3 levels)) 

The results are summarised below. 

Attribution Typt 

The analyses of variance of attribution t)pe by NICA. Processing. Outcome Definition 

and Outcome yielded three main effects. These were for MCA with Strategy- 

Reading. Strategy- Le3rning and Specific Ability. The results are summatised In 

Table (43). 
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TAur. (43): MEAN Numum or ArritinuTioms,, IF VALUES AND AISOCIATED 

PRO13ABILMES or F roR TIM ANALYSZS Or VARIAMCC Or STRATILCY-READING, 

STRATEGY- LtAnxiNG AND SPzclrlo ABILMY WMI NICA 

Strategy Strategy Specific 
Reading Leming Ability 

L 0.54 0.20 0.00 

Niet3cognitive 
level hl 0.67 0.33 0.09 
(NICA) 

It 0.84 0.51 0.16 

F SAS 5.01 3.68 
(d f 2,109) 

p 4.01 -CO. 01 -CO. 05 

Cell means Indicate that. In each case, there is an increased use or each attribution 

type as metacognitive level increases. 

The analyses or mariance yielded three higher order Interactions. The results are 

summ2rised 'in Table 44). 
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TAIDLE(44): SUMMARY or THC SICI NIFICANT I 110 HER ORD KR I NTERACTIONI FROM TIIC 

ANALYSES Or VARUNcc or ATTRinuirtom Tyrr. (NICA x Pitocustma x ouircomt 

Dammom X OUTCOME) 

Attribution 
Type Interaction IT df p 

Strategy 
Learning MCA x Outcome 2.47 2,109 4.05 

Effort- 
Conc. NICA x Processing 8.76 2,109 4.0 1 

Knowledge MCA x Processing 
x Outcome 3.72 40109 4.0 1 

The interaction of MCA with Outcome for Strategy Learning Is pmsented In Figure 3. 
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FIGURCI ATTIUIIUTIONTOSTRATLOY-LCATtNINC3wilriiNICAOuTcomt 
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The graph indicates that. for those children whose teaming outcome *A-as success, a 

greater number of attributions to Strategy- Lea mi ng are made by children in the 

highest NICA level. For those children whose teaming outcome %W failure, 

attribution to Strategy- Learning is relatively stable across the three levels of MCA. 
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ror those children whose larning outcome wit *othet". no attribution wis m3do to 

Str3tegy-Learning by childfcn In the l0welt MCA level. However thcfc was a 

substantial increase for med'sum and high NICA levels. The results generally indicate 

that attribution to Learning Str: tcgy Increases u NICA level Increases particularly ror 

success and 'other* outcomes. 

The interaction or hicA with processing for the Errort-Concentration attribution type 

Is presented In Figure 4. 

FIGURE 4: ATTRIBUTION TO ]ElrlrORT- CONCENTRATION wmt MCA AND PRocrssiNa 
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The results present a clear. non-lincar pattern with children In the middle 

metacognitive group responding differently from the other two groups in each case. 

The mean attribution for Effort-Concentration is lowest for the members of this 

group in the Verbatim condition and highest for those In the Meaning condition. The 

difference between processing groups Is greatest for the high met3cognitive group, 

however. For this group, the highest mean number or attribution Is made for those 

in the Verbatim condition, whast a very tow ievei or attribution to Concentration It 

m2de for those In the Meaning processin& condition. 

The interaction of NICA with Processing and Outcome for Knowledge attribution 

type is presented in Figure 5. 

lFlc; uRE 5: WAN ATTRiDtMON TO KNOWLEDOC WITH NICA, PROCESSING AND OUTCOME 
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The graph In Figure 5 presents a complex set or interactions. It Indicatet that, except 

In the case or Other-Verbatim group In which no child made an attribution for 

Knowledge, there Is a non-linear pattern with the medium metacognitive group 

producing a different pattern of response. The mean number of attributions to 

Knowledge for children in the Verbatim processing condition who attained a success 

learning outcome %ras highest for those In the high metacognitive group. Those In the 

Meaningful group showed a curvilinear trend with highest means In the medium 

metacognitive group. Children In both processing conditions whose outcome vwras a 

failure produced non-linear patterns of attribution to Knowledge. In the case or the 

Verbatim group a curvilinear trend was revealed, with only children In the middle 

metacognitive group making Knowledge attributions. In contrast to the children In 

the Meaning processing condition. the middle meticognitive group uras the only one 

in which no attributions to Knowledge were made. The pattern of response for 

children in the Other-Meaning group %ris curvilinear with both the low and high 

met2cognitive groups making higher mean attributions to Knowledge than the middle 

group. 

Attribution Dimensions 

The analyses of variance of attribution dimension (NICA x Processing x Outcome 

Definition x Outcome) yielded five significant main effects for NICA and a further 

higher order interaction. 

NICA effects emerged for Intern3l. Control, Uncontrol. Unstable, and Specific 

dimensions. The results are presented in Table (45). 
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TABLE (45): MAN NUMDER Or ATTRIDVTIONS, r VALUES AND ASSOCIATED 

PRO13ABILMES Or F roR Tuc ANALYSES Or VARIANCE Or INTERNAL, CONTROLs 

UNCONTROLt UNSTABLE AND Smaric ArnuBUTION Dim"sioms wmi NICA 

Internal Control Uncontrol Unstable Specifle 

L 1.94 1.76 0.36 1.94 2.00 

MCA N1 2.54 2.15 0.61 2.54 2.67 

It 3.02 2.49 0.84 3.07 3.19 

F 10.17 431 3.75 10.35 9.48 
df 2. ID9 

p <0.00 I <0.03 -CO. 05 4.00 1 -40.001 

In all cases. cell means Indicate a linear trend with attribution to Internal. 

Controllable, Uncontrollable. Unstable and Specific causes increasing as level of MCA 

increases. 

A higher order interaction emerged for the unstible attribution dimension. The 

results are reported In Table (46) and presented In Figure 6. 
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TABLE(46),. SUMMARY OFTHE HIGHER ORDr. R INTr. RACTIoNs or TIM UWTAIlLt 

ATTiununoN DMIENSION WITH NICA AND Ilitocr. SSING 

r df p 

NICA 1035 1,109 4.001 

Proceming 3.31 2,109 n. 3 

MCA x processing 3.30 2.109 4.05 

ricuitE 6: MEAN UNSTABLE ATTRInUTION WrTit NICA AND PROCESSINa 
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The graph Indicates that the Interaction derives from the divergent behaviour of 

processing groups with high metacognitive level. Those children with a high 

met2cognitive level In the Verbatim processing group Increase their attribution to 

unstable causes compared with other metacognitive groups. whilit those In the 

Njesning processing group present the opposite trend. 

In summary. the analyses of variance of attribution type with NICA and the 

experimental variables Indicate that these variables do Interact. Attributions of 

learning outcome to Reading and Learning Strategies and Specific Ability all Increase 

commensurate with MCA. In the cue or Learning Strategy. this pattern Is further 

affected by the learning outcome attained. Effort-Concentration and Knowledge, 

whilst not significantly different in terms of MCA alone. do interact with the 

experimental conditions of Processing and Outcome. The results Indicate that 

learning context (here defined by Processing and Outcome Definition) can affect 

patterns of attribution and this is mediated through the level of the metacognitive 

understanding or the child. 

The results of the analyses of variance of attribution dimension (MCA X processing 

x Outcome Definition X Outcome) present a clearer picture or this relationship. 

They indicate that children"s attributions for learning outcome become more Internal, 

Unst2ble and Specific with increased MCA level. Moreover, the results suggest that 

with increased MCA, children have a greater awareness of the effects or both 

controllable and uncontrollable elements in the learning context and combine these in 

the explanation of their successes, failures or otherwise. 
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6.4.4 INTERACTION Or PROCESSINCO OUTCOME DUINITION AND OUTCOM9 WMI 

RzLAinvzNICTACOGNMON (NICZ) AND AlrMIDUTION 

The results of the analyses with NICA presented a picture comparable to the 

naturalistic setting where development and level or metacognition are confounded. It 

was of Interest here, however. to examine the effects of met2cognition with 

developmental effects controlled to : Lscertain the contribution or metacognitive 

awareness per 3e to attribution. To this end, given that the standard deviatiom for 

the three groups were comparable. NICA scores were standstdiscd for each age group 

separately to express all scores in standard deviation units (Z scores). The total 

distribution or the scores was then split Into groups of roughly equal size 

corresponding with "high* *medium" and *low* levels or NICA. The resultant %ratiable. 

NICZ, %%-as thus controlled for the effects of age. The grouping was based on 

metacognitive level relative to age. The analyses or %rarlance of Attribution T)PC and 

Attribution Dimension by hietacognition, Prwessing. Outcome Definition land 

outcome were repeated with the new metacognitive variable grouping. Ile results 

are reported below. 

Attribution Type 

The results of the analyses of %-ariance of Attribution Type by hicz, Processing. 

outcome Definition and Outcome yielded one main effect and three higher order 

interactions with MCZ. 

A main effect emerged for the Specific Ability attribution t)pc. The results are 

presented in Table (47). 
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TAom (47): MAN Numnt: R cir ArrRiatmoms, F VALULI AND ASSOCIAUD 

PRODADILMY or F IrOR TIIC ANALYSIS or VARIANCE or SpLctric Antury wmi MCZ 

NICZ level low medium hilh 

attributions 0.00 0.02 0. & "0 

F- 8.28 dr 2,108 P4.001 

Cell means indicate there is a marked Increase in attributions to Specific Ability with 

higher met2cognitive level, after control for age. 

A summary or the higher order Interactions is presented In Table (48). 

TABLE(49): SUMMARY OF SIC NIFICANT II IC HER ORDER I NTERACTIONS FROM Tilt 

ANALYSES or VARUNCE or ATTIU13UTION TYPE (NICZ x PRocEsstNa x Ourcomr. 

DEFINMON X OUTCOME) 

Attribution 
Type Interaction df p 

Strategy MCZ x Processing x 
Reading Outcome Definition 3.62 2.108 4.05 

Strategy NICZ x Outcome 

Learning Definition 5.40 2,108 -CO. 0 I 

Effort 
Time Spent NICZ x Outcome 2.61 4,108 IC0.05 
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The Interaction or NICZ with Pfoccising and Outcome lkflnltion for Strategy- 

Reading attribution type Is presented In Irigufc 7. 

Fic: UR97: NICANATT DUTIONSTOSTRATZGY-RrAlDlt4GWtlrllhlCZ. Pn(MrJ3lNC3AMI) 
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The graph indIC3tC3 that those children in the Verbatim processing condition make 

greater attribution to Strategy Reading with higher memcognitive level regardless of 

LMH 
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the Outcome Definition condition they experienced. r-or children In the Meaning 

processing group, however. responses are not likewise consistent. Here the outcome 

definition groups produced opposite response trends. Children In the experimenter- 

defined outcome group demonstrate a curvilinear pattern of response with the middle 

NICZ group attaining the lowest mean attribution to Strategy Reading. In contrast, 

those In the self-defined outcome group produced a curvilinear response pattern In 

the opposite direction with the middle MCZ group scoring the highest mean. The 

results suggest that for attribution to Strategy Reading. Outcome Definition his an 

effect only for those in the Meaning processing condition and particularly for those at 

the middle, metacognitive level. 

The results or the inter2ction or MCZ and Outcome Definition for Strategy Learning 

are presented in Figure B. 
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FiGuRzS: hirAmATTRinuTiomuySmTzciy-LcARNiNa WMI hICZ AND OUTCOMC 
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true for those who received an exPerimenter-defined outcome. In this group, 

attribution for Strategy Learning Is reduced for the highest metacognitive level. 

The results of the interaction of MCZ and outcome for the Effort Time Spent 

attribution type are presented In rigute 9. 

]Fi(; upjc9: h1rmArnuavrioNTO lErFORT. 'nmtSpr. NTWIMrlt MM AND OUTCOMC 

Xr. r. OUTCOMC 
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The results Indicate three distinct patterns or response for the three Leafning 

Outcome groups. For those children whose learning outcome Is a failure, attribution 

to Time Spent Increases. That Is. they see their failure as a result of not spending 

enough time. For those whose learning outcome tvas succets. atttibution to Time 

Spent decreases with metacognitive level. With Increasing MCZ level, Time Spent Is 

employed less to explain a successful learning outcome. r-or the "other* learning 

outcome, however. attribution to Time Spent Is highest for the middle MCZ group. 

Attribution Dimension 

The analyses of variance of attribution dimension x NICZ x Processing x 

Outcome Definition x Outcome yielded five significant main effecu and one higher 

order interaction. 

A summary of the main effects is presented In Table (49). 

TABLE (49): MEAN NumBER or A77MBUInONS, F VALUES AND ASSOCIATED 

Mummy or F rOR THE ANALYSES OrVARIANCE or INTMAL, CONIMOL# 

UNCONTROL, UNSTABLE AND SPECIFIC ATTRIDUTION DIMENSIONS WMI hICZ 

Internal Control Uncontrol Unstable Specific 

Mean: 1 1.95 1.75 032 1.97 1.95 

NICZ 2 2.60 2.32 0.56 2.64 2.80 

3 3.72 2.24 0.82 2.78 2.90 

F 5.91 3.11 3.90 5.56 7.01 
dt 2.108 

<0.01 -CO. 05 IC0.05 4.01 -CO. 00 I 
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Cell means Indicate that mote Internal, Unstable. Uncontrollable and Specific 

attributions were made with higher metacognitive level. The significant effect for 

the Controllable attributions, however. derives from the difference between the low 

NICZ group and the two higher groups. Children In the middle and high 

met2cognitive groups made more attributions. which signify perceived control, thin 

than those in the low MCZ group. 

The results present a clear pattern of greater Internal, Unstable and Specific 

attributions being commensurate with higher levels or meticognition. Interellingly. 

both attributions which signify Control and Uncontral also Increase with high 

metacognitive level. This result suggests that more metacognitively advanced children 

are combining attributions and are attributing their learning outcome to both 

controllable and uncontrollable causes. Thus, they might, for example, attribute 

outcome to both the task difficulty (uncontrollable) and the efforts and strategy they 

used (controllable). 

A higher order interaction emerged for the Global dimension. The results ate 

reported in Table (50) and presented in Figure 10. 

TABLE(50): SUMUA-Ry Or HIGHER ORDER INTERACTION Or IntE GLOBAL ArnunVTIONS 

WITH NICZ AND PROCESSING 

Effect F dr p 

Mcz 0.557 2,108 ns 

Processing 0.648 1.108 nj 

MCZ x Proccuing 4.13 2.108 <0.05 
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FIGURE10: MAN GLOBAL ATTRIBUTIONS WMI MC7, AND ritoassma 
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The graph indicates that the interaction derives from the behaviour or children in the 

Meaning processing condition who are in the high NICZ group. These children m3ke 

a signifimnt increase in attribution to the glob3l/geneml attribution types: General 

Ability, Luck and outcome relative to others. 
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In summary. the results of the analysis or variance of Attribution Type with NICZ 

and the experimental variables suggest these vatlables; do Interact. albeit In a complex 

m2nner. They confirm that metacognition has an effect In Its own right on 

attribution. Analyses of variance of attribution dimension with MCZ and 

experimental conditions conrlrms this finding. Indicating a clear felitionship bttwetn 

the dimension of attribution and level of metacognition after the effects or age have 

been partialled out. 

A comparison of the results of the analysis with MCA and that with MCZ Indicates 

there Is In fact a great deal of similarity, particularly In the analysis of attribution 

dimensions. The main effect of MCA for Swific Ability also emerged for the 

analysis by MCZ. where the effects of age were controlled. The main effects of 

metacognition with age (NICA) which emerged for attribution dimensions remained, 

even when the effects of age were removed. Tbe results present a clear picture of 

metacognition affecting the dimension or attribution with in Increau In the degree or 

internality. instability, specificity and both controllability and uncontrollability with 

increased metacognitive understanding. 

6.4. S A CHECK oN THE EFFECTS or THE Exrmumr=AL CoxDmoNs 

it is a possibility, however, that the relationship between metacognition and 

attribution obtained here has been affected by the experimental conditions. To 

examine this issue, correlations or both NICA and NICZ with attribution type and 

attribution dimension were calculated for each of the four experimental groups 

(derived from the 2x2 design) separately. In this way, control over treatment was 

achieved. The results are presented in Appendix 26. 
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NICA with Attribution Type 

The results generally replicate those found In the analysis of the whole sample. In all 

groups. positive correlations between NICA and Strately-Readinj and MCA and 

Strategy- Learning were found. For both Verbatim processing groups. this 

relationship %%w significant (pcO. 001). This result reflects the main effect for 

Strategy- Read a' ng and the Interaction effect of Strategy- Learning with processing 

previously discussed. Similarly. different correlation patterns for Knowledge and 

Effort-Concentration between groups renecu Interaction effects previously reported. 

For the Specific Ability attribution type, however, the separate analysis does seem to 

indicate the effect of experimental conditions. Whilst a main effect for Specific 

Ability with MCA %%w reported, correlations Indicate that for only three groups Is 

there a positive and significant relationship. For the Meaning. Self-INfined group 

the relationship was negative but very low. 

NICA with Attribution Dimension 

Again, correlations largely reflected results previously reported. Positime correlations 

or MCA with Internal, Control, Uncontrol, Specific and Unstable attribution 

dimensions emerged for sill groups which concurs with the main errects found. 

Whilst no higher order erfects were round. correlations indicate that this pattern Is 

more marked for those in the Verbatim processing group. for whom the majority of 

correlations were significariL 

hICZ with Attribution Type 

Correlations of MCZ with attribution 1)w genemlly reflect Msults previously 

reported. All experimental groups evidenced positive relationships between 

attribution to Specific Ability and NICZ. This relationship is significant only for 

those in the Verbatim processing groups, however. Correlations reflect the previously 

reported intemction or experimental conditions with Strategy- Reid ing. Strategy- 

Learning and Effort-Time Spent. 
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NICZ with Attribution Dimcuslon 

Correlations or Nicz with attribution dimension suggest that experimental conditions 

are having an effect here. For the Meaning. External definition group. the 

relationship or mcz with External, Controllable. Uncontrollable and Stable 

attribution dimensions wu anomolous. ror this group. In contrast to the positive 

relationship for the other groups. neg2tive correlations emerged. The main effects 

reported for these attribution variables thus appear to be qualified by experimental 

conditions. Additionally. correlations Indicate that whilst for Internal. Control and 

Unstable attribution dimensions the remaining three groups have positive corttlationt. 

only those in the Verbatim processing group attain a level of significance. 

in summary, whilst some differences in the correlation matrices for each experimental 

group separately were found, the results largely renect. findings of the relationship 

between metacognition and attribution previously reported. 
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SUMMARY-AND 

The discussion or results presented In this chapter will address each or the resc3rch 

questions presented In Chapter 4. To assist the reader the aims of each stage or the 

study and a summary of the results pertaining to each question Is presented at the 

commencement of each section. 

7.1 THE NATURE OF METACOGNITION 

7.1.1. EXAMINATION OF EACH MEASURE 

As a preliminary investigation, data obtained from each of the four meticognitive 

measures -*-As examined separately. It was of concern to establiih whether 

developmental differences reported in the literature had been replicated and. In the 

case of Judging Task Difficulty (written by the author). to esublish whether 

developmental differences were evident. Consistency of response (ror repeated 

measures) and rank order (for non-repeated variables) %-is also examined. A high 

consistency of response across repeated measures would suggest the children had 

employed a Omet3cognitive principlee in making their responses. Further. both 

consistency of response and rank order or children indicate the relationship between 

measures and were to be the basis for selection of variables to be entered Into the 

analysis of the relationship between measures. The aim %vas to Identify and seloct 

distinct metzcognitive variables u indices or metacognition. 
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Summary of Rtsults 

Generating Strategies 

Development (I) a linear Increase In the highest level strategy used with age. 

(11) no significant difference In the number of strategies 

generated with age. 

(ill) a curvilinear pattern for the number or moves per strategy 

with nine year olds having the highest number of moves. 

Consistency (IV) for the whole sample a consistency of tank order across 

ta3ks u-u found. This effect %%v not maintained In 

anal)ses for each age group separately where low 

consistency was found. 

Organisation of Prose 

Development Ma linear trend with organisation or sentences (clustering), 

theme recognition and theme selection all increasing, with 

age. 

Consistency (vi) a high correlation between all three %-ariables for nine and 

eleven year olds. A significant though weaker relationship 

between Theme Recognition and Theme Selection for the 

seven year olds. 

Word Llit Generation 

Development (vii) a linear Increase In the use of principles of category and 

Specific Category In generating word lists for later recall. 

with age. A corresponding decrease in the use or phonic 

and graphic principles. 
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Judging Task Dilliculty 

Development (viii) No significant differences between age groups In the 

recognition and use of the principle of quantity. 

(IX) Increase In the use of principles or relatedness and 

meaningfulness with age. 

Consistency (X) Iligh consistency of all repeated measures. 

Discussion 

ror each measure. clear developmental trends were found. For qualitative variables 

these trends were largely linear and signified an Increase in metscognitive knowledge 

and strategic behaviour. These findings were expected. They replicate findings 

previously reported (Kreutzer et al.. 1975; Tenney, 1975; Danner, 1976) and, In 

the case of Judging Task Difficulty, concur with predictions made In the literature 

(Flavell and Wellman,, 1977; Kreutzer, 1975). 

For quantitative variables (derived from the Generating Strategies measure only). 

non-linear trends were evidenced. Whilst no age differences In the number of 

strategies generated %%-as found. the data described a curvilinear trend In which the 

seven and eleven year olds employed a smaller number or moves per strategy than 

nine year olds. This finding was explained in terms of twin processes or increasing 

meticognitive knowledge and economy or presentation. It supports the proposals or 

writers such as Brown and DeLo3che (1978) and Hagen et M. (1975) that 

memcognitive development is not so much the acquisition of new processes but more 

one of refinement or processes earlier acquired. It also draws attention to the 

import. ant role of language in the study of met2cognition. hietacognitive 

measurement is dependent on verbal report methods (Cavanaugh and PtrImutter, 

1992; Scneider, 1985). With 13n&u3ge development the child Is able to express 
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metacognitive Ideas more succinctly. The reduced number or moves per strategy 

evidenced In responses of the eleven year olds to Generating Strategies Is explained 

not only by greater metacognitive sophistication (u. for example. the subtumption of 

Oreadine Into a more sophisticated and Integrated Oscanning" strategy) but alto by the 

child's increased linguistic ability. 

The finding of very high consistency across repeated measures for both Word List 

Generation and Judging Task Difficulty provides some Indication of the Internal 

reliability of the measures. It indicates that a given child responded In a similar way 

to each task and suggests they were employing a 'principle of metacognitione In 

making their responses. This finding enabled the aggregation of repeated scoffs to 

reduce the number or variables for the examinuion or the relationship between each 

measure. 

The low correlations across tasks (Generating Strategies) were not unexpected. This 

reflects the diverse nature of questionnaire items (task) used In this Interview 

format measure. As a consequence or the finding. each task was retained as a 

separate variable for the between memure study. lligh consistency or rank order for 

Organisation of Prose. however. enabled the selection or representative variables for 

this second stage. 

7.1.2 RmATimnitip BcTwm4 VAmBLrs 

An examination of the relationship between met3cognitive measures %-is conducted to 

establish the nature of metacognition. specifically. it was or concern to establish 

whether met3cognition, as it was measured heft, represented a general process (23. 

for example, that suggested by Brown, 1975: 112&cn el &1.. 1975 and Brown and 

DeLo3che, 1973) or whether it was specific to the tasks from which it was detived. 
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If metacognition Is a general process we would expect a strong relationship between 

measures. In contrast, If metacognition Is specific a weak relationship between 

measures would be expected. In the present study, factor analytic methods were used 

to investigate the relationship between metacognitive measures. Variables selected to 

represent each Individual metacognitive mezure were factor analysed using 11tincipAl 

Axis Factoring. Given these conditions a strong relationship would be Indicated If 

factors comprised variables from each or the Individual measures. A weak 

relationship would be Indicated. however. If factors corresponded more closely to the 

measures from which they are derived. Analyses were conducted for the whole 

sample and for each age group separately. 

Summary of Results 

(i) Factor Anal)s'is for the whole sample yielded three factors with an eigen 

value greater thin or equal to one. 

Factor I corresponded directly to Word List Generation. 

Factor 2 comprked qualitative vatiables from Generating Strategies and 

Judging Task Difficulty. 

Factor 3 comprised all qu2ntititive vatiables from Generating Strategies. 

A fourth factor which failed to reach an eigen malue of one 

corresponded directly to Organisation of Prose. 

(ii) There %%ms considerable overl2p between results of the analy%is for the 

total sample and those for each age group separately. The thrce factor 

matrices for analysis by each age group separately. though not 

identical, yielded four factors which were also round In the whole 

s3mple analpis. 
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Discussion 

The result suggests that metacognition Is not a unitary construct but rather specific 

to the task from which It Is derived. Whilst common features were evident In the 

four measures or metacognition employed In the study (they were for example all 

concerned with strategic behaviour). the relationship was not sufficient to Indicate 

the general metacognitive process suggested In the literature (Brown. 1975., Hagen et 

at., 1975; Brown and DeLoache. 1978). Only one factor (ractor Two) comprised 

variables from more than one or the original memures. 

The result reflects the problems of definition and mezurement of metacognition 

discussed in Chapter I (Section 1.3) and indicated In te"nt reviews of literature 

(Cavanaugh and Perlmutter. 1982; Schneider. 1985). Three of the four measures 

employed in the present study were derived from existing met3cognitive literature. 

They were selected as representative of 'central Instinces" (Wellman, 1983) of 

metacognition documented in the literature which wttc relevant to the age group of 

the study (see Section 5.1.1). For each measure. however. the type of measurement 

and the implicit definition or meucognition varied. For Generating Strategies. for 

example. metacognition %%-as measured and Implicitly defined In terms or both 

productivity (number of strategies) and maximum performance (highest scoring 

strategy). In contrast, identification and grouping processes measured metacognition 

In Organisation of Prose whitst. for Word List Generation, use of organis3tional 

principle served the same function. In short. very specific talks and processes were 

used to measure what his been conceptualised as a general concept - met3cognition. 

The criteria for selection or %-ariables to rtpmsent each measure may have further 

acctntu3ted the finding or disunity of met3cognitive measures. Correlations of 

vari3bles within each MeWurc were C31culated rrom which those variables which were 

most distinct (low correlations) were selected rot factor analysis. The rationale for 

this procedure w2s that a range of meticognitive phenomena wu being Identified. It 
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may be, however, that this procedure In fact removed a common metacognitive effect 

within each measure. 

The results point to the need for further Investigation of the meaturement of 

metacognition and of the relationship between measures. r-Irstly. as Robinson (1983) 

Indicates 

There has been very little experimental work on the development of 
metarognitive Lnowledge which can be applied to a wide range of 
problems. (page 117) 

It may be that If the nature of metacognitive measurement changed (such that It 

assessed general knowledge or processes) empirical telationihips between measures 

would be stronger than those found here. Flavell and Wellman (1977) make a 

similar suggestion in their call for memutes or meucognition which require 

integration (rather than just expression) of metacognitive knowledge. Judging Tiuk 

Difficulty, the measure written by the author for the present study, was one attempt 

to provide such a measure. Interestingly. it -Aw the only measure to load substantially 

on a metacognitive factor following factor analysis. Secondly. more extensive work 

of the nature or this preliminary investigation may provide a different picture of the 

Onature" or metacognition. The relationship between only four measures of 

metacognition was examined In the present study. Correlation and factor analytic 

techniques could be used to examine the relationship between a larger number or 

measures. Further, the measures studied in the present study relate to one age range. 

it may be that the relationship between measures changes with age and situation. 

Reliability of both the metacognitive measures themselves and or their relationship 

requires further investigation. Reliability has not been addmsted in the present 

study. 
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7.1.3 INDEXING NICTACOGNITION 

The selection of variables most representative of met3cognitive development It at 

present difficult to accomplish. There Is a need to further Investigate the nature of 

metacognition before reliable Indices can be established. The selection of variables to 

Index metacognition In the present study. however. -was based on the findings of a 

*disunified' notion of metacognition. The two variables with the highest loading on 

each or the four metacognitive factofi yielded by the factor analyses were Included In 

the initial Investigation of the relationship between metacognition and attribution for 

learning outcome. 

7.2 ATIrRIBUTION TYPE AND ATMIDUTION DIMENSION 

7.2.1 'nic RANcE or ArmBuTioN Tyipc EMPLOM i3y Cittwmm Aar. D Szvrm iro 

ELEVEN YWAS. 

The M3jOritY of studies of children"s attributions for learning outcome have, 

following Weiner (1972,1979.1980), Used closed methods to elicit attributions. 

Such closed methods entail the presentation of only rour categories or attribute 

(Ability. Effort. Luck and Task) from which the child makes a forced choice. A 

very much smaller number of studies have employed open methods to elicit 

attributions. These entail a procedure in which the child Is presented with an open 

question such as 'Why did )ou succeed I f-211r following which the child Is free to 

expl, 2in learning outcome in his own terms. Many or these open method studies are 

based on hypothetical rather than directly experienced situations. Tbey present 

evidence for observer rather than Participant attributions (see Jones and Nlibelt, 

1972; Brown, 1986). it was thus of Initial Conctrn here to establish the range of 
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attribution types used by childrtn In the present study where an open method was 

employed to elicit atulbutions following learning outcome on a ditectly experltnctj 

learning situation (attributor - actot). A dimenilorul analysis of atitibution tpes 

was also undertaken. 

Summary of Results 

Sixteen attribution t)ves were identified In the children'& responses: 

Strategy-Reading, Strategy- Lemni ng, Strately-Rmall. rffort- 

Concentration, Effoft-Time Spent. Interest. Knowledge. Specific 

Ability. General Ability. Outcome-Norniative. Talk Difficulty-ftstage, 

Task Difficulty-Test. Mood. Circurnstince. Guessing, Luck. 

(H) Of the sixteen attribution types, nine were mained for further statistical 

analysis using a criterion of frequency. E3ch repmented at least 3% of 

the tot2l responses. 

Four attribution types accounted for 73% of the total responses. These 

were two classes of Effort (Concentration and Time Spent) and two 

clum of Strategy (Reading and Ixaming). 

Dimensional an, i)sis or attributions Indicated that the majofity or 

responses were Internal, Speciric. Controllable and Unstable. 

DISCUSSIOR 

The results obtained in the present study replicate those of previous research which 

Lu employed open methods to elicit attributions (Little. 1995; Bar Tal and Darom. 
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1979) That Is. they Indic3te that children's attribution for learning outcome extends 

beyond the four classes of attribute suggested by Weiner (1979) and utillsed by 

studies which employ closed methods. They also concur with research findings that 

children In the primary school age nnge use attributions which are specific to 

situation in explaining learning outcome (Nicholls, 1983; Little. 1985). 

A notable difference in the findings of the pre-sent study from those of the general 

body of attribution literature is that of the low frequency or use of Ability 

attributions to explain learning outcome. Whilst t%v categories or ability attribution$ 

(Specific Ability and Central Ability) were found In the data. Ability was not a 

major focus or explanatiorts given. Together the two Ability attribution t)Vcs 

accounted for only 5% of the toul response (Specific Ability 3% and General Ability 

2%). The frequency or use or the General Ability was not sufficient to allow further 

statistical anal)sis. This finding Is contnry to consistent reports in the literature that 

Effort and Ability are major explanations of Icatning outcome u" by children 

(Weiner. 1979.1983; Brown. 1986; Rholes et al. 1980; Ruble and Dogglano. 1980). 

One very apparent reason for this finding is the use of open methods to elicit 

attributions in the present study. In contrast, the majority of attribution studies use 

closed methods in which children ate given a forced choice between a very limited 

number of attributes. Closed methods present Ability and Effort as "likely 

candid, 2ter to explain outcome. The suggestive nature of closed methods and the less 

abstract nature of Effort and Ability compared with Task and Luck (these ate both 

more removed from the child lu external attributes. cf. Shultz and Butkowsky. 1977) 

favourably loads the chance or their selection. Further. by limiting the number or 

attribution types the child has to explain learning outcome. a cveloric3l response 

rather than specific response is enrorced. Thus. tin Ability attribution within a closed 

method may serve as a category for attribution types such as Strategy and Knowledge 
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dependent on the child's Interpteution or the category Ability (tee Weiner. 1983 for 

further discussion of this issue). 

The use of an open method to elicit attributions does not alone account for the low 

frequency of ability attributions found, however. Other studies which have employed 

open methods have not found the same Wrtht and Sny-der, 199D. - Little, 199% 

Cauley and Murray, 1982). The result Is also the product or direct p2tticipant 

methods used In the present study. Here children made attributions as actors. Their 

attributions were for a genuine learning outcome following an actual learning 

experience. In contrast. many studies discussed have relied on hypothetical methods 

(Little, 1985; Frieze and Snyder. 1980) or suked for attributions for others tither 

than self (Little. 1985). Rese2rch documents the biaLsing effect of actor versus 

observer positions on attributions. In circurnstincts whem attribution is m2de from 

the position or observer. more general attributions such as Gtneral Ability aft more 

likely (Jones and Nisbett. 1972). 

One study with a method perhaps comparable to that of the present study Is provided 

by Cauley and Murray (1982). They elicited attributions using open methods 

following a direct leaming experience. The results of this study. unlike those of the 

present, indicated that children did use Ability attributions. However. Cauley and 

Njurray (1982). included direct questions concemed with ability as prompts in 

addition to open ended questions. 'Whether the Cauley and Murray study Is In fact 

wopene is thus questionable. Additionally, childmn were asked to make comparisons 

with performances of other children. This may have directed children toward an 

*ego-involved* rather thin `tisk-involved* fo-cus and thus nude ability move salient an 

attribute in explaining learning outcome (Nicholls. 1983; Nicholls and Miller. 19843. 

1984b). It would seem that in the present study childmn were twk-involved and 

ability, was not a salient attribute in expl. 2nation or learning outcome. 
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This claim Is suppofted by the fesuits or dimentional anil)-th which Indicate that 

attributions were largely Internal. Controllable. Unstable and Specific. 

7.2.2 Usc or Amuntmom TYFr. AND DIMLNSION Wfint Acic 

One proposal of the present study. and Indeed a common finding reported In the 

literature. is that or in age-related bias In the type of attribution used to explain 

learning outcome and subsequent age-tel. 2ted differences In attribution dimension. It 

Is proposed in the present study that this difference Is explained. In part. by 

underlying developing metacognition. Before examining the relationship between 

metscognition and attribution it was necessary to estiblish If such age-triated biases 

were present in the data and, Ir to. to ascertain their nature. To this end anal)ses or 

variance of attribution type and dimension by age were conducted. 

Sommary of Resmits 

(i) Significant age effecu emerged for three attribution typer Strategy- 

Reading, Strategy-Leaming. and Knowledge. The use or all three 

increued with age. 

(ii) Significant age effects emerged for four-dimeruional poles of 

attribution. With age, attributions wetc more Internal. Controllable. 

Speciric and Unstable 

Discatilon 

The results confirm the Predicted age-felated blues. The attribution t)lxj for which 

tignificances emerged are or particuiu interst. "CY ftble to Straitly and 
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Knowledge attributes of the learning situation. - both of which vo clearly 

metacognitive attributes. 

The significant age effects for attribution dimension wet* also predicted. it was 

suggested that with age the child acquites greater metscognitive knowledge and 

control over learning and takes greater personal responsibility for learning. *rho 

finding or greater control and Internality tends support to this claim. In the light of 

the evident 'task rocuso reflected in the frequencies or aittibution type, we would 

expect the Increase in specificity and unstable dimensions found here. Metacognitive 

te3earch indicates that with age the child has a larger repertoire or strategies and can 

distinguish more specifically between tasks In his application or these. 

7.2.3 THE Errzm or LEAP. Ntxa OuTcomt om AlmrRiouTtom 

A common finding reported In attribution literature Is that attributions ate blased by 

the learning outcome (succeu or failure). Typically *tgo enhancing* biases are 

reported in which success is attributed to self (internal) and failure to external 

attributes. Whilst the efrect of learning outcome %w not Included In the research 

questions addressed in the study. the effect of learning outcome was examined as 

check procedure. Tbe effect of Outcome on attribution was examined In an2l)-ws of 

variince of attribution type and attribution dimension. 

Summary of Results 

(1) One m3ill cffclct Of OutcOmc tMersed for attribution type. This %w for 

Effort-1-ime spent. Those children whose learning outcome %-is failure 
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made significantly higher attributions to Time Spent than thote %hota 

outcome wis either success or other. 

(il) One Age x Outcome Interaction effect emerged. This was for Effort. 

Concentration. 

Vii) No Outcome effects for attribution dimension. 

Dlwvssion 

Outcome had surprisingly little effect on children"s explanations for learning. This 

result Is explained by both the method of eliciting attributiont employed In the 

present study and the apparent 'task focus* or the children responding. Mrstly. the 

open method used allowed children a wider range of response than does the closed 

method. Whilst children In the present study were free to express exactly their 

explanations for learning outcome. children explaining learning outcome within a 

closed method are limited in their expmssion to a forced choice between four 

categories of attribute. Of these. Ability and Effort are prominent. The range or 

attribution types presented by the open method used here compared with the focus on 

Effort and Ability in closed methods Is likely to have reduced the effect of Outcome. 

Secondly, results indicating the range or attributions used by children In the present 

study suggest the children were task focussed. The m3jority or attributions were for 

Effort and Strategy. Studies such as those or Diener and Dweck (1978,1980) and 

Cullen and Carver (1982) suggest that when the child is task focussed learning 

outcome his less impact on the child. Failure, for example. does not result In 

negative effects and the focus of learning remains on Strategy and Effort. 
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7.3 THE RELATIONSHIP or METACOGNITION AND ATRIBUTION 

The present study hypothesit" two possible relationships between met3cognition and 

attribution for learning outcome. The fint **-as a developmtnt3i hypotheils: that 

attribution is an expression or underlying developing metacognitive knowledge. The 

second %%-as a causal hypothesis: that metacognition directs attribution rot learning 

outcome both by affecting the definition of learning outcome and by structuring the 

salience of causal attributes. 

A first stage in investigation of these propos4is w2s to establish the itrength or the 

relationship between measures of metacognition and attribution for learning outcome 

using correlation procedures. In the cam or both hypothests a strong relationship was 

predicted. 

Summary of Results 

(i) correlation between the eight mcUcognitive indices and attribution type 

for each age group separately indicated a generally weik rebtionship. A 

count of significant correlations indicated that only 19% or the total 

correlation for seven year olds and 15% for both nine and eleven )-Car 

olds were significam 

(ii) a meta-analysis or the three separate age correlation matrices Of 

met3cognitive indices and attribution t)Ve indicated that only 13% or 

coffelations were signifiont. 

(III) Correlation between the eight metacognitive Indices and attribution 

dimensions again indic3ted a wak rtlationship. A count or ligniriant 
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correlations for each age group separately Indicated that 29% for seven 

year olds and 8% for both nine and eleven year oldt were signific3m. 

a meta-anal)-sis of the three separate age correlation matrices of 

metacognitive indices and atitibution dimension found th3t 25% of 

correlations were signifimt. 

It %-as found that three Indices or meticognition were the best predictm 

of attribution: OS. GSANI. RAI!. These accounted for 6416 or 

signiricant correlitions with attribution type and 73% or signiricant 

correlations with attribution dimension. 

Discussloo 

The results suggest a generally weak relationship betwen metacognition. as it hu 

been measured in the present study, and attribution for learning outcome. The 

predicted strong relationship between meticognitive indices and attribution *-as not 

found. 

Two Interpretations of this finding are apparent. The first related to the nature of 

the relationship Itself. It may be that met2cognition and attribution art indeed only 

very weakly related concepts. The only link between them may be that they are both 

cognitive phenomen: L This is an unlikely explanation. however. The literature 

documents clear theoretical and conceptual links between the two (Miller. 1985. - 

FUvell. 19812,1981b). Further, an empirical relationship between the two Is 

2). Th e suggested (Clifford 19862,1986b; Cullen. 1985; Cullen and Carver. 1986 

second interpretation focusses on the measurement or met2cognition. It may be that 

the measures or met: cognition employed in the prevent study do not sufficiently 
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fepfesent the central notion of metacognition discusted In the littratute (e. g. 11town, 

1975). 

The three measures of metacognition for which a stronger rtlationship, was found may 

more closely approximate this central notion. In further anai)-se, or the relitionthip 

between metacoinition. thercrort, only these measures were retained. Two new 

met2cognitive variables were created by aggregating the three metscognitive Indices. 

For the first variable. age biases were Incorporated In the variable: MCA. r-or the 

second variable. age was partialled out using standardising, procedures (z zcotet) to 

create a pure metacognitive variable: NICZ. 

7.4 THE DEVELOPMENTAL HYPOTHESIS 

Anal)us of variance techniques were used to examine the effects or metacognition 

(MCA and INICZ) and learning conditions (Outcome Definition and Processirij) on 

attribution type and attribution dimension. afects or outcome (success, failure. 

other) were also examined. If the developmental hypothesis Is true. we would expect 

to rind effects for INICA (metacognition with age) but not for MCZ (metacognition 

with developmental effects removed), Processing or Outcome Dcrinition. 

Summary or Results 

(1) Win effects emerged ror NICA with three attribution types: Strategy- 

Re3ding, Strategy- Leming and Specirac Ability. In c3ch cm the use 

of Attribution tpe Increased with MCA. 
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Interaction effecu emerged for three attribution types: 

Strategy-Learning x MCA x Outcome 

Effort-Concentration x NICA X Prwessing 

Knowledge x Processing x Outcome. 

Main effecu emerged for MCA with five poics or attribution dimension: 

Internal, Specific. Unstable, Control and Uncontrol. In each cut the 

mean increased with MCA. 

An interaction effect for Unitable X NICA emefled. 

A main effect emerged for Specific Ability with NICZ. 'Me use of 

Specific Ability to expliin lestning outcome Inettued with NICZ. 

Interactions emerged for thr" attribution t)-pes with MCZ. - 

Strategy-Reading x hICZ x Processing x Outcome Definition 

Strategy-lxming x MCZ x Outcome Definition 

Effort-Time Spent X hICZ x Outcome. 

hizin Effects or NICZ emerged for five poles or attribution dimension: 

Intern: kl. Control. Uncontrol. Urtsuble. and Specific. 

(viii) An interaction effect for one Pole of attribution dimension emerged: 

Glob, 31 x NICZ x Proccuing. 

(il) No miin effects for Outcome emerged. 

i 
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Discussion 

Tbe finding of main effects or NICA on both attribution type and attribution 

dimension provides support for the developmental hypothesis. 

The results for the analysis of attribution type Indicate that with Increased NICA. 

attribution to Strategy- Reading, Strategy-Learning and Specific Ability also Increased. 

These are expected results. hletacognitive research documents that with age the 

child's knowledge of strategies increases. This Incrtued knowledge Is expressed In 

attributions for learning outcome. 

The results or the analysis for attribution dimension Indicate that with Incteased 

MCA attributions became more Internal, Controllable. Specific and Unstable. 11ey 

also became more Uncontroltable. Of these five significant effects. four are elp"ted. 

they would be predicted by the metacognitive literature. *Me greater Internal and 

Controllable attributions reflect the greater control and tesporuibility for learning 

which derives from the acquisition or meticognitive knowledge and strategies with 

age. The increased Specificity of attributions is an expression or the documented 

refinement of strategies that occurs with age (Drown and DeLoache. 1978, * Ilagen et 

at., 1975; Brown, 1975) whilst the Increase in Unstable attributions reflect the 

emphasis on strategy and specific abilities. Ile finding or an Increue In 

Uncontrollable attributions with NICA was not predicted. It suggests that with 

increased metacognition and age the child not only perceives greater personal 

responsibility and control over learning but also tecognises there are -variables In the 

learning situation which are outside his control. It perh3ps signifies the emergence of 

greater "realism! that develops with age and meucognitive development (Ilarter. 

1981; Harter and Connel, 1984; Nichols, 1983). 
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The finding of both main effects for NICZ and Interaction effects with learning 

condition factors weakens the developmental hypothesis, however. The main effect 

for MCZ suggests that metacognitive differences occur within age groups and are not 

just a developmental factor. It may suggest differential development within ago 

group. More Importantly. the interactions with learning conditions lend support to 

the causal hypothesis which suggests the effect or metacognition Is that of structuring 

attributes of the learning context. Interaction effects aft discutsed further In Section 

7.5 below. 

7.5 'nIE CAUSAL HYPOTHESIS: (A) THE ErrEcts Or LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

The first proposal of a causal relationship between metacognition and attribution was 

that metacognition affects the definition or learning outcome. Resarch documents 

that with age the child generates his own definition or learning outcome based an 

individual standards (Frieze. Francis and Ilanusa, 1993; Harter, 1981). It has been 

suggested in the present study that with metacognition the child Is more able to 

distinguish between tasks and identify those s3lient aspects or a task which define its 

succes ful completion or otherwise. 

7.5.1 THz RANcz or Sm-Drimm LtARNi,, %*ci OuTcomts. 

An initial point or interest %= the nnge or learning outcome definitions given by 

children using self-imposed criteria. In attribution tesewch outcome definition Is 

generally pre3ented by an external soume. Further, learning outcome Is generally 

dichotomised Into 'success* and lailure* c3tegofies. it %%2, or interest to find ir 
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children employed such a dichotomy when allowed to define their own leafning 

outcome. 

Summary of Results 

(i) the m2jority of children (99%) defined their learning outcome as 

"success" or 'failure". A small proportion (11%) defined their learning 

outcome as being at a midpoint between these. They deflned their 

outcome as "average or 'okay. 

(ii) The scores used to define success and failure varied subjectively but. 

with age, more closely approximated normative scores. Scores tued to 

define an outcome which was neither a success nor a failure 

approximated the mean score for age. 

Discussion 

Although the majority of children defined their learning outcome within the success / 

failure dichotomy the finding that 1196 or children did not fall Into this category is 

an important result. It calls into question the assumption made by attribution 

research that learning outcome is a dichotomy or success and failure. It suggests that 

learning outcome is rather viewed its a continuum by some children. This response 

, was; found despite the clear achievement orientation of the present study. It may be 

that. in a classroom where the surrounding conditions ate less Immediately 

achievement orientated, a larger proportion of children view their learning outcomes 

as at a midpoint between success and railure. 
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The range of scores used to designate a success and failure suggest that children were 

employing Individual standards in defining their outcomes. A wore as low U3 wal 

defined as success and one as high as 8 was defined as failure. This finding concurs 

with reports In the literature that suggest the use or IndIvIdu2l stand2rds In defining 

learning outcome (Crandell, 196% Frieze. Francis and llanusa, 1983; Ruble and 

Boggiano. 1981). The trend toward a definition which approximates that of the 

normative with age may renect a learned anormative* standard. The child may have 

learned that. for example. 5110 is an 'averageo score. 

7.5.2. ATTRIBUTIONTYPE, ATTRIBUTION DIMENSION AND LEARNING OuTcome 

DEFINIT ON 

If self-defined learning outcomes differ from those given by external sources 

(teachers. experimenters) we would expect to find differvnces In the attributions 

used to explain them. It is the proposal of the present study that the criteria used to 

derine learning outcome will also be used to explain learning outcome and thus 

attribution would differ. 

In the present study, this PrOPOW %%-as ex2mined by comparing the attribution 

responses of children for whom larning outcome %-is extern2ily defined with those 

of the children who defined their own le2rning outcome. Outcome Definition (two 

levels: self-defined versus external) %%= entered as a factor in an anal)sIs of variance 

of both Attribution Type and Attribution Dimension. 
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Summary of Rtsults 

No significant effects of Outcome Definition emerged for either 

attribution type or attribution dimension. 

Discussion 

The result clearly indicates that outcome definition alone does not Innuence 

attribution for learning outcome. It suggests that the criteria used to derine and 

explain learning outcome %%w the same for both self- and experimenter-defined 

groups. That is, the same learning outcome (success, failure, "other*) his the same 

meaning regardless of who defines it. 

7.5.3 THE EIFIFECT Or METACOGNMVE LEVEL ON At i 13UIrIONTYPEAND 

ATTRiBtnrioN DIMENSION FOR SELr Vmsus ExTTjL4AL Lr. ARNtNo Ouircome 

DEMIMON 

Although Outcome Definition alone had not been found to influence attribution for 

learning outcome. the possibility that it had an effect in interaction with other factors 

remained. It wm of particular interest to see if Outcome Definition interacted with 

met3cognition and processing. An interaction with MCZ or Processing would 

strengthen the hypothesis, however. indicating that outcome definition related to the 

particular task type. 
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Summary of Rtsulls 

(1) No Intemction between NICA, Outcome Definition and Attribution Type 

%2s found. 

(11) No interaction between NICA. Outcome Definition and Attribution 

Dimension %%-as found. 

(iii) Two interactions between NICZ, outcome Definition and Attribution 

Type emerged. 

Strategy- Reading x MCZ x Processing x Outcome Definitiono 

Strategy- Learning x NICZ x Outcome Definition. 

No interaction between NICZ and Attribution Dimension u-as found. 

Discussion 

Whilit no interaction effect of Outcome Definition with metacognition emerged when 

metacognition incorporated developmental bias (NtCA), two effects emerged when 

developmental effects were parti2lied out (MCZ). This suggests the effect of outcome 

definition is rel3tive to met3cognitive functioning only. It occurs within 

met3cognitive groups but not across age groups. 

The two %, ay interaction effect Of MCZ X Outcome Definition on Strategy- Learning. 

indicates the use of this attribution type increased with NICZ when Learning 

outcome is self-defined but decrews with MCZ when learning outcome Is 

externally-defined. This is not a surprising result. It suggests the focus for children 

who define their own learning outcome Is their Immediate actions (levning strategy). 
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In contrast. the focus of children for whom learning outcome Is defined may not only 

be on their own actions but on Interpreting the criteria used by the external source. 

Inie three way interaction effect of NICZ x Processing X Outcome Definition It 

complex. One general discernible trend Is that the effect of outcome definition Is 

mainly on the responses of those In the Meaningful processing group. Again this Is 

not a surprising result. Ile range of possible attributes on which definition or 

learning outcome could be based is wider for the open Meaningful learning condition 

than for the closed Verbatim learning condition. It Is thus more likely that the effect 

will be on the Meanineut condition. The result. however, Indicates a curvilinear 

relationship with the middle metacognitive group responding differently to low and 

high groups. The reason for this is not clear. 

7.6 CAUSAL HYPOTHESIS: (8) ErFEC`rS or PROCESSING 

The second proposal of a causal relationship between metacognition and attribution 

was that metacognition affects the child's ability both to distinguish between tasks 

(identify salient attributes) and to ad2pt strategies to task. It %%w proposed that the 

child"s increasing awareness or the subtle differences between tasks and subsequent 

adaptation or strategy would be reflected in attribution for learning outcome. 

7.6.1 MiE ErrEcT or PRocrssi.,, *ci OME"ATION om Amunuirtom TWE 

In the present study this hYPOthesiS Was tested by comparing attribution for learning 

outcome following meaningful deep pwcssed task orientation and those following 

Verbatim. superficial processing task orientation. It was suggested on the basis or 

findings of cognitive studies that success on the Verbatim task would be dependent 

on the child's capacity and Strategies or rehearsal. In contrast, success for the 
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meaningful task would be dependent on prior knowledge and strategies of selective 

reading and elaboration (Ausubel, 1968: Spiro, 1982; 112ddelty. 1976; Wesitill, 

1982). It was thus hypothesised that. whilst children In the Verbatim condition would 

make attribution to Specific Ability. children In the Meaningful condition would 

make significantly more attributions to Knowledge. No difference In Strategy 

attribution was predicted because the categories attribution type did not distingulih 

the type of strategy. Thus, a rehearsal strategy and elaboration would both be 

Strategy- Le2rnin g attribution type. 

Summitry of Results 

(i) Two significant main effects of Processing on attribution t)pe emerged. 

These were for Knowledge and Speciric Ability attribution types. The 

mean attribution to Knowledge %%-as ligniricantly higher for those In the 

Meaning processing group whilst mean attribution to Speciric Ability 

%%-as higher for those in the Verbatim Processing group. 

Dis"56100 

The results were its predicted. They reflect the hypothesised eff"ts of task on the 

salience of causal attributes. The result confirms Witfield's (1988) prediction that 

main effect for processing orientation would be found if the problems of evaluation 

biases experienced in his study were removed (see Ch3pter 2. Section 2.4.4). The 

method employed in the present study did not remove evaluation but rather provided 

an evaluation that enhanced different orientations (cf. Butler. 1988). 
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7.6.2 THE ErrzcT or PRoczssiNa ORIrXrATION om Awntimunom I)imtmstoN 

it %2s of Interest to examine the effects of processing on attribution dimension alto. 

Whilst no specific hypotheses were postulated, the amumption of a concurrent 

change in attribution underlies the hypothesised effect of processing on attribution 

type. Processing %as thus entered its a factor In an analysis of variance or attribution 

dimension. 

Summary of Results 

(i) Significant processing effects emerged on four poles of attribution 

dimension: Internal, Specific. Unstable and Control. In each case the 

mean for the Verbatim processing group exceeded that of the 

NIC3ningful processing group. 

Discussion 

In each case the results indicate a clear effect or processing on attribution dimension 

with the Verbatim processing condition atuining the highest mean. 

The result can be explained by the differing structure provided by the two processing 

conditions. The meaningful processing condition his an open structure. Jrhe 

definition of learning outcome for such a task is *understanding* which Is a 

qualitative, subjective criterion. Moreover, the range or appropriate strategies to 

achieve this end is broad. In contrast, the definition or success for Verbatim 

procening is 'remembering' which is a quantitative and objective criterion defined 

largely by the task itself. The range of appropriate strategies Is limited to rehearsal. 
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The closed and definite structure of Verbatim processing appears to have been mote 

manageable for the children In the age range studied thin Meaningful processing. 

This Is indicated by the greater Internal and Control attributions. *17he wider range of 

strategy and the ability to accept an open definition of learning outcome demanded 

by Meaningrui processing may not be manageable for children In the age range 

studied. Certainly developmental studies document younger children"s need for 

closure (Collis. 1978). 

The closed nature of the Verbatim task compared with the open nature of the 

bleaning task may also account for the difference In specificity stability of responses 

with processing. Given the more limited range and lower level strategies appropriate 

for Verbatim processing compared with Meaning processing. the child Is able to be 

more specific. Further. whilst the Verbatim task requires Effort and rehearsal 

strategies. the Meaning task requires not only effort and strategy but also Is 

concerned with stable qualities of the task itseir (content). 

An effect of task structure such as that discussed here has been Previously reported 

(Tborpe, 1983). 

7.6.3 ErrzcT Or LEVEL Or METACOGNMO. 4 rUNCTIONING ON AT a BUTION TYPE 

rOLLOWING DirrEREN'T PROCESUNG 

flaving established a relationship between processing orientation and attribution for 

learning outcome. a final stage in the analysis %%w to examine whether the effect 

could be explained by metacognitive functioning. To this end, two an3lpes or 

variance of attribution type in which both metacognition and processing were factors 

were conducted. In the first. analysis the meticognitive factor NICA Incorporated age 

bias whilst. in the second, NICZ which has the effects of age removed %ms the 
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metacognitive factor. An Interaction effect of met3cognition (NICA and NICZ) X 

processing would support the causal hypothesis that with metacognition children are 

more aware of processing differences and distinguish them In expl2ining learning 

outcome. An Interaction or MCZ with processing, additionally, would Indicate that 

the effect was due to met2cognition alone and not a developmental function. 

Summitry of Results 

fl) Two MCA x Processing effects emerged for attribution type. These 

were: 

Effort Concentration X MCA X Processing 

Knowledge x MCA x Processing x Outcome. 

One hICZ x Processing effect emerged for attribution t)pe: 

Strategy- Re3ding x MCZ x Processing x Outcome Definition. 

The interaction effects found lend support to the proposed relationship between 

met2cognition. processing and attribution for learning outcome. In tach. however. 

the interactions are complex and the exact nature of the relationship Is not clear. 

Further. the number of interactions found is small. We might have expected to rind 

a greater number and more distinct patterns or interaction. In particulir, Interactions 

with Knowledge and Specific Ability for which main efrecu or processing were 

found would be predicted. Interaction effects only emerged for Knowledge 

attributions, however. 

The explanation for the findings may again lie with the problems or measurtment or 

metacognition encountered throughout the study. Thus whilst there Is indication or a 

relationship between met3cognition and attribution via processing, a stronger and 
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more distinct relationship m2y have emerged given Indicts mote central to the notion 

of met2cognition and hence of higher construct ImIldity. 

7.6.4 THc ErrzcT or LzvzL or NIETACOCtcnrtvc ruN=oxjt4a om A-rTIRItimoN 

DD-4ENsioN WMI PROCESSING 

The effect of processing orientation on attribution %%-as clearly Indicated by the 

finding of main effects for Processing. Again, It %lis of concern to establish whether 

this effect could be explained by level of metacognitive functioning. Two analyses or 

variance or attribution dimension with met2cognition and Proccising at factors were 

conducted. As with the analysis of attribution type. the fIrst employed MCA, which 

Incorpomted developmental bias. as the metacognitive factor whilst the second 

employed MCZ which had the effects or development removed. Again, an 

interaction between metacognition and processing would support the causal hypothesis 

that metacognition affects attribution via processing. This case would be particularly 

strong ir effects for NICZ were found. 

Summary of Results 

One interaction effect or mcA X Processing emerged. This was for the 

Unstable attributions. Ile result indicated that those children In the 

high NICA group in the Verb3tim condition made significantly more 

unsmble attributions than those In the hinningful processing group. 

(ii) One interaction effect of MCZ x Processing emerged. This wu for 

GIoU attributions. Children in the high NICZ group who had 

undertaken the Meaning Proccuing orientation made significantly more 

global attributions. 
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Discussion 

In the examination or main effects or Processing on attribution type, significant 

effects emerged for four dimensional poles. If this effect Is due to metacognitive 

functioning. we would expect a metacognition x processing effect for the time poles. 

This was not the case. Only one such Interaction emerged. Additionally. an MCZ X 

1h s ag I processing effect emerged for another dimensional pole. Global. Te result Ian 

likely to reflect the problems or the met2cognitive Indices employed In the study. 

The finding of increased Unstable attributions with MCA must bt explained In the 

light of the apparent task focus or children In the study. Attribution literature 

reports that with age the child develops a more general concept or his own ability 

which Is reflected in Increased attributions to Ability and a subsequent Increase In 

Stable attributions. However. in the present study where open-ended methods 

allowed a freer expression or attribution and where the child's focus or explanation 

for learning outcome was on the task, this effect was not found. Instead, attributions 

to Effort and StrategY were prominent. Findings in the field or metacognition 

indicate that with age the child has a gfeater repeftoilre of strategies and hence a 

greater control over his own learning. This would suggest an increased emphasis on 

Strategy. As the number or attributions each child could make was not restricted 'an 

the study. the increased number or attributions In the unstable dimensional pole Is 

most probably a runction of the increased number or strategy attributions. -t 

The finding of an effect of NICZ x Processing on Global dimensional pole Indicates 

that within each age level as met3cognitive functioning increases to does the use of 

general attribution types (General Ability. Luck). The result reflects the greater 

integration of knowledge reported to occur with increased meucognitive functioning 

(113gen et al., 1975). Though this finding would appear to be inconsistent with the 

previously reported finding that children's attributions become more specific and 
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unstable with age, it is not In fact the case. Firstly,, the effect Is with MCZ which 

examines effect within age group. Secondly, as the numbcr of attributions per child 

was not restricted this result Indicates that the children In the highest metacognitive 

group are using both general and specific, unstable attributions. 

7.7 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The difficulty of defining and measuring metacognition has emerged as a central 

Issue In the present study. Though the Selection of measures was based on a 

justifiable mdonale (existing literature of *central Instances or metacognition" 

relevant to the age group to be studied) and a thorough investigation or measures 

both in pilot studies and statistical examination %-as made. problems with the 

measures were. encountered. The studies from which the measures were drawn were 

initiating studies and the notion or metacognition an heuristic. The measurement of 

the concept was based on very specific tasks. The relationship between metacognitive 

measures was weak suggesting that metacognition. as It was measured here, wu not a 

unitary concept. 

The relationship between metacognition and attribution, whilst theoretically and 

conceptually established In the literature. %%-as not upheld by the empirical 

investigation. The explanation for this finding again appears to be associated with 

the problems of measurement or metacognition. The measures used to Index 

inetacognition empirically did not appear to up the general notion or met3cognition 

discussed in the literature. 

Using those measures which best predicted attribution. however, the hypothesised 

relvionships between memcognition and attribution were Mnlined. If the 

developmental hypotheses were true, a main effect for met; acognition with age 
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(MCA) was predicted. If the causal hypothesis was true a main effect for 

metacognition with age effects removed (NICZ) and Interaction effects of 

metacognition (NICA and NICZ) X learning conditions (Ptocessing and Outcome 

Deflinition) were predicted. I'artial support for both hypotheits was obtained. Main 

effects for MCA with three attribution types and four dimensional poles weft found 

indicating a relationship between development. metacognition and age. Ilowevcr, 

main effects of MCZ were also found for one attribution type and the same 

dimensional poles. Additionally, whilst little effect of outcome definition on 

attribution %%ras evidenced, the p")ces3ing was found to affect attribution and to 

Interact in some case with metacognition to affect attribution type and dimension. 

The results suggests that metacognition has an effect on attribution both within and 

across age groups. 77he present result must be viewed In the light of the problerns or 

indexing metacognition but it may be that with more unified indices of metacognition 

a stronger effect would be found. 

The study points to the need for rurther investigation of the concept or met2cogniltion 

and its measurement. It echoes the calls made in rmnt reviews or the metacognition 

literature (Brown et al. 1983; Robinson. 199% Schneider, 1985). 

One notable finding or the study is that of the effect Of PrWessing on attribution for 

learning outcome. Clear effects of Proce4sing on attribution were found. The results 

indicated that Verbatim processing resulted In 'more healthy* intetnal, unstable. 

controllable and specific attributions than Meaningful proceming. The result Is 

explained by the closed structure of the Verbatim Usk compared with the open 

structure of the hie3ningrui task. It suggests that Verbatim wks; are more motivating 

to children or the age studied here. 

The study also indimites the effect or resc: rch method on the relulu of attribution 

studies. The results obt2ined in the present study which employed open methods to 
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elicit attributions were notably different from those reported In the literature which 

typically employs closed methods. Futther. the tesults obtained In the present study 

in which children made attributions following a direct learning experience and where 

the outcome attained %-as genuine, produced different results from those reported In 

the large body of attribution literature which employs I lypothetIcal -indirect methods 

or which manipulate learning outcome. The choice of direct methods It particularly 

important in the light of the general finding that the position or actor and observer 

differ in making causal attributions (Brown, 1986; Jones and Nisbett. 1972) and 

specifically given the finding that the more abstract and removed the usk the ICU 

meaning It has for the younger child (cf Shultz and Butkowsky, 1977). Hypothetical 

techniques are clearly more removed and abstraCL The open and direct methods 

employed here. it is thus argued, have greater ecological validity and hence should be 

used in future studies. 
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Co, %. CLUSIO, %4 

8.1 A NOTE ON METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

The present study his been broad. It his examined the rtlationship, between 

metacognition and attributional behaviour amongst primary school children using an 

experimental methodology in which learning conditions have been controlled. In 

comparison with much current developmental research. the site or the umpie of 

children studied was large. As a consequence. the results obtained are general rather 

than speciric. 

The advantage or the approach taken is that it allows general isatlon. In contralt to 

intensive small scale studies and case work aPproaches whi I 'ch would provide fine 

details of the relationship between met2cognition and attribution behaviour, the 

present study his provided an overview. The larger simple size has allowed a 

statistical analysis of the data from which we can make predictions about the effects 

of met2cognition on attributional behaviour or similar groups or children. The 

control of learning conditions has. by removing some of the complex effects of a 

naturalistic setting, allowed a clearer understanding or the specific effects processing 

and outcome definition have on attribution. Placed against this approach, however. is 

the sacrifice or finer detail by taking a more quantitative and general approach. The 

study has not permitted the examination or the range or Individual responses or or 

the relationship between metzcognition and attribution in a naturalistic environment. 

Whilst in the choice of research procedure the ecologicsi validity or findings was of 

gmt concern, the study falls short of being a 'naturalistie study. Children worked 

individually with the experimenter and were withdrawn from ordinary classroom 
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tnvironments. The control of learning conditions limited the number of variables to 

which the child might attend. The "task focus' evident In the responses of children 

In the study may be one effect of the controlled learning situation. Classfoom 

observation and perhaps ethnographic studies of individual children would present the 

Information on the relationship between metacognition and attributional behaviour In 

the complex clusroom environment. 

The value of the present study then is one of Identifying In a controlled condition the 

effect of met3cognition and learning conditions on autibutional behaviour. 110 need 

for alternative methodologies to provide the finer detail or process. Individual 

difference and effects in the classroom environment Is acknowledged. 

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Within the methodological approach adopted. the present study has examined a range 

or related issues concerned with the relationship between metacognition and 

attribution for learning outcome amongst primary school children. Whilst this 

approach had the advantage of giving an overview of a number of interconnected 

relationships. the nature of metacognition, the effects of development, the effects of 

outcome definition and of processing might each have been studied In Its own right. 

The recommendations for further research propose more detailed Investigation or the 

range or issues addressed here. 

of the further studies indicated by the present woik. an Investigation of the nature of 

mencognition is most prominent. The problems encountered in the Identification and 

me2surement or met3cognition is SYMPtom3tic of the present state of literature and 

research in the field. Recommendations for further research are thus both theoretical 
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and empitiot 

There Is a need to clarify the definition of meticognition. The range of 

phenomena which might be classed u meucognitive It. at present, 

Indefinite. The broad and Indefinite parameters of metacognition are 

such that the concept Is difficult to %%-otk with In practice. If 

metacognition is to be retained as a viable construct for empirical 

Investigation in Education and Psychology. the definition must be 

tightened to a central notion. Alternatively. a classification %ystem or 

metacognitive phenomena might be developed. 

There is a need for further examination of the measurement of 

metacognition. Studies or the reliability and validity of existing 

measure3 are required as well as the development of general, process 

based mewures. 

There is a need to examine the relationship between metacognition and 

language. The measurement. or met2cognition Is Inevitably dependent on 

the child's linguistic ability. The relationship between the two requires 

further investigation. 

The results of the present study revealed patterns or attribution which differed from 

those typically reported in the literature. This finding was ascribed to the research 

methods adopted. The use of direct learning tasks and open ended methods to elicit 

attributions produced an evident 'task focus' in the children's attributions. This 

finding indicates that: 

There is a need for continuing examination of the effects of research 

context and research method on attribution for leirning outcome. 
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(V) There Is a need for more studies employing open ended methods to 

elicit attribution and for studies which employ direct learning t2iks. 

Open ended tasks account for the limitations of children's understanding 

or language and attribution concepts (Task. Ability. Luck and Effort). 

Direct learning experience Is more "coneftie' and Is likely to present a 

better representation of the child's causal reasoning than abstract 

hypothetical techniques. It will Increase the cologic2l validity of 

findings. 

The examination of the effects of learning context (outcome definition and 

processing) on attribution in the present study has b"n necessarily limited. The 

examination of outcome definition only considered the difference between external 

and seir-derined groups. It did not examine the difference in e-ach group. Further. 

criteria used to define learning outcome were inrerred from attributions rather than 

directly examined. The examination of the effect of p"x-tising orientation. similarly. 

examined only two orientations: Verbatim and Meaningful. Further studies might 

extend the examination of outcome definition and processing Initiated In the present 

study. 

The criteria used by children to define learning outcome might be 

directly examined. 

The relationship between t: Lsk type and criterI2 used to define learning 

outcome might be examined. 

(viii) The effecu or a range or promsing ofientations might be examined. 

The results of the present study suggest that task structure has an influence on 

attribution for learning outcome. It is thus proposed that 
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OX) There Is a need to eximine the effect or Usk structure on attribution 

for learning outcome. 

(X) There Is a need to examine the relationship between met2cognitive 

functioning and task structure. 

Finally, the present study has examined the relationship between metscognition and 

attribution specific to the primary school age range. It Is thus proposed that 

(xi) The examination of the relationship between metscognition and 

attribution might be extended to other age groups. 

83 EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

The present study found only a weak relationship between metacognition and 

attribution for learning outcome. Nevertheless, some Indication that metacognit'lon 

has a positive influence on attribution behaviour %m evident In the data. A 

developmental trend -was evident with attribution to Strategy increming with age and 

met3cognition. A corresponding increase in Internal, Unstable, Specific and 

Controllable attributions %-is found. Metacognition also interacted with processing to 

affect attribution for learning outcome. Wbilst attribution to Specific Ability 

increased following Verbatim processing, attribution to Knowledge Increued 

following Meaningful processing. Moreover. the more structured Verbatim 

orientation led to more internal. controll3ble. specific and unstable attributions. imis 

effect %-as more evident as met2cognition increased. 
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With metacognition. a greater "t2sk focus* -A-u evident. Whilit with increased 

metacognitive development, children became aware or uncontrollable Influence$ on 

learning outcome (an effect for the Uncontrollable attribution d1mention was found), 

the focus %,, -as on those factors In the learning context over which they had control. It 

would seem that metacognitive understanding removes the focus from Ability and 

places it On Strategy and Effort. 

The findings support recent studies which advocate moucognitive training In schools 

(Feuerstein et al.. 1980; Weller and Craft. 1993; Heather and Vinton. 198S. - Nitbett 

and Shucksmith. 1986). These studies have proposed that metacognitive Imining will 

facilitate both learning and motivation particularly for children of low ability. A 

variety of metacognitive instructional methods is proposed by these studies: content. 

free instruction (Feuerstein). teacher modelling, peer tutoring and direct Instruction in 

self- monitoring (Nisbett and Shucksmith. 1986). Flavell (1979,1981), In a similar 

vein, has suggested that children be taught to ask the attributional question *Why did 

I succeed / fail ?* as a selr-monitoring strategy. 

in the present study. attribution obtained following different processing type 

indicated Verbatim tasks were more motivating thin Meiningful tasks. Children 

perceived they had greater responsibility and control over Verbatim tasks. It was 

suggested that the closed structure of the Verbatim task accounted for this effect. 

This finding suggests that to improve motivation for meaningful tasks there is a need 

to provide structure. The provision or proximal &0,213 (Dandura and Schunk, 1981) 

or criteria against which to measure success on more open t1sks may serve a 

motivating runction. The possibility of training children to deal with open structure 

is also apparent. Children might be taught to provide their own ctiteria for judging 

succeurul completion of a task. 
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APPENDIX 1: GENERATING STRATEGIES: 
PROBLEMS FOR INTERVIEW PRESENTATION AND ASSOCIATED STIMULUS MATERIALS 

The measure comprises six tasks. each an interview question. For two of these 
questions stimulus materials were used. Questions and stimulus materials are presented 
here. 

Questions were presented in random order. They were assigned numbers for the 
purpose of identification, however. 

Question 1 

Suppose you were asked to learn a story like this one written here ( present stimulus 
materials: seven year olds -The Bwtk, nine and eleven year olds - Talmania). You have 
ten minutes to read and learn the story and then I will take it away and ask you about 
what you have learnt. You can do anything you want to learn the story. 
What could you do? 

Probe -Can you think of any other ways of learning the story? Think of all possible 
ways. 

Questlon2 

Suppose you were going swimming with your friend after school tomorrow and you 
wanted to be sure to remember your swimming things. How could you be really certain 
that you did not forget to bring your swimming things along to school in the morning? 

Probe - Can you think of any other ways you could remember? 
Think of all possible ways. 

Question 3 

Suppose you were invited to a birthday party for a friend. How could you make sure 
you remembered the party? 

Probe - Can you think of anything else you could do? Think of all possible way3 
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Question 4 

Suppose you lost your jacket/jumper/ cardigan/( whatever child Is wearing) while you 
were at school. How could you go about finding it? 

Probe - Is there anything else you could do? Think or all possible ways. 

Question 5 

Suppose your friend has a dog and you want to know how old the dog is. Your friend 
tells you he got him one Christmas but he can't remember which Christmas it was. 
What things could he do to help him remember which Christmas he got his dog? 

Probe - Is there anything else he could do. Think of all possible ways. 

Question 6 

If you had to learn these words ( present stimulus word list) so that you could tell me 
what they were later when you couldn't see them any more what could you do to help 
you learn and remember them now? 

Probe - Can you think of any other ways. Think of all possible ways. 
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Example Story for Questlon 1 (7 year olds) 

um PAM 

EverYcne uses nmeY- Sanc PeOP10 keep their lmney in the hank zo that it 

is safe . Sbere are many different banks and they have branches in most 

shcpping areas. 

Because banks look after peoples rmney and valuables such as jewls and 

documnts they must be safe and secure. Each rmrning the people ui-D uark 

at the bank carefully check the building to rake sure nobody has broken in 

during the night and is waiting to steal imney and valuable. 1 fran the 

strong rcxn. 

qbe strcng room is like an encrmous safe. it is very secure. It has a 

thick safe door Which is open ch=ing the day. Insidý is another door utdah 

j, s r-, d-. * fran retal bars. This is closed all the tinne . It is only cpaned 

if saneone fzcz the bank uznts to collect scnething fran inside. If a 

p, rson u; ho has stored rmney or valuable things at the bank uunts to 

collect then frm the bank they rmst prove who they are then fill in sare- 

forms- before the persm at the bank can enter the strong rom to collect 

exm. The bank has an alarm sys%-. em which rings at the police station if 

there -is any trouble. 
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Example Story for Questlon 1 (9 and II year olds) 
I 

TASAAM 

South of the large cr-ntinent of A=tralia is an islax-d called 

Tasnanda. It was roned after a Dutch, mplorer called Abel Ta,, i=. 

Ta=ania is a very býautiful islard. it has mny momtairm w1cl 

lakes. Sam of the islarxI is wilderness and is covered in thick 

forest like jungle. But Tasmnia is not a hot Placa like znnv 

places that have jungles. It has uvaather that Is quite like that 

we bave in England. 

Tasmania has -scme animls that are only foLn-j there. l1bey are 

um. que. Perhaps the m: )st farmxm of these is the Ta-mianian 

Devil. lhis is a black furzy animl uhich is about the size of a 

small dog. It has sharp teeth and rrakes a very viciow 
Inoise. 

It 

is probably this ta=ible snarling sound that gave it its nam. 

It is riot darGerous to ran. The Tasxanian Tiger is anothar unique 

Taaraniaft anirral. These are now thought to be extinct. Nobody has 

seen cne now for many years. These animls uere like stripey dogs 

with very long tails. 
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Example Word Lists for Question 6 

9 and ll. yiar olds 7 Year olds 

radio dirt 

bI lack 

goat 
6tone 

apple door 

river 
hand 

dress 

kites blue 

trick 
kite 

shirt 

ankle drum 

pink 

oot 

bird 
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APPENDIX 2: ORGANISATION OF PROSE 

The measure comprised 12 sentences. Each was printed in jumbo Infant script and 
mounted on individual Scm x 14 cm, cards. The Sentences are reproduced here in 
reduced form. They are presented in theme groupings 
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APPENDIX 3: WORD LIST GENERATION 

Cue words presented here on single sheets were assembled in booklet fortwone cue 
word per page. The order of collation was randornised for each booklet. 
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CUE WoRDs: 7 YEAnoLDS 

thin 

box 

smile 

knee 
. 

hot 

touch 
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Cur. wons: 9 Yr. Ait ows 

0 whispar 

tent 

rough 

clam 

pen 

hicle 



CUE WORDS: 11 YEAR OLDS 

insect - 

pretend. 

crack 

side 

ugly 

enormous 
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APPENDIX 4: JUDGING TASK DIFFICULTY . 
The measure comprised 10 word list pairs. Each was mounted on A4 card. Word list p2irs 
are presented here with identification numbers These were not printed on the card$ at the 
time or administration, however. 
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APPENDIX 5: SCORING OF GENERATING STRATEGIES 

For each of the six questions a hierarchy of responses was derived. This was based on 
the results reported in the original study by Kreutzer et. al (1975). Because the questions 
presented very different problem types the scales, with the exception or questions two 
and three, differed. Each of these is outlined below. 
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Question 1: Learning from prose 

Five levels of response strategy were derived for this question 

(1) Nostralegy 

eg. "I don't know" 

(2) ReadlLook 

eg 'I'd just read at it' 

0 Look at it" 

(J)Internalisalioti : 

Strategies aimed at 'memorisine the materials: rehearsal. self testing, writing materials 
out verbatim 

eg. 11"d say it over and over' 

01 could test myself on what I remember then check" 

(4) Association 

Strategies which work with the structure or order of the materials to be learned. 
summarising, note-taking selective reading 

eg. 01"d concentrate on the names or things and ir I remember those I will 
remember other things about W 

'I'd write down all the main things* 
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(J. )Elaboralion 

strategies which link materials to be learned with external knowledge and or structure: 
relating to existing knowledge, comparing, contruting, advanced mnemonic skills 

eg. *1 could think about how Tasmania is like England and what things are 
different* 
"I 

could think of other places I know like Tasmania' 

Scores 

None 0 

Read/Look I 

Internalisation 2 

Association 3 

Elabor2tion 4 
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Questions Two and Three: Preparation Object and Preparation 
Event 

Six levels of response were identified: 

(1) No strategy 

eg 'I'm not sure' 

(2) Afental Passive 

Belief that own memory or that or another will not fail 

eg "I would just remember" 

ONIY Murn would remember' 

Mental active 

Relying on a strategy of actively thinking to ensure memory. This includes checking 
and rehearsing responses 

eg. II would keep thinking about 'It so I wouldn't forget" 

- rd think about the party every day and check every day" 

(4) Other 

Notion that "two heads are better than one". Asking someone else to remember as a back 
up for one"s own memory 

eg. 'I think I would remember because I like swimming but I could cak 
my friend to remind me 

* I'd ask Murn, to remind me if I forgot,. 
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(5) External Only 

Strategy of using external aids such as notes or physical pl2cement or a cue object 

eg. "I could get my swimming kit out so, that I saw It and didn't forget" 

a write myself a note* 

Exlernal Pul 

Use of notes or physical placement of objects ( as for 5 above ) but with additional 
put' strategy which explicitly states that the note or object would be placed where there 
is a high probability of it being seen 

eg 1 would write a note and put it on my bedroom door so I would see 
it when I went out in the morning' 

*I would buy the present and put it on the sideboard 'where I would 
always sce it and then I wouldn't forget" 

Scores 

None 0 

Mental Passive I 

Mental Active 2 

Others 3 

External 4 

External-Put 5 
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Question 4: Rttrievskl Object 

Five categories of response were derived: 

(1) No Strategy / Accept loss 

eg. " I'd have to go home without it* 

(2) Unspecified Search: 

Responses which suggest an exhaustive search with no specific search location mentioned 
or which suggests asking unspecified others to look 

eg "Look everywhere" 

"Get someone to help me 

(J)Specified Search : 

Responses which suggest looking in likely places and checking established storage points 
for lost property 

eg " Look in places I usually go" 

" Lwk in the lost property basket* 

(4) specified people 

Asking named others if they had seen the object or to assist in the search 

eg . "Ask my friends if they have seen it* 

"Ask ldrs C to took for it* 
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(5) Ordered Search 

Responses with specified stepwise plan of action such as fetracing steps or an ordered 
search (indicated by linking words 1hen". "afterwardso etc) 

eg "I would look in the last place I remembered having It then I would 
go all around the places I had been after that until I found It" 

"I would look in the most likely places first and If I didn't find It I 
would look in the next most likely and work like that" 

Scores 

No strategy/accept loss 0 

Unspecified search 

Specified search 2 

Specified people 2 

Ordered search 3 
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Question 5: Retrieval event 

Six response categories were derived 

(1). No stralegy1rautological 

Responses in which no strategy is offered or the task is repeated 

eg "You'd have to find the age of the doe 

"I'd write it down' 

wouldn't know the age of the dog' 

(2)lnternal-Passive 

Notion that the child would just remember 

eg ." he would probably remember' 

External-Improbable 

Search for some source of evidence which is unlikely to exist 

eg. " You might have written it on a calendar and you could took at that, * 

4 

(4) External probable 

Strategy involving either direct observation of the dog or search for source of evidence 
which is likely to exist ( eg kennel papers or asking significant other) 

eg 'You might have the papers from when you bought him or when you 
took him to the vet for injections and that would tell you" 

'If your parents gave you the dog they might remember how long ago 
it was" 

(5) Direct Elaboration 

Strategy involving a mental "tracing back* or Christmases past or or the events associated 
with receiving the dog which might indicate a time dimension 
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eg. "I would try to remember when I got the dog and 'what happened then* 

"I would think back through all the Christmases and try to think of the 
ones when I had the dog and when I didnT 

(6) Indirect elaboration 

Strategy of linking another occurrence or event that coincided with the arrival or the 
dog. 

eg. "I could think about other pre-sents I got at the same time and think 
about how old they are* 

Scores 

No Strategy/ Tautological 0 

internal Passive 

Extcmal Improbable 

External Probable 2 

Direct elaboration 

Indirect Elaboration 4 
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Question 6; Learning a List 

Five categories of response were deriveck 

( 1) No Stralegy - 

Child unable to provide a strategy 

(2) LooklRead 

Strategy of looking at the words or reading only once ( this is assumed if the child does 
not indicate repeated reading) 

eg. 'I'd just read it* 

(3) Rehearse 

This includes saying the words over, testing, spelling and writing out. 

eg. "I'd think of them'over and over in my head' 

(4) Association 

Strategies involving the use of ordering, mnemonics ( eg making rhymes . making 
sentences ), simple imagery ( picturing each item or word) 

eg 'I'd see this word chair and I would think about a chair in my 
head. then I would think of dresse 

'I'd put all the words in alphabetical order and the I could go through 
the alphabet to remember them. I would say win there a word 
beginning with B" 
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(5) Elaboration 

Strategies involving grouping, categorlsing. coordinated Im2gery. making a story with the 
words 

eg 11 1 would make a story with all the words (went on to Illustrate)* 

'I could put all the words that are about the same thing together... like 
blue and black they are colours ' 

Scores 

No Strategy 0 

Look/Read I 

Rehearse 2 

Association 3 

Elaboration 4 
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APPENDIX 6: SCORING OF ORGANISATION OF PROSE 

Three scales were scored: 

1. Organisation of Sentence 
2. Theme Recognition 
3. Theme Selection 

organization of Sentences 

The scoring system was adopted from the original study by Danner (1976). It %%-a 
based on a simple count of grouping or sentences by theme. Responses were coded 
into four categories 

(i) 'Unorgwdsccr 

Responses have no discernable organisation. Theme related sentence are generally not 
placed together 

(ii) Partial Orgaidsalion A 

Theme related sentences are placed together in groups of two and three 

(iii) Partial Organisation 8 

Theme related sentences are placed together in groups of three and four 

(iv) Complete Organisation 

Sentences are organised by theme with all four sentences from each of the three 
themes placed together. 

Scores 

"Unorganised' I 

Partial A2 

Partial B3 

Complete 4 
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Theme Recognitlon 

A simple dichotomous coding system was employed which signified presence or 
absence of theme recognition 

Scorts 

Recognised I point 

Not recognised 0 points 

Theme Selection 

A simple dichotomous coding system was again employed. 

Scores 

Selected I point 

Failed to select 0 points 
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APPENDIX 7: SCORING OF WORD LIST GENERATION 

Scoring of Word List Generation was concerned with two aspects of the responso 

J. Principle of organisation used 

Ji Consistency/ cohesion of the word string generated 

A three tiered hierarchy of responses was derived. 1-: 2ch level of the hier2rchy 
represented a qualitatively different level of response with the degree of 
cons iste ncy/cohesion increasing with each level. Within each level of the hierarchy a 
number of responses of equal status were identified. This system is summarlsed In 
Table (A7 )and described in full below. 

TABLE (A7): SummARY or THREE HIERARCHICAL LEVELS FOR ScoRINO or WORD LuT 
GENERATION 

Level I: Individual Functions 

Graphic 
Phonic 
Function 
Description 
Category 

Story Image 
Taxonomic Category 

Semantic Story Image 
Narrow Taxonomic Category 
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DzsCIUPTION OF CATEGORIES. 

Level I IndIvIdual Functlons 

Craphic 
Words generated have visual similarity. 

score if 

(1) All words chosen are of the same length 

(2) All words have the same beginning letter or consonant blend 

(3) A letter grouping is repeated in three or more or the words eg. consonant blends. 
prefix. suffix 

Phonic : 
Words generated have sound relationships. Generally this will me2n the words thyme 

Score if 

Three or more words rhyme or could be construed as rhyming eg 'spear' and 'spire, 
do not rhyme but may be thought to do so. 

Function : 
Words generated are related in terms or their function 

Score if any word fits into the frame 

(1) Cue word can be used to .... 

(2) Cue word can be ...... ed 

(3) Cue word is good for .... ing 
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Descripilon : 
Words generated are related in terms of their attributes. 

Score if 

(1) For nouns - appropriate adjective is generated 

(2) For verbs - appropriate adverb generated 

(3) For adjective - nouns which have that attribute are generated 

(4) For adverbs - verbs which have that attribute are gener2ted 

Category 
Words generated have a categorical relationship 

Score if any word fits the frame 

(1) Cue word is a ........ category member 

(2) Cue word belongs to the category 

Level 2; Co-ordiniLted Functions 

Taxonomic Caiegory 
Words generated have . semantic hierarchical relationship. They belong to the same 
calss or category of objects. they can be grouped together by some common attribute. 

Score if 

(1) All words belong to the same broad category 

(2) One word names the category and all others belong to it. 

Story Image 
In some cases individual words generated do not relate to the cue word in terms of 
graphic phonic or semantic/hierarchical category but are organised by an external 
principle - story or image 

score if 

All the words in combination evoke it story or im3ge 

(2) The words spell out a sentence 
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Ltiel 3: Specific Co-ordinated Functions 

Narrow Category 
All rive words (cue word and four generated) are semantically Proximate. They form 
a sub-category of a broad taxonomic category 

Score if 

(1) Specific thematic principles are used eg. synonyms/antonyms. narrowly Inclusive 
category 

(2) A principle of ordering the five words is evident. Ordering 
, 

for ex: kmple, may be 
based on size (eg. enormous huge large medium small) alphabet . chronology 

Semantic Story Image : 
Words generated not only evoke an image but utilise the meaning of the cue word 
also. 

score if 

words generated are used to write a sentence which in addition gives information to 
aid retrieval 

eg. cue word "rough" 

response : rough is opposite of smooth 

Scores 

Level II point (each principle) 

Level 22 points 

Level 34 points 

A cumulative scoring system was employed. Scores represented an aggregation of 
points awarded for all demonstrations of organisation both within and across the three 
levels. The rationale for this scoring %%ras the notion of memory trace redundincies. it 
-A-as reasoned that the greater number of memory trace the greater the probability of 
recall. Thus a child who generates a list in which the words have both gr2phic and 
semantic relationship is viewed as more metacognitively advanced than a child who 
employs only one of these organisational principles. 
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APPENDIX 8: SCORING OF JUDGING TASK DIFFICULTY 

Two variables were scored: 

1. Selection of task 

2. Rationale provided for choice 

1. SELECTION 

Correct choice was predetermined by assignment of points for difficulty based: 

(i). number of items 

(ii) relatedness or items 

(iii) meaningfulness of presentation of items 

(1) Number of ite"Is 
One point was assigned for each item in the list 

eg. cat dog rabbit (3 points) 

cat dog rabbit goat fish cow (6 points) 

(1j) Relatedness of hents 

Points were assigned as follows 

(1) High -all items belong to a specific category (I point) 

(2) Moderate -all items belong to a broad category (2 points) 

(3) Low no discernable relationship between the items (3 points) 

eg. mother father sister brother (I point) 

dog rabbit cow goat (2 points) 

leg ball coat straw (3 points) 
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(111) Aleaningfulness 

Items were presented as ordinary word lists or were presented as embedded lists In 
sentences. Embedded lists were designed to assist meaning by giving a medium for 
recall. Difficulty points were thus: 

word list 2 points 

embedded I point 

eg. Susan Sally Sandra Jim John (2 points) 

Susan Sally and Sandra are sisters and their names begin with S. John and Jim ate 
brothers and their names begin with J. (I point) 

Scores 

correct selection I point 

incorrect selection 0 points 
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2. RATIONALE 

Responses were categorised Into four categories 

('I) Standard 
Rationale given corresponds to 

Set One items number of items 
Set Two items relatedness of items 
Set Three items : meaningfulness or item presentation 

(H) Alternative 
Rationale is not a standard rationale but is valid 

(iii) Inappropriate 
A rationale is offered but it is either "unprincipled* (eg. 1 just liked them better) or 
incorrect (eg. more words are easier to learn) 

(iv) No rationale given 
No rationale is provided ( eg.! l don't know) 

Scores 

Standard 3 points 

Alternative 2 

Inappropriate I 

None 
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EXAMPLE RESPONSES FOR SCORING 

Set One Items : Principle of number 

Inappropriate ( score 1) 

*I like the words" 

' They are easy to read* 

I They are all animals" (ND. relatedness of items In each list is held conitant) 

Alternative (score 2) 

Responses which present the notion or inclusiveness or Imagery 

"There are more words but they make a better picture or a f2cee 

'They are all farm animals and it is easier to remember more of them" 

Appropriate (score 

All responses which suggest that a smaller number of items is ewier to remember 

-rhere are less things to remember* 

Set Two Items : Principle of Relatedness 

Inappropriate ( score 

Mere are more to remember" 

01 like the wordso 

'These are smaller words' 

also any wrongly selected item for which rationale given as the reason for choice. In 
some items both lists are related and the appropriate choice is the list which has Item 
more closely related 

Alternative (score2) 

Item 23 if the child says for this item ' they are all containere 
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Appropriate 

Mey are all animals" 

-rhey are all people in your family" 

'These ones are more the same* 

Set Three Items : Principle of Meaningfulness 

inappropriate (score 1) 

-rbe sentence is harder' 

-rhe list is less" 

-rhey are the same because they have got the same number or wordso 

Alternative (. tcore2) 

Responses which comment on the nature of the sentence 

-rhe words are all animals so the sentence doesn't help me any more but it 
would if the words were differenV 

4,1 could make up my own sentence in my head and I would rememeber the 
words better with my own sentence" 

, ippropriate (score 

"'The sentence helps you to remember the words. 1 onlY have to remember the 
story. That is easier to remember' 
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APPENDIX 9: PEARSON CORRELATIONS OF MOVESt STRATEGIES AND 
HIGHEST SCORE WITHIN EACH GENERATING STRATEGIES 
TASK 

p 

TASK I 

GSAR Co S AS GSAI I' St 

GS Arl I. UJOU . 6SSS . 37S? 
c 0) C 144) C 144) 
P= . Pa . 000 Pa . 030 

GSAS . 6S85 1.000c) . 3203 
144) 0) 144) 

P= OUJ I)= 
0 122 . 000 

GSAIIS " 3757 . 32U3 1.0000 
1 --1*4) 144) 0) 

P= OUJ Pu OUU Pa a 

TASK 2 
GSBII GSOS G5 1) " 1.11 

GSBM 1. OU00 
c 0) 144) c1 
P= P= Odu pa OJU 

f. 13S U. j . 313,4 21 1.0000 
C 144) c 0) c 144) 
P= JJJ UJU 

Gsalis . 2 4J7% 1. Ju3t; 
144) C 144) J) 

P= .. )JJ P-2 .1 JIM 

TASK 3 

GSCH GSCS GSCHS 

GSCM 1. Oiai . 087U4 . 3726 
14,1) Z) t 144. 

p= pl AU. i 

GSCS . 3704 l. Oot)0 . 2931 
142) 0) 142) 

p= JJJ PC . pa Oio 

GSCHS 37 'IG . 2901 1.0000 
142) Z 144. 

p= 
. 

3. JJ p 
0() 

io 
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TASK 4 
GS0ii GSOG uJolls 

GSDM 
0) 143) 143) 

p= . 1000 ltz IM 

GSOS . 6271 (JOUO 2400 
143) t 0) 143) 

p= oia Pt , pa duz 

GSDIIS . 2872 . 2400 1.0030 
143) t 143) t 2) 

p= JOJ pa . 002 Pft . 

TASK 5 

GS El-l GSES G; C 14 z; 

GSEM 1.0001 . 9073 . 44o9 
144) 144) 

P= . 1, = .0M ., ) Io 

GsE IS . 9371 l.. OOOU . 4947 
144) 0) C 144) 

P= . 09J 1) r. . 
pa 

. 0j3 

GSENS . 4469 e 4947 1.00 I'l 
C 144) C 144) ci 
P= . jjj P= . UOU en . 

TASK 6 

GS Fiti GsF1.10 G. "& FHS 

GSFM 1 OJOJ . 639co .2 tlol 1) 5 
0) c 143) 14 '. )' ) 

tl= . 4,12 . 000 P= . 13ju 

GSFS . 6395 1.0000 . 2253 
143) c 0) 143) 

P= . P= . 333 

Sj, F6 

G AS . 2253 l. Ulii 
143) 143) 

P= IUJ Pa OU3 pa 



XLVI II 

APPENDIX 10: PEARSON CORRELATION OF MOVES, STRATEGIES AND 
HIGIIEST SCORE WITHIN EACH GENE, RATING 
STRATEGIES TASK, FOR EACH AGE GROUP 



XLIX 

TASK I 

7 YEARS 
GS AN GSAS GSAIIS 

GS'Am 1.0003 . 9534 
. 5511 

43) 
PR . pa 000 pu AU 

GSAS . 9534 1.0030 . 5370 
43) 0) 43) 

pu 000 p= . pe . 003 

GSA-IS . 5511 . 5370 1.0311 
48) 43) t 0) 

p= GOO PR . 0,30 Pal, 

9 YEARS GS Akl GSAS GSAHS 

GS AM 1.0000 . 6317 . 4132 
0) 43) ll+3) 

p= . PR 000 pa . 033 

GSAS . 6317 1.0000 . 4067 
43) 0) 43) 

p= OOD Pa . 004 

G3A HG . 4182 . 4067 1.0033 
48) 43) 0) 

P= . 003 Pc . 004 Pa , 

11 YEARS 

GSAM GSAS GSANS 

GSAM 1.0000 . 5805 . 1022 
0) 48) 43) 

PC . PC 000 Pa . 437 

GSAS . 5805 1.0000 . 0142 
48) 0) 43) 

PC 000 PC , Pa . 924 

GsAils . 1022 . 0142 1.0000 
48) 48) 0) 

PC . 489 PC . 924 Pa , 



L 

TASK 2 

7 YEARS 
G 3'3ti GSOS . #n I Is 

G 3; J ti 1.0303 B913 . 3667 
43) 0) c 48) 

pu . 
PC . 130r) PC . 010 

93 . 3713 1.00,33 . 3373 

43) c 0) C 43) 

PC . 303 ps 0 PU . 019 

GS 311S . 3669 . 3378 1.0030 

9 YEARS 
G3 13 -*1 G SÜS Gs alt s 

-sam u 1.0300 . 9013 . 5334 
0) 48) 43) 

p= 0 pu 000 pu Olo 

%iJ . 9013 1.0000 .37 i'. 't 7 
43) 0) 43) 

p= . 100 p= . pa . 009 

GSUS . 5304 . 3749 1.0300 
43) 43) 0) 

p= JOZ) pa . 009 Pa , 

11 YEARS 
G S: 3: 1 GSBS GSOHS 

G'SJM 1.0000 . 8351 . 3246 
0) 48) 43) 

p= . pa OH Pa . 024 

GSJS . 8351 1.0000 . 121.1% 
43) 0) 43) 

pa JOD Pr- . Pa . 410 

GS-Ills . 3246 . 1218 1.0000 
43) 43) 0) 

p= . 024 p= . 410 Pia . 
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TASK 3 

7 YEAIRS 
GS Z i*I GSCS GSCIIS 

GSC*l 1. Diou . 9t134 
. 3212,3 

0) 48) 4s) 
PC . PC 000 PC . 022 

GSCS . 9084 1.0000 
. 2832 

48) 0) t 48) 
p= 000 PC , Pft OSI 

GSCIIS . 3293 . 2832 1.0000 
43) 48) 0) 

PC . 022 PC . 051 Pe . 

9 YEARS 
GSC&l GSCS GSCHS 

GS CA 1.0003 . 8950 . 4544 
0) 48) 43) 

p= 
. pu 

. 300 Pa . 001 

G GA CS . 3950 1.0030 
. 2304 

43) 0) 43) 
p= 000 Pz Pa . 054 

G jCIIS -4544 . 2304 1.0333 
43) 43) 0) 

p= . 001 P= . 054 PC . 

11 YEARS 
GSCII GSCS GSCIIS 

GSC: l 1.0000 . 8212 
. 2666 

c 0) 46) c 46) 
PC . PC . 000 PC . 07-4 

GSC. S . 3212 1.0000 
. 2331 

c 46) 0) 46) 
PC . 000 PC 

. pa 
. 111 

GMIS . 2666 . 23-31 1.0330 
C 46) C 46) c 0) 
PC . 073 PC Ili PC . 
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TASK 4 

7 YEARS 
GSDil GS0S, G SO D 113 

GSDM 1.0000 
. 8911 .39 to s 0) 48) 43) 

pa 0 PC 000 PR 001)5 
GSDS . 3911 1.0000 

. 4.2 30 
43) 0) . t 48) 

p= .. IJO PC . pa . 003 

GSDFiS . 3965 . 4200 1.0000 
43) t 48) t 0) 

PC OOS PC . 003 PR . 

9 YEARS 

GSD 1-1 GSOS USoils 

GSJM 1.0000 . 6019 11553 0) 48) 48) 
p= . p= 000 Pr- . 290 

GSDS . 6019 1.0000 
. 1073 

43) 0) t 43) 
p= 000 pr. . Pa . 468 

GSDIIS . 1553 . 1073 1.0000 
48) c 48) 0) 

p= . 290 Pr- . 468 P, 2 
, 

YEARS 
GS DI-I GSDS GSDIIS 

GGDM 1.0000 . 4819 
. 1335 

c 0) 47) C 47) 
PC . Ps . 001 Pu . 204 

GS)S . 4319 1.0000 
. 0805 

47) 0) C 47) 
PC . 001 PC 'a PC . 591 

GS DI IS . 1335 . 0805 1.0000 
47) 47) c 0) 

p= . 204 PC . 591 PU . 
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TASK 5 

7 YEARS 
Gs EN, 1 cses VMIts 

s 
43) 43) 

Pu pa . 003 re . 030 

GSCS *9504 1.0000 . 6520 
43) t 0) t 48) 

p= GOO pu . 
0% pft . 003 

GsEtis . 6377 . 6520 1.0333 
4 i3) 48) 0) 

p- IN p= WO pe w 

I 9YEARS 
GSE: 1 GSES GSEIIS 

GSE: 1 1.0300 . 9032 . 3943 
0) t 43) 43) 

p= COO Pft OOS 
1.0000 

. 4640 
4s) 0) t 43) 

p= . 300 pu . Pat Gal 

ZZ. . 3943 . 4640 1.0000 
48) t 48) 0) 

Pz OOS p- 001 Px % 

I 
11 YEARS 

GSEtl GSES GS'ElIS 

Gsell 1.0000 . 8743 
. 2660 

0) 43) C 43) 
P= . Pm . 000 pa . 063 

Gsz-s . 8743 1.0000 
. 2769 

43) 0) c 43) 
P= . 300 PC 0 pa . 057 

Gse-Is is 26 63 . 2769 1.0000 
43) 43) c 0) 

P= . 063 P= os? PC 0 
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Tt%Sx 6 

7 YEARS 
GSFtl GSFS GSFUS 

GSF. 1 1.0003 . 8760 . 3511 
0) 47) 47) 

PC ' 000 
. 016 

GSFS . 6763 1.0000 . 4029 
47) 0) 47) 

PC 000 Pfg . pa . 005 

GSF. IS . 3511 
. 4029 1100: 33 

47) 47 ) 0) 
PC Als PC OUS Pa 6 

9 YEARS 
GSFII GSFS GSFIIS 

GSFil 1.0000 . 3237 . 1930 
c 0) t 48) t 43) 
p= . pu 000 pa . 139 

GSFS 98237 1.0000 . 1535 
48) 0) 48) 

p= 000 Pa , pu . 273 

GSF. IS bl933 . 1535 1.0330 
48) 48) 0) 

p= . 139 pa . 298 Pa 

11 YEARS 
GSFII GSFS GSFHS 

GSF; l 1.0000 . 4931 . 20138 
0) t 48) 43) 

p= '0 pa 000 Pa . 154 

GSFS 94931 1.0000 . 181.10 
43) 0) 48) 

p= 000 pa pa . 213 

GSFAS 2033 . 11313 1.0330 
43) 48) 0) 

Pc l 54 Pft . 218 PR . 
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APPENDIX 11: PEARSON CORRELATION MATRICES OF LIKE VARIMILLS 
ACROSS SIX GENERATING STRATEGIES TASKS 
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APPENDIX 12: PEARSON CORRELATION OF LIKE VARIAIILES ACROSS 
GENERATING STRATEGIES TASKS FOR EACH AGE 
GROUP 
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APPENDIX 13: CIII SQUARE AND CONTINGENCY CO-EFFICIENT 01? EACH 
WORD LIST GENERATION TASK WITH EACH OTHER FOR 
EACH CATEGORY OF ORGANISING, PRINCIPLE 

Graphic 
I 

Phonic 

yx C xIL C 

Task A with task B 136.12 0.70 136.12 0.70 

C 110.26 0.66 113.70 0.70 

D 110.26 0.66 110.26 0.66 

E 113.78 0.66 113.78 0.66 

F 110.26 0.66 132.00 0.70 

Task B with task C 110.26 0.66 113.78 0.66 

D 110.26 0.66 110.26 0.66 

E 113.78 0.66 113.78 0.66 

F 110.26 0.66 132.00 0.70 

Task C with task D 115.38 0.67 123.68 0.68 

E 112.68 0.66 132.00 0.70 

F 115.38 0.67 113.78 0.66 

Task D with task E 123.68 0.68 123.68 0.68 

F 123.68 0.68 134.00 0.70 

Task E with task r 112.68 . 66 113.78 0.66 
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Task A with task B 

c 

D 

E 

F 

Task D with task C 

D 

Task C with task D 

E 

F 

task D with task E 

F 

Task E with task F 

Description 

xx c 

5.44 0.19 

12.25 0.28 

21.78 0.36 

28.44 0.41 

28.02 0.40 

17.36 0.33 

13.44 0.29 

4.00 0.16 

12.25 0.28 

10.02 0.2S 

14.70 0.30 

9.00 0.24 

13.44 0.29 

1.36 0.10 

14.70 0.30 

Function 

x2. C 

93.44 

93.44 

103.36 

100.00 

70.09 

87.12 

84.02 

75.11 

53.78 

134.00 

113.78 

72.27 

134.00 

66.09 

64.00 

0.63 

0.63 

0.65 

0.64 

0.57 

0.61 

0.61 

0.59 

0.52 

0.70 

0.66 

0.57 

0.70 

0.56 

0.55 
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Task A with task B 

c 

D 

E 

F 

Task B with task C 

D 

E 

r 

Task C with task D 

E 

F 

Task D with task E 

r 

Task E with Task F 

Category 

xl 

0.64 

40.1 

51.36 

56.25 

25.00 

53.77 

34.02 

42.25 

28.44 

46.69 

46.69 

36.00 

40.1 

30.25 

26.69 

c 

0.55 

0.47 

0.52 

0.53 

0.38 

0.52 

0.44 

0.48 

0.41 

0.49 

0.49 

0.45 

0.47 

0.42 

0.40 

Co-ordinatod 

X2 

0.27 

0.34 

0.37 

0.38 

0.20 

0.36 

0.28 

0.29 

0.29 

0.40 

0.34 

0.34 

0.33 

0.22 

0.24 

11.00 

18.76 

23.36 

25.00 

6.00 

21.80 

12.25 

13.44 

13.44 

26.70 

18.76 

18.76 

17.36 

7.34 

9.00 
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Specific Co-ordinated 

X2 c 

Task A with Task D 21.8 0.36 

c 25.00 0.38 

D 40.1 0.47 

E 21.8 0.36 

F 13.94 0.30 

Task B with Task C 36.00 0.35 

D 32.1 0.43 

E 32.1 0.43 

F 16.00 0.32 

Task C with task D 44.44 0.49 

E 49.00 0.50 

F 18.76 0.34 

Task D with task E 25.00 0.38 

F 25.00 0.38 

Task E with Task F 28.40 0.41 
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APPENDIX 14: Cill SQUARE AND CONTINGENCY CO-EFFICIENTS FOR 
SELECTION OF EACH ITEM IN JUDGING TASK 
DIFFICULTY, BY AGE GROUP 
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JUDGINo TAsK DirricuLm CONTINGENCY COr-rlrtClr-M IrOR SELECTION Or EACII JTW 
Wrrll EACH OTHER, BY AGE GROUP 

Ago 11 1 9 7 

x2 c X2 c x2 c 
1.1 with 

1.2 36.75 0.66 36.75 0.66 44.06 0.69 

1.3 36.75 0.66 40.33 0.68 27.00 0.60 

1.4 44.06 0.69 48.00 0.71 44.06 0.69 

2.1 44.06 0.69 44.06 0.69 30.10 0.62 

2.2 27.00 0.60 44.06 0.69 16.33 0.50 

2.3 27.00 0.60 5.33 0.33 1.33 0.16 

3.1 5.33 0.33 0.37 0.08 1.33 0.16 

3.2 4.08 0.28 0.08 0.04 1.33 0.16 

3.3 1.33 0.16 0.33 0.08 0.37 0.08 

1.2 with 
1.3 48.00 0.71 44.06 0.69 30.10 0.62 

1.4 40.33 0.68 36.75 0.66 46.33 0.68 

2.1 40.33 0.68 33.33 0.64 33.33 0.64 

2.2 36.75 0.66 40.33 0.68 18.75 0.53 

2.3 18.75 0.53 2.08 0.20 2.08 0.20 

3.1 2.08 0.20 3.00 0.24 0.38 0.08 

3.2 1.33 0.16 1.33 0.16 0.38 0.08 

3.3 0.83 0.13 2.08 0.20 1.33 0.16 

1.3 with 
1.4 40.33 0.68 40.33 0.68 44.06 0.69 

2.1 40.33 0.68 36.75 0.66 44.06 0.69 

2.2 36.75 0.66 44.06 0.69 33.33 0.64 

2.3 18.75 0.53 3.00 0.24 8.33 0.38 

3.1 2.08 0.20 2.08 0.20 0.33 0.08 

3.2 1.33 0.16 0.37 0.08 0.33 0.08 

3.3 0.83 0.13 1.33 0.16 6.75 0.35 



1.4 with 
2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

2.1 with 
2.2 

2.3 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

2.2 with 
2.3 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

2.3 with 
3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.1 with 
3.2 

3.3 

3.2 with 
3.3 

LXXIX 

48.0 

30.1 

24.08 

4.08 

3.00 

0.38 

30.10 

24.08 

4.08 

3.00 

6.37 

0.71 44.06 

0.62 40.33 

0.58 5.33 

0.28 0.37 

0.24 0.08 

0.09 0.33 

0.62 40.33 

0.59 6.75 

0.38 0.33 

0.24 0.00 

0.08 0.08 

0.69 30.10 

0.68 7.04 

0.33 0.30 

0.09 2.08 

0.04 2.08 

0.08 0.33 

0.68 30.10 

0.35 6.75 

0.08 0.08 

0.00 0.08 

0.04 5.33 

0.62 

0.36 

0.08 

0.20 

0.20 

0.08 

0,62 

0.35 

0.04 

0.04 

0.32 

12.00 0.48 4.08 0.38 16.33 0.50 

0.33 0.08 1.33 0.16 3.00 0.24 

0.08 0.04 0.33 0.08 3.00 0.24 

0.33 0.08 0.37 0.08 7.04 0.36 

16.33 0.50 7.04 

7.04 0.36 18.75 

8.33 0.38 16.33 

44.06 0.69 40.33 

33.33 0.64 44.08 

36.75 0.66 44.08 

0.36 21.33 

0.53 21.33 

0.50 
-44.06 

0.68 148.00 

0.69 44.06 

0.69 144.06 

0.55 

0.55 

0.69 

0.71 

0.69 

0.69 
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APPENDIX IS. - PEARSON CORRELATION OF JUDGING TASK DIMICULTY. 
RATIONALE, FOR WIIOLE SAMPLE AND BY AGE GROUP 
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PEARSON CORRELATION or RATIONALE WMIIN ITU4 SET. WIIOLt SAMPLt 

SET I R IT--! *, 131 A 

1.0000 
c 0) 

C 144) 
pa . 300 

. 336.5 
144) 

PC . 303 

. 4443 
144) 

PC . 300 

RITE: ISI a 

. 39.31 
144) 

GOO 

1.0000 

pe . 

. 4978 
t 144) 
pa JOO 

. 3374 
t 144) 
pa 000 

C. ' IT E 13 1 

. 3366 
c 14 It ) 
pa OJU 

. 4773 
C 144) 
Pu . 03n 

1.0000 

Pa , 

. 3674 
C 14 *** ) P2 

. 
031 

1 LTE IS 13 

. 4442 
144) 

pa Ozz 

. 33? t 
144) 

pft . 003 

3 67 4 
144) 

t 0) 
pa , 

A ITEIS1 A 

RZTE-131 J 

RI TEAS1 C 

RI TEA S1U 

SET 2 

IT E. 332 A 

R IT E 'IS 20 

RITE: IS2C 

SET 3 

R JTE, *IS3A 

RI TVIS30 

RI TEIS3C 

RI TE; IS2#X 

1.0000 
c 0) 
Pu , 

. 7114 
C 144) 
P= . 000 

. 5333 
C 144) 
P= A00 

RITEtIS3A 

1. Otloo 
t 0) 

. 6030 
144) 

p= . 320 

. 5194 
144) 

pz . 000 

R IT Ell S20 

.? 114 
C 144) 
Pa . 000 

1.0000 

pu . 

. 6491 
C 144) 
PC . 000 

RITEIIS30 

. 6080 
144) 

Pr- OOD 

1.0000 

P r. , 

. 5939 
144) 

pa 000 

RIT EA 

. S33d 
C 144) 
Pa . 000 

. 6491 
144) 

pa OOD 

1.0003 
t 0) 
P, 2 . 

nITEMS3C 

. 519-19 
C 144) 
pa . 000 

. 59311 
C 144) 
Pa . 000 

1.0000 
t 0) 
PC , 
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PEARSON CORRELATION or RATIONALE WMIIN SCT ONC9 bY Act 

7 YEARS 
RITi*131 A IIITCISI d 111 T C: 1 o* 1C ITC 

RI -563.3 . 4 
43) 

Pft , 
PR 

. 110 PR Oll pe . 002 

R ITCIS1 93 
43) 0) 43) 4.11 

pa . IJI ra . p!! a all Pia . 0,13 

R ITE. *131 C . 3473 .43 4215 1.0033 . 2071 
43) 43) 0) 41) 

pa Oll pe . 031 Pft . PR I5S 

RITE, ISID . 4323 . 5933 . 2071 1. n013 
t 43) 43) t 43) t 3) 
pa . 034. pa Ajo PIK l 53 PR 

9 YEARS 
RITE-151 A 2 R ITZ; ISI d it LTC' ISP IZ 'R Ut -1; 1C 

R ITEIS1 A 1 . 0030 2 '433 . 374.21. . 4041 
c a) 43) c 48) C 43) 
pm . Pa . 039 P2 . 03) Ps . 031, 

R LTC-. ISI 3 . 2433 1 . 0000 . 6057 .1 C91 
C 43) c 0) c 48) t 43) 
P= .0 39 Pa Pat . 000 Pat . 113 

.1 ITL:. I' ; 01 C . 3742 . 6157 1.0030 . 584? 
C 43) c 43) c 0) 43) 
pa . 339 Pa JOO PM Pu . 003 

RITEISlD . 4343 . 1391 . 5319? 1.0033 
c 43) c po 3) C 43) 0) 
P= J34 pu . 198 ps . 000 Pa 4, 

II YEARS 

Rl TEA31 A RITE4IS1 ü RÄ TE 13 1C RITEAS 10 

RITE[IS1A 1.0000 . 1157 . 3533 . 49B5 

0) 48) c 43) t 48) 
Pa . P: c . 434 pa . 015 Pft . 003 

RI TEll S1 t3 . 1157 1 . 0000 . 3040 . 1132 
t 48) 0) c 43) t 42) 
Pie . 434 Pft . pu . 036 Pu 423 

RITEAS1C . 3503 . 3040 1 . 0000 27 . 3C# 
43) 48) 0) - 43) 

pa j15 Pa . 036 Pa . . 037 

': s1S1 0 R ITý . 4735 . 1132 . 301,81.7 1 . 0002 
(. 43) t 48) 43) 
pu . 003 PIK . 423 Pft . 037 Pia 
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PEARSON CORRELATION OF RATIONALE WITHIN SCT T%'Oo' BY Acc 

7 YEARS 

RITE 'I S2. A "0 RITEIISS RITCtIC 

IT2 11 S2A1.33JO . 6764 39? 3 
c 0) 43) 43) 
P= . Pa . 0,30 pa OOS 

RITE*. IS20 . 6764 1.0000 . 3477 
C 40) 0) c 43) 
P= Ijou Pa . pa . 015 

RITEMS2C . 3? 93 . 3477 1.0030 
C 43) c 43) 0) 
P= . 005 pa . 015 ps . 

9 YEARS 
R I'TE'lS2A RITE 'I S22 a 3 IT VIS2 C 

RITE-lS2A 1.0000 . 7317 . 4973 
0) C 40 48) 

P= 
. 

P2 
. 

000 Ps . 
000 

RI TE [IS 2B . 7317 1.0000 . 7534 

C 43) c 0) C 4S) 
P= . 030 P= . P= . 000 

RITEMS2C . 4973 . 7534 1.0030 
^ 43) 4d) ) cU 

PF . 000 P= . 000 Pu . 

11 YEARS 

RITEAS2A RITE; IS20 RITEMS2C 

RITEIIS2A 1.3030 . 3311 . 4616 
0) 43) 45) 

p= . Pa . 022 p= . 001 

R ITE. *1'0'2 t3 . 3311 1.0000 .46 612 
43) 

p= . 022 p= . PIK . 031 

RITEI1S2C . 4.516 . 4662 1.0000 
43) 48) 0) 

p= Jol p= . 001 pr . 
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PEARSON CORRELATION OF RATIONALE WITHIN SCT TIMM, by AOC 

7 YEARS 
R 1 T, ý- -IS3 .1 RI TC-: IS 3f) 411 tc, l:; 3c 

RITEMS3A 1 . 0000 .4*. P*.! 0 
. 6523 

c 0) c 43) C 43) Pa . pa . 001 Pa . 00C 

4 '11 TE. 'l S3 3 . 4563 1.3300 
. 432S 

48) c 0) c 43) 
pa . 001 Pa . Ps . 031 

RITE. IS3C . 6623 . 4325 1.0000 
c 43) C 43) c 0) 
pu . 003 P2 . 031 Ps . 

9 YEARS 
RITVIS3A RITEI1S38 RITVIS3C 

. IITEIS3A 1.0000 . 7472 . 5200 
0) 43) 48) . p= . PR 000 PC 000 

RITEI1S39 . 7472 1.0000 
. 5983 

43) 0) t 48) 
p= OOD PC . pa OCO 

RITE*IS3C . 5200 . 5933 1.0000 
4Ü) 48) 0) 

PC Aja pa OJO PR . 

11 YEARS 
RITr-. IIS3A RITVIS30 RITE'IS3C 

RITEiIS3A 1.0303 . 5322 
. 3763 

c 0) 43) 43) 
PC . PC . 000 PC . 033 

RITEIIS30 . 5322 1.0000 . 6569 
4 3) 0) C 43) 

PC . 0300 PC . PC . 000 

RITEIIS3C . 3763 . 6569 1.0000 
C 4: ) C 48) c 0) 

PC . 003 PC . 000 Ps . 
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APPENDIX 16: FACTOR MATRICES FOR NIETACOCNITIVE VARIABLES AFTER 
PRINCIPAL AXIS FACTORING AND VARIMAX ROTATION 
FOR WHOLE SAMPLE AND EACII AGE GROUP 
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APPENDIX 17: PROSE PASSAGES 
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PENGUINS 

often when pacple think of the frozen regions of the world thcy think of 

penguins and polar bears. But penguins and polar bears are naver found 

near each other except in zoos. Polar b=s live in the Arctic in the 

North Pole. Penguins live in the Antarctic in the frozcn rcgi= arvjM 

the South Pole. No pengdins live north of the Equator. 

penguins are birds that canmt fly. The= are 18 diffeartnt vpecies of 

penguin. They vary in size and pattern of colour . 7he cm=nczt type in 

the Adelie. You can see it in mst zoos. It is black on the head, back 

and wings and white cn the chest like a ran in dinner dress. on land it 

usually itands upright and uaddles alcng with its head in the air. ! rho 

. 
guin is designed to protecý colour of the pien z it frcm its encmics. it is a 

kind of camouflage. Wien it is swimning it is dark frcm above anil iv- hard 

to see against the blackness of the uuter below. An encmy cwimning 

beneath, on the other hand, is confused by the bright light of the sky and 

my not see the penguin's light unde-rpu-ts. 

The penguin's body is splendidly adapted for life in the sea. it in 

streamlined for swilnuing like a fish or seal. if the penguin had large 

wings they wculd get in the uuy and act like brakes when it vzs swimaing. 

! Iheir &mll wings are rmre like f lipp=s and in tho sea can be uzed 55 

straig paddles. The penguins thick oily feathers protect it frcm the cold 

and uwet. 



PANDAS xcli 

peking is the capital of China which is the only country in the world 

where pardas are found . Over a thouzand miles away to tho couth-w-at: of 

Peking lies the Sichuan Province. 7be western p2rt of this regicn in vcry 

ccuntaincus and viet. Banboo, grows hare and thLxe in wxy lush vcmtaticn. 

It is an area where trany interesting animals- can ba found. More than 200 

kinds of birds and 50 species of w-d=ls inake there hcm hem. 7ho rarczt 

and =st exciting of all these anhnals is the giant panda. 

Gjant rAndas are bear-like anf=lr. Their heads back3, b3llics and 

hauches are all covered with long, thick twhite fur while their legs are 

all black. Panda's heads are even =re unusual. Their cars am rax-d W-j 

black in contrast to the rest of their head which is white. Around their 

eyes a patch- of black fur grcws giving thcm the appearance of vearing 

goggles. 

Giant pandas feed trainly on bamboo. They eat the shoots. stalks bmndvs 

and leaves of the ballý Plant - 7bey also like to eat reeds and sugar 

cane. Swe people think pandas are vegetarians. 7IUs is not t=c. libey 

s=tirm eat neat too. Pandas like to eat bwrboo rats utich are =11 

creatt=es that live in the banboo groves . Pandas enjoy drinking umter. 

cnce -they start drinking they don't like to stop. in fact they drink co, 

lruch that theix tirmies, becam bloatcd and they can hardly mmAhc 

drinking habits of pardas is of great interestc. to zoologists. 



Kt'VýG%RCU3 

The kangaroo is a nust 'c.: i, ý !... ""! 

lion iti.,, only in Australia. W 

grown it is taller than most men. It has very strcncj le-gs and t 

which help it to move along in great big hc.; move V,,, xý 

fast. Big kangaroos can travel at 35 miles pci: 

Baby kangaroos are called joeys. T! -ýy live in a pouch at the front 

I 
of their mothers bc)O.,,,, taien they are f irst born t-Y*--y spend a 11 thc. 

time in their mother's juuch- As they get older they spend nure tizw 

out of the pouch and only climb in to the poty-; h wfitm they arc, 

f rightened and there is scuet-hing dangerms about. 

mngaroos usually are fo=. d in A crou") ol' 

called a imb. A mz)b is like a ffoodlv 
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7 YEARS 

true untrue 

New-born kangaroos like to hop about. 

Baby kangaroos are called joeys. El F 

Kangaroos live only in Australia. 
0 El 

Joeys hide in their mother's pouch when theY 
are frightened. 

11 F-I 

Full grown kangaroos would be about as tall as 
someone in your class. El 

Big kangaroos can travel at 55 miles per hour. El 11 

Kangaroos are usually found together in pairs. El 0 

A new born kangaroo is only one inch long. 
FI El 

K P, angaroos are usually found together in groups 
like a family. F-I D 

Once a joey is old enough to hop about it never 
goes in its mother's pouch. F1 
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Kp angaroos are usually found in groups. 

it can move very fast 

Joeys live in a pouch. 

A mob is like a family. 

When it is born it is only one inch long but 
full grown it is taller than most men. 

Kangaroos have great big tails. 

The kangaroo is found only in Australia. 

mob is a group of kangaroos. 

The kangaroo is a most interesting and unusual 
animal which is found only in Australia. 

It can hop very quickly. 

ycs no 

0 

El 

F7 El 

El D 

Fý ' ED 

El 

D 

11 

El 
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9 YEARS 

true untrue 

All penguins have the same pattern or black and 
white markings 

Penguins can only fly short distances. 

Penguins are only found South of the Equator. 

There are 17 different different types of penguin 
in addition to the Adelie which is the most common 

The black and white colouring of a penguin is to 
protect it from its enemy, the polar bear. 

Penguins live in the Arctic region. 

The penguin, although a bird, has a body which 
is better adapted for life in the sea. 

The penguin's colouring is a camouflage which 
protects it from its enemies 

penguins and polar bears are never found together 
in the wild. 

The penguin's wings act like brakes when it 
is swimming 
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yet no 

Their small wings are like flippers in 
the sea and can be used as strong paddles El El 
Zoos are the only place where you find penguins 
and polar bears together El 0 

There are 18 kinds or penguin. 

The Adelie is a common type or penguin. 

Against the blackness of the %%-ater the penguins 
feathers are hard to see El F-I 

You can see it in most zoos. ED I--] 
Pengins live in the Antarctic in the frozen 
regions around the South pole. D El 
The oil on a penguin's feathers protect it from 
the ice cold. 

M0 

It is a kind of camouflage. El F] 

They vary in size and pattern or colour. 
M El 
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11 YEARS 

tf uo untruc 

The panda unlike most animals in the bear 
family prefer a vegetarian diet. 

Pandas have an unusual habit of drinking so much 
that they become bloated and almost unable to move 

Sichuan Provence is a great distance from the 
Chinese capital. Peking. F-7 
The landscape across the entire Sichuan Provence is 
very mountainous. 

11 

Pandas are found near Peking. F7 
Pandas hind legs are white in colour. 

Pandas live in dry but mountainous regions. 

Sichuan Provence is a thousand miles due West 
of Peking. 

ED 

Pandas have a mixed diet of plants and small 
animals. 

The lush vegetation of the western part or the 
Sichuan Provence attracts numerous species or animal. 

0 



c 

vCS no 

The drinking habits or pandas are or great 
interest to zoologists. 

Some people think pandas are vegetarian. 

Pandas love water. 

Their ears are round and black in contrast 
to the rest of their head which is white. 

Bamboo grows in the Sichuan Provence. 

Around their eyes is a patch of black fur 
which looks like a pair of glasses. 

F-7 r--', Pandas are not vegetarians. 

The rarest and most exciting or these animals 
is the giant panda. 

F71 F-I Peking is the capital or China and the place 11-1 
where Pandas are found 

The Western part of the region is very 
mountainous and wet 
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APPENDIX 19: ILLUSTRATIVE SET 



cli 

In the winter it is very cold and sometimes it snows 



ciii 

Snow comes in the winter time when it is very cold 

it snows everyday in the winter 

In the winter it is very cold and sometimes it snows. 

In the winter it is very chilly and sometimes it snows. 

true untrue 

yes flo 

Lt ri 
IIHJ 
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APPENDIX 20: PRACTICE QUESTIONS 

true untrue 

The kangaroo has a very small tail. 

Kangaroos live in Australia. 

yes no 

Baby kangaroos are called joeys. 

When it is born it is only one inch long 
but full grown it is bigger than a man. 
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true untrluc 

Penguins are like emus and ostriches 
because they are birds that do not fly. 

FI 

Penguins live in hot countries. 
0 El 

yes no 

often when people think of the frozen regions 
of the world they think of penguins and polar ED F-I 
bears. 

Polar bears live in the North Pole. 
M- El 

I 
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The panda"s main diet is the bamboo plant. 

Panda's are found living in the wild in 
many countries. 

Giant pandas are bear-like animals. 

Giant pandas feed mostly on bamboo. 

true untrue 

yes no 

H Li 
"l1 H 

lrý 
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APPENDIX 21: OUTCOME DEFINITION RESPONSE SCHEDULE 

Standardised formats were used to elicit or define learning outcome. These are 
presented below. 

SELr DEFINED 

You scored x out of ten. 

Do you think you did well? 

Probe 

is it a good score? a bad score? 

Are you pleased with your score? 

WERMENTER DEFINED 

The normative score derived in pilot study 6 were used to derine outcome. Outcome 
was presented as follows 

Success 

You scored x out of ten. That is very good. That is more than most children of your 
age usually score 

Average 

You scored x out or ten. That is average. That is what most children or your age 
score. 

Failure 

You scored x out of ten. That is not very good. Most children or your age would 
score higher. 
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APPENDIX 22: ATTRIBUTION RESPONSE SCHEDULE 

Standardised questions were used to elicit attributions. The first Is an an open 
question the second is designed as a check procedure and a direct question about tile 
stability of response. 

Question I 

Why did you do badly/ do well/ get an "avenge* (use child's word In self derined 
condition) score 

Question 2 

Could you improve next time? Ilow? 
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APPENDIX 23: ATTRIBUTION CODING SCHEDULE 

Sixteen classes of attribution are included In the schedule. All attribution statements 
are to be classified. The status of each is equal. 

CATEGORIES 

Strategy-Reading: 

Any response referring to the strategy or reading 

Example 
'I read it well" 

'I read it lots of timeso 

*1 read the difficult bits more* 

Strategy- Learning 

Responses referring to strategies of retriev-al and storage 

Example 
"I learned the difficult bits more' 

'I memorised ir 

"I put a picture of the story in my mind* 

"I thought about the things I already knew then the story... it helped 
me to remember' 

N. B. The response "I thought about it is not classified here. This is an Effort 
attributioe 

Stategy-Recall 

Responses referring to strategies used in answering the test 

examples 
01 checked the questions' 

0 If they (questions) were only slightly changed I %%= more likely to 
get them wrong. I looked for big changes .... 0 

The questions reminded me of the story. I used the Inrom3tion in 
the questions to helP me 2nSwer" 

0 
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Ef fort- Concen tratio n 

Responses which convey a qualitative notion or 'trying hard" 

Examples 
"I concentrated* 

"I paid attention" 

"I thought hard" 

Effort- Time Spent 

Responses which convey a qualitative notion of effort In which effort is measured by 
time spent. 

Examples 

Interest 

"I spent a long time" 

'I rushed through' 

al didn't think long enough' 

Responses which refer to interest in the subject matter or Usk format 

Examples 

Knowledge 

".. because Pandas are my favourite anilmale 

"I liked doing these tesW 

refers to specific knowledge about the subject m3tter. 

Example 
'I've done work about kangaroos. I know about kangaroos* 
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Specific Ability 

Responses which refer to Specific Ability to do the t3sk. 

Examples 
"I'm good at readine 

'I'm good at these sorts or tests, 

"We do these sorts or tcsts in English and I usually do well* 

General Ablilty 

Reference to general competence. 

Examples 
"I usually do well at school 

'I'm quite clever' 

Task DiffIculty-Passage 

Reference to level of difficulty of the reading material 

Examples 
"It %ras very long. It was hard to remember' 

There was a lot to remember' 

'It %v-as difficult to readQ 

Task Difficulty-Test 

Reference to the level of difficulty of the test. 

Examples 
'The questions changed just the most important bits. That made it 
easy" 

"It %%-as easy because we answered just a few seconds after fe3ding it" 
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Outcome 

Reference made to the score- criterion of normative reference. 

Examples 
'I would usually get a better score* 

"I did better than most children do* 

Chance Guessing 

Notion of predicting the test. 

Example 

Chance Luck 

'I thought about what questions might be in the lost. I guessed fight' 

Reference to fate. 

Example 
"I was just lucky' 

Circumstance Mood 

Reference to emotional state 

Example 
'I was a bit nervous' 

Circumstance Situation 

Reference to context/environment 

Example 
"It was very noisy" 
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APPENDIX 24: PEARSON CORRELATION OF NICA AND MCZ WITH 
ATTRIBUTION TVPE AND ATTRIBUTION DIMENSION FOR 
EACII EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
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APPENDIX 25: META-ANALYSIS OF CORRELATION MATRICES 

(A) METACOGNITVE INDICES WITH ]EACH ATTJU13UTION TYPE 

(B) METACOGNITIVE INDICE WITH EACH ATTRIBUTION DMIENSION 
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Meta-analysis of correlation matrices for each ago groupt Moan 
correlation of each metacognitive index with each attribution typo 

CATTOT SPCTOT RAT2 GSEIIS GSAM GSCM OS TINS 

STRAT1 0.07 -0.01 0.06 0.02 0.32 0.05 0.18 0.07 

STRAT2 -0.03 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.17 0.23 ** 0.18 0.07 

STRAT3 0.04 0.11 0.04 -0.04 0.02 0.14 0.01 0.10 

EFFORT1 0.12 0.09 0.14 -0.06 0.05 0.04 -0.05 0.06 

EFFORT2 0.10 0.08 -0.10 0.30 0.07 -0.03 0.14 0.06 

KNOW -0.03 0.03 0.11 0.03 -0.09 0.01 0.04 0.07 

ABILITY 0.19 0.04 0.26 0.06 0.15 0.09 0.02 0.07 

TASK1 0.04 0.06 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.17 0.04 0.02 

TASK2 0.01 0.01 0.18 0.01 -0.11 -0.10 

p<0.05 

p<0.01 
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Meta- analysis of correlation matrices for each ago groupt Moan 
correlation of each metacognitive index with each attribution 
dimension 

CATTOT SPCTOT RAT2 GSEHS GSAM GSCM os THS 

INTERNAL 0.11 0.07 0.13 0.12 0.18 0.12 0.19 0.14 

EXTERNAL -0.07 0.03 0.10 0.08 0.14 0.08 -O. OG -0.10 

CONTROL 0.12 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.22 0.12 0.18 0.10 

UCONTROL -0.07 0.02 0.17 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.02 -0.02 

STABLE -0.10 -0.04 0.07 0.02 0.13 0.16 -0.04 -0.04 

USTABLE 0.12 0.09 0.15 0.15 0.19 0.11 0.18 0.11 

GLOBAL 0.16 - 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.00 -0.04 -0.03 -0.06 

SPECIFIC 0.10 0.08 0.16 0.13 0.23 0.15 0.16 0.11 

p<0.05 

p<0.01 
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